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KONAMI 

The Plot Thickens. 
Konami unearths Castlevania-1 -• - 

Bloodlines for Sega Genesis, the 
most challenging, most chilling ' n 
adventure in vampire hunting" I |»( I t |L 1 N. h V 
history! As whip-wielding John I ":-j 
or master lanceman Brie, pursue «=-: l-..ICS 
your bloodstained destiny across Europe chasing the latest, evilest incarnation 
of horror, Countess Bartley. Shudder at 6 stages of shocking new graphic sights 
and sounds from your worst nightmare. Skele-dragons, spear thrusting 
minotaurs, grotesque giants and ghastly creatures are dying to slay you with 
— — ,..j gruesome attacks and strange powers. So take up your 

jTBBmhi Sh 'I sacred weapons and begin, just remember that you 
p PPPPPJIBP i already have one foot in the grave. djJT; 

■ »- - - 1 «««*• mm,ft? - ..... ' Castlevania® -Bloodlines™ is a trademark +*jgr-' 
? —"!»■’■■■.—— 1 >j J!, ^ i of Konami (America) Inc. honami®is a 

. t 1 •'CST' : \ _ registered trademark of Konami Co., Ltd. 
? ^ xiTYr ; 2#*£ ^ © 1994 Konami (America) Inc. All rights 

^ J -fl*’: reserved. Sega and Genesis are 
£" ^ I J ' V7 -v {J trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. All 

- -—-  —ft. , * -JT ’’VlfflK * fights reserved.This official seal is your 
. ^ j ^jBig 'r^ri ^ V' : Assurance that this product meets the highest quality standards of 

I ; Sega.™ Buy games and accessories with this seal to be sure that 
J i !/■ ' 'L r ■‘■’•' V ! they are compatible with the Sega™ Genesis1 M System. 

| ;*r v. . . Konami Game Hint and Tip Line: 1- 900-896-HINT (4468) 
■ 2»C ^ 2^ ■’ 70c per minute charge. Children under 18 years old must have 
„„_/'_AA_permission of a parent or legal guardian before calling. 

* Touch lone phone required. 
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ESCAPE MOOD'S HELICOPTER ATTACK! 

fn m e n t i n c. 
fend Depiction of ENDOSKELETON are trademarks of Carolco Pictures Inc. and used by Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. under 
f Manufacturing Company from Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. © 1991 Midway Manufacturing Company. Nintendo, Super Nintendo 
! seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. © 1993 Nintendo of America Inc. UN is a division of Acclaim 
claim Entertainment, Inc. All rights reserved. 



Welcome to not just another issue of Game Fan. First of all, I would like to talk about the new ‘ 
Viewpoint section. You’ve been asking for it so we of course delivered. The new Viewpoint 
breaks each game down into the five categories that we feel are the most important; 
1. Graphics, (how it looks which includes the quality of the artwork, shading, and backgrounds) 
2. Play Mechanics, (moves or abilities the character actually performs like grappling, double 
jumping etc...) 3. Control, (how the game feels and ease of execution) 4. Music, (self explanatory 
but very important) and 5. Originality (does it break new ground or is it an old game with new 
sprites)? That’s five categories, each with a maximum of ten points. This allows for a total of 
fifty points. Although it was fun writing a bunch of different personal opinions in the old 
Viewpoint, we can see how that might become confusing when you decide to buy. This new sys¬ 
tem should provide you with a totally accurate representation of the whole game. Three review¬ 
ers will rate each game, one who prefers that category and two guests. You wanted it you got it 
Another new feature this month is Hands On which also has a new rating system. You’ll also 
notice that we have finally added a subscription card and a reader survey. We’re giving away a 
Neo Geo each month so make sure you get in on the drawing. 

Now, since I’m the Ed. I guess I better say something significant about the state of the industry 
I’ve noticed alot of anticipation and excitement over the upcoming 32 and 64 bit systems. 
We too are very excited but are trying at the same time to keep things in perspective Think 

about it. There are somewhere around 15 to 20 million 16 bit systems in homes throughout the 
US. They are affordable, the developers feel comfortable with the hardware and, as a direct 
result, the best games, that use the full capabilities of the hardware, are starting to come out. 
Here s something to think about. Nintendo sold over 30 million 8 bit systems. Combined Seqa 
and Nintendo still have not reached that number with the SNES and Genesis. So you could sav 
that 10 to 15 million people fell off and didn’t buy the more expensive 16 bit systems when thev 
were introduced. Enter 32 bit. Will the user base shrink again to lets say 10 million? Are game 
companies alienating there users by trying constantly to one up each other? The fact is that if 
one company develops a new system, the other guys feel like they have to match it. Is this a 
good enough reason to develop new non compatible hardware? Is it really time for 32 & 64 bit7 
On the other hand maybe our industry is simply diversifying? Will 32 bit finally bring in the adult 
population while 16 bit sales continue to flourish in the 6-13 yr. old market? That would be the 
best case scenario. So the real question is can Nintendo and Sega continue to support there 
existing 16 bit platforms while still keeping the new Saturn and Project Reality customers 
happy? At the same time, staying ahead of Sony, Atari, SNK, and 3DO (who will be concentrating 
on only one platform) will be a challenge in itself. Personally, I would like to see 16 bit gaming 
flourish for a couple more years. I know I haven’t seen the best that the SNES has to offer and I’d 
like to enjoy the Genesis with it’s DSP and sound upgrade for awhile. 
At the same time we are looking forward to 32 & 64 bit. Those who can afford it can look forward 
to the most realistic gaming ever. But those who can’t shouldn’t have to suffer. I just hope it 
doesn t alienate another 10 million people. The burning question is; are there enough developers 
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1 (GENorSNES) 

2 Super SF 2’ (gen or snes) 

3 Virtua Racing (genesis) 
4 MK (SEGA CD) 

5 Streets of Rage3 (gen) 
6 Super Metroid (snes) 
7 Phantasy Star IV(gen) 

8 Castlevania Bloodlines (gen) 
9 Starfox 2 (snes) 

10 Rebel Assault (sega cd) 

^ c>r z lurDO(SNES) 

3 Sonic CD (sega cd) 

4 Secret of Mana (snej 
5 SONIC 3 (GENESIS) 
6 Aladdin (GENESIS) 

7 Mega Man X (snes 

All you have to do to enter the drawing is write down a list of your top 10 favorite games and the 10 games you want the 

* /-n .™ost lhat aren 1 out yet’ on a piece of paper or a Postcard then send them to: 
GAME FAN TOP TEN 6400 Independence Ave., Woodland Hills, CA 91367 

n = ii *s *‘m'tec*to ®ne ("*) entry per person per month. Hope to hear from you soon. 
Drawings w.ll be held on the 21st of each month. The three (3) winners will be notified by mail and listed on this page. 
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AN INTERVIEW WITH 
SOFTWARE CREATIONS 

One of the very first European developers to have 
obtained a Nintendo license was Manchester- 
based Software Creations. Besides producing the 

classic isometric NES game, Solstice, Software Creations 
was also responsible for converting many arcade games 
over onto the popular computer formats of the late 
eighties, and more recently delivered classy Super NES 
titles like Equinox (Solstice II), Plok and Spiderman And 
The X-Men. Other titles include Blaster Master 2, 
Spiderman (Genesis) and Super Off Road (SNES). 
Perhaps Software Creation’s strongest and most recog¬ 
nizable trait, though, has always been music. Veteran 
game musician Tim Follin (aged 22!) is the man behind 
some of the best in-game soundtracks ever. Ever since 
Solstice on the NES and Ghouls and Ghosts on the 
Amiga and C64, Tim has created pure magic, perfectly 
demonstrated by the incredible music and effects in 
Equinox on the SNES. In fact, Nintendo’s own musicians 
in Japan reckoned he was possibly the the world’s great¬ 
est game music composer! He also did the Rock n’ Roll 
Racing tracks for Interplay, too. Sadly, Tim has now 
moved companies but that didn't stop me paying the 
rest of the team a visit after shaking off those post 
Christmas blues. The following conversation was record¬ 
ed with Technical Director Mike Webb and one half of 
the Equinox programming team, Steve Pickford. 

To start us off Mike, can you briefly explain what’s 
happened to Equinox. I mean, the Japanese have had it 
for 3 months and we’re still waiting for the UK and US 
versions? 

MW: Well, the game took an eternity to get approved 
because there were technical problems with the game 
running on different versions of the SNES. The game was 
actually finished over 18 months ago, and it should be 
released very soon. 

Were you happy with the finished game? 

MW: Well, everyone seems to like it. It received a very 
high rating at Nintendo in the US which made it all the 
more worthwhile. And fortunately, it's more or less on its 
own still, as an isometric game on the system. 
SP: We were also dead pleased to see that Japan's 
biggest selling console mag, Famicom Tsushin, awarded it 
a gold recommendation and covered it for about ten 
weeks. It’s nice to see a British game go down well over 
there for a change. 

Who was directly involved with Equinox? 

SP: Well, funnily enough Mike programmed the first 
game, Solstice, on the NES, and started to program the 
sequel, but myself and my Brother John Pickford took 
over and spent the best part of 18 months on it. And of 
course, Tim did the music. 

What was the hardest aspect of the game to pro¬ 
gram? 
SP: Probably getting the perspective to work, which is 
still confusing, I know. We could have used shadows to 
make things a bit easier to understand but parts of the 
game were using lots of processing power already and it 
would’ve been difficult. 

But flick screen games don't use as most processing 
power as scrolling games surely? 
SP: No, but in Equinox’s case the CPU gets bogged down 
with determining the game. When there are a stack of 
blocks on top of one another, there is a fair bit of maths 
involved. 

What about a third Solstice game? 
SP: We've no plans at the moment for a follow-up. Ideally 
we'd love to be able to do the next game using the 
Super FX chip so that we could have a true 3D perspec¬ 
tive. Either that, or we’ll wait until Nintendo’s new 
machine comes along in a year or two. Now that should 
be powerful enough to do it! 

lean tell you, when we first 
started doing SNES work the idea of 
doing an 8 meg game was unthink- 
able, It wasjust too expensive/ 
Tell us a little about the Ken Griffey baseball same 

you're workins on? 

SP: This one’s going to be released by Nintendo in the 
States and only came about because one of our employ¬ 
ees, Brian Ulrich came from Nintendo Of America and 
happens to be crazy about Baseball 

We all love the Neo Geo baseball games too, particular¬ 
ly Baseball Stars 2 and we set out to attain the same 
degree of excitement with this game. As far as options 
go, every team out of major league is in there, with 28 
stadiums complete with different graphics for each one. 
The batters are built up out of separate legs, arms, bod¬ 
ies, heads each with differing attributes. In this way we’ve 
created individual batters that look different and play dif¬ 
ferently. There are so many console baseball games out 
there in the US and especially Japan, it’s surprising that 
there isn’t a single decent one among them! 

So what other systems are you developing for at the 
moment? 

MW: We’ve just finished Plok on the Mega Drive and 
we’ve got several other SNES and Mega Drive titles on the 
go. Unlike most developers we’re not diving feet first into 
CD ROM development and we prefer just to concentrate 
on these two, as well as the occasional Master System or 
Game Boy title. We’re looking into CD ROM, but we cer¬ 

tainly won’t be developing on it for a good while yet. 

GF: What’s your opinion of CD ROM ? 

MW: It’s fine as long as you treat it as a big cartridge. 

People don’t buy Mega Drives or Super Nintendos to 

watch videos, people want gameplay, and a lot of CD 

ROM developers are still forgetting that. 

SP: There are so many games out there that are just two 

minutes of video. 

GF: What games have you been impressed with on CD 

ROM? 

MW: LucasArts’ Day Of The Tentacle is, for me, the way CD 

games should be done. It's superb. If we had the 

resources, that would be the way we’d like to approach 

CD ROM. 

G." What do you think about 3DO and Jaguar? 

MW: The biggest problem I have with 3DO is price. It’s far 

too expensive at the moment. Also, I reckon it’s far too 

early to try and set any kind of standard. A proper multi- 

media machine will need to have MPEG as standard, not 

as an accessory, and if truly interactive 3D games are to 

be possible, it needs awesome power. Jaguar’s nice, and 

with a CD drive for storage it has great potential, but it’s 

not going to look like much next to the new wave of 

machines from Nintendo, Sega and Sony. It looks like the 

games player might just get in for a huge leap in perfor¬ 

mance if they wait a year or so. 

What would be your ideal project? 

MW: I think the SNES could do with something like Day Of 

The Tentacle. There aren’t enough imaginative titles like 

these being produced on console, games that actually 

make you laugh, and think too. The biggest problem with 

doing games like these on cartridge is memory. 

Will you be using the next generation of high memory 
cartridges? 

MW: I can tell you, when we first started doing SNES work 

the idea of doing an 8 meg game was unthinkable. It was 

just too expensive. Within a year everyone had moved up 

to 8 meg, and a bit later came 12 meg. Now, 16 meg is 

not unusual and we already have 20 and 24 meg carts 

available. Soon we’ll have 32 meg cartridges becoming 

feasible. The biggest problem with carts like these is filling 

all that space and making it worthwhile. We’ve already 

worked out that if half of the memory in a 16 meg cart 

was devoted to speech, we could get 8 minutes in there. 

High density carts could keep CD ROM in the background 
for a while yet. 

Thanks a lot for your time. 





You want power? How about 100 
times more power than 16-bit systems. 

Color graphics? You think 16.7 
million colors will hold you? 

Maybe you're looking for fast, real- 
world animation? Tell you what. You 
better have a strong stomach. 

Cuz this is Jaguar And this ain't no toy. 

We're talking 64 bits of power and 3-D 
animation. As in three dimensions. As in 
this stuff is real. You're not just pretending 
to fly a plane. You are in the cockpit. You are 
dodging bullets and bombs and mountains 
and bridges. And you are sweating. 

You've also got CD-quality sound 
to deal with, and arcade-quality 

games that are so multi¬ 
layered and deep 

you may never 
find your 

way out. Not to mention the 
17- button controller that gives you 
so many ways to annihilate your enemies, you II 
never have to kill one the same way twice. 

Jaguar 64-bit. Power. Speed. Control. Sweat. 

'Game of the Month" 
- Diehard Game Fan 

The G unit Nm 
Hus Begun. 

Do pknom inhere pr pods are? 

CYBERMORPH 
The evil Pernitia Empire has the ultimate 

weapon: robotic technologies that can 
rebuild themselves. The good news is your 
forces had new weapons designed. The 
bad news is your scientists were seized by 
the enemy and sealed into pods along with 
vital supplies and information. 

As pilot of Cybermorph Transmogriffon, 
a prototype morphing attack craft, you must 
recover the pods so the resistance fighters 
can halt the Pernitia Empire's sinister march 
toward galactic domination. 

Cybermorph is packed in every Jaguar 
64-bit system and packed with intense 
3-D texture-mapped graphics, CD-quality 
sound and real-time, real-world action 
that’ll help you explore 50 separate worlds 
of canyons, valleys, vortex towers, force 
fields, power stations and fast-flying hostile 
enemies aiming to blow you away. 

f®E» 
\m m. 

ML® 
You're the proud leader of the 

diSCT WlTS'dinosaurs and 
^tribesmen, and do everything 

you can to avoid becoming an 
endangered species. 

Evolve or die, dude. 

The 3mm 
64-Bit Sot. 



pi Perfect" 
eCtmic Gaming Monmy 

Mwimt Aliens 
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THE MOST POWERFUL 
HOME VIDEO GAME SVSTEH 

EVER INVENTED. 

wmMffiK 
iHPSiaiiw 

LlastftousM*® “wstodlv 
r aa asteroids. hltetM te,aK, 

«aPaM,e"tSte«s3e"- 

• Get Bit. 
INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIR SVSTEH 
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Same you can chooseSas 
Ph°Jal 'whlPP'n9 Alien; the Y 
Predator, with sophisticated 
weaponry and infrared night 
wsion or the Marine Corporal 
rmed with piles of ammo and 

'CES Game of the Show' 
-Electronic Games 

Jaguar takes the best of the 
1981 arcade classic and adds 
1994 64-bit intensity. You can 
choose between two modes: 
Tempest Classic, the same ultra- 
challenging game that used to 
eat your quarters; and 2000, a 
souped-up, 64-bit version with 
3 D graphics, awesome power 
ups, and hostile enemies. For 
one or two players. 

r 

^ r,aneu^a'a nUaQ- 

V^e' 

For game tips and hints, call 1-900-737-ATARI. 950 per minute. Ill ATA Ol® 
If you are under 18, be sure to get a parent's permission before calling. X«ml^mlvl 

A touch-tone telephone is required. USA only. made in the usa 

j *ta,n ar? re9'stered trademarks of Atari Corporation Jaguar, Club Drive, Cybermorph, Checkered Flag II, Evolution: Dino Dudes, Trevor McFur in the Crescent Galaxy 
and lempest 2000 are trademarks of Atari Corporation. All right reserved. Raiden® is licensed to Atari Corporation by Fahtek®, © 1993. Alien and Predator™ & ©Twentieth Century Fox 

Film Corporation. All rights reserved. Used under sublicense from Activision 



Travel With Thy Controller In Hand To A Land Where Cheaters Prosper. 

I SONIC 3 LEVEL SELECT 
^fter you hear the voice say, “SEGA”, as Sonic starts to come on the screen, you must very quickly put in UP, UP, 
DOWN, DOWN, UP, UP, UP, UP, and you’ll hear a chime. This is very hard to do and may take a few tries. When you get 
:o the first screen with the 1 Player and Competition options, press down while Competition is highlited and you’ll get 
3 sound test. Go into the sound test and you can choose which level to start on. 

BONUS CARNIVAL NIGHT 1 

FLYING BATTERY 1 

sonic3: 
MUSHROOM VALLEY1 ’he Hpdripl 

rSGUND 

;CRIPT I MO TO- 
MIYAZAI 

AY AND KITA-A 

ARIG. HISASHI.Y 

ACT RAISER 2 
(SNES) 

PASSWORDS: 
To see an illustration of the 
staff that did this great game, 
enter: 
MTkM SkTk HNSH 
To fight the boss from the first 
Act Raiser, enter: 
XXXX Yyyy Zzzz 

CODES THAT DON’T SUCK 
TMNT FIGHTERS (SNES): 

010 CONTINUES BOSS CODE <0 

WFMiTMSNJA 

During the title screen, on con¬ 
troller 2, press B,B,B, A,A,A, 
and then press the X button 
seven times. Go to the option 
screen and you can now use 
10 credits. 

At the title screen, on con¬ 
troller 2, press X, UP, Y, LEFT, 
B, DOWN, A, RIGHT, X, UP. You 
will hear “Yattane”, now you 
can choose the bosses in the 2 
Player Vs. Mode. 

17 



BATTLE CABS OPT 1 <>M S 

DIFFICULTY: EASY MED 1 UM HARD 

EFFECTS VOLUME: 12 3 4 5 

VS MODE LAPS- 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 

VS MODE BOSS: YES MO 

VS WEAPOI-fS: D1 SK HOME ALL 

VS MODE CABS: MAXXED < CUSTOM 

SCROLL LOCK: AUTO MANUAL 

MY ST ICE Y MODE: OFF <>M 

Copyright lei iqqa 
tlamco IHometeh, loc. 
Licensed by Nintendo 

MYSTERY MODE 
At the title screen, press Up, 
Down, “L”, “R”, and then 
Select. You should hear a faint 
explosion. Now go to the 
option screen and turn the 
Mystery Mode to On. Check 
out the brilliant overhead view! 

BATTLECARS YOU’RE the boss! 
At the title screen, press “L” 
“R”, Up. You should hear £ 
faint explosion. Now when you 
play the one player game, ir 
the actual race, you will be dri¬ 
ving the opponent’s car. 

20400 

CRYSTAL DYNAMICS 

ROUND= 20 

LAWNMOWER MAN (SNES) 
In order to do any of the following 
codes, you must input this initial 
code: Pause the game and enter B, 
“R”, A, SELECT, SELECT, Y, A, B, Y, 
A, B. 
STAGE SELECT- Pause the game 
again and enter , A, “L”, “L” and pres: 
start. 
INFINITE LIVES- Pause the game 
again and enter, “R”, A, SELECT, Y, 
and press start. 
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DRAGON BALL Z 2 (SF) 
TINY CHARACTER 

At the screen shown on the left, 
push down on control pad 1 or 2 
to make your character the same 
size as the one on the radar 
screen. This code will work in 
the IP Vs. Com. Or IP Vs. 2P 
modes. 

ifLIFEIi 

7]0 3LZiZ)l--1£1n'DTz!! 

DRAGON BALL 
Z 2 (SF) 

HYPER CODE 
Before turning on the sys¬ 
tem, hold down “L”, and 
the “R” buttons to access 
the Hyper Mode and play 
with the extra characters. 

POP N’ TWIN BEE 
ADV. (SF) 

INVINCIBILITY 
While playing the game, 
pause and put in L, R, L, R, A, 
B, X, Y, L, R, L, R, A, B, X, Y, 
and then unpause the game 
and your character will be 
invincible. 

ifLIFtK 

MEGA MAN X FIREBALL_SHORYUKEN! 
To get the hidden capsule that allows you to throw fireballs, you must have all four subtanks and 
all eight heart tanks. Then you must fight your way through Sigma’s fortress until you reach Sigma 
himself. Defeat Sigma’s pet and Sigma, but lose to Sigma’s machine. Let your remaining lives run 
out and continue. When you start over, go to the Armor Armadillo’s level. Go all the way through 
the stage four times, keeping your energy and weapon meters full. To do this, use the “Escape 
Velocity” option each time you reach the end of the level (see first illustration). On the fifth time 
through, ride the third wheeled platform across the canyon, and climb up the cliff shown (see sec¬ 
ond illustration). On top of the cliff should be a power up capsule with Dr. Light. He will give you 
the “HA-DO-CAN” fireball which will allow you to kill Sigma, Sigma’s pet, and Sigma’s machine 
with only one hit. The fireball can be done the same way as a Ryu fireball, and can only be done 
while the energy meter is full. You can use the fireball for the rest of the game. What a pain! 

* 1 WTTI tKTT rev 
* 1 rtT. SFI Vr^ 
* i 

W it if 

7 IIM‘ 1 y-1- 

flirlr"g 





NBA JAM TOURNAMENT EDITION (ARCADE) 
To play against 24 of the programmers 
from the Midway staff, input these codes. 
MDP JAN. 13 
DOZ DEC. 31 
JMS FEB. 22 
JFC APR. 16 
GNP OCT. 8 
CMM JULY 2 
TWG DEC. 7 
SNO JAN. 3 
JMC AUG. 5 
RJR JAN. 17 
WIL JAN. 1 
PCB MAY 9 
TOB AUG. 24 
TON JULY 3 
JRN JUNE 18 
JWH SEPT. 20 
SAL FEB. 1 
WMN NOV. 11 
TJC OCT. 11 
MJT MAR. 22 
SL- JUNE 24 
ML MAY 25 

LTD APR. 30 
HOW JULY 15 

Misc. Codes 
JCV JUNE 27 
TJC OCT. 12 
CRL JAN. 1 
DIE FEB. 23 
GET OCT. 19 
SAN JAN. 1 
EJB FEB. 23 

To play with the following characters put 
in these codes: 

SUB DEC. 5 

RAD JULY 9 

KNG JAN. 16 

LOR FEB. 20 

KER OCT. 10 

GRM OCT. 31 

PIP SEPT. 25 

RPT NOV. 11 

BABY MODE 
DURING TONIGHTS MATCHUP SCREEN 
HOLD DOWN RIGHT AND PUSH TURBO, 
SHOOT, STEAL, TURBO, SHOOT, STEALj 
TURBO, SHOOT, STEAL AND YOU’LL BE1 
PLAYING IN BABY MODE. 

HUGE HEADS 
PRESS UP 3 X WHILE HOLDING TURBO 
AND PASS, AND PUSH THE SHOOT BUT¬ 
TON 6 TIMES 

ALL THESE CODES WILL WORK ON THE 
1.0 VERS ON AND MAY l40T WORK ON 
NEWER VERSIONS. 

Game Genie Codes: 
TOP GEAR 2 
DEC5-405E 2nd engine costs $15K instead of S30K 
D9C6-415E 2nd gear box costs $5K instead of $1 OK 
DC2A-4D6D Start with 10 nitro’s 

GENESIS 
FORMULA 1 
AT5A-6A4J No warning to pit when tires are worn 
AJ2A-6A48 each race has infinite laps 
ABKT-7TG4 + 
AA9T-7TCA Tires last 3 times as long 

GAME GEAR 
LAST ACTION HERO 
031 20F E6E Start on scene 3 
051 25F E66 Start with 5 lives 
3A1 B1F 2A2 Infinite timer 

PRO ACTION REPLAY CODES: 
GEW1S5S 'mif I "frlF i 
GAUNTLET IV 

SONIC 3 
FFFE120005 Infinate lives 
FFFE210063 Unlimited rings 
FFFFB1000X Numberof gems collected (0-7) 

STREET FIGHTER 2 
FF96D90003 Start on bonus stage 
FFB9770080 Funny music 
FF80C20001 Player 1 turns to flames when hit 
FF83420001 Player 2 turns to flames when hit 

ACT RAISER 2 
7EO92104 Unlimited power ups 
7E091B07 Infinite lives 
7E091D14 Unlimited energy 
7E094D99 Unlimited time 

AERO THE ACROBAT 
7E0CC059 Infinite time 
7E0D0000 Walk through to the end of the level 

BATTLETOADS IN BATTLEMANIACS 
7E003E02 Allows you to play as Rash 

FFOOF900C8 Unlimited energy (Warrior) 
FF010D0005 Unlimited keys (Warrior) 
FF010F0005 Unlimited potions (Warrior) 
FF03BD00C8 Unlimited energy (Valkyrie) 
FF03D10005 Unlimited keys (Valkyrie) 
FF03D30005 Unlimited potions (Valkyrie) 
FF068100C8 Unlimited energy (Wizard) 
FF06950005 Unlimited keys (Wizard) 
FF06970005 Unlimited potions(Wizard) 
FF094500C8 Unlimited energy (Elf) 
FF09590005 Unlimited keys (Elf) 
FF095B0005 Unlimited potions (Elf) 

MEGA MAN X 
7E0BCE10 Unlimited energy 

FLASHBACK 
7ECD4604+ Infinate shields 
7EC74605 

FATAL FURY 
7E060620 Unlimited bonus stage time 
7E066002 Start on the bonus stage 
7E061402 Player one only has to win one round 

ROBOCOP VS TERMINATOR 
FFF08C0040 Infinite energy 
FF009C0005 Infinite lives 
FFF0F000FF Invulnerable 
FFF1AA000X Replace “X” for weapon select: 1 - Ed Gattling 

Gun, 2 - Grenade, 3 - Bazooka, 4 - Plasma Rifle, 
5 Homing Missile, 6 - Laser, 7 - Flame Thrower 

SONIC SPINBALL 
FF579E0003 Infinite lives 
FF579E1003 Boss room is open 

JURASSIC PARK 
7E029510 Infinite ammo 
7E040555 More dinosaurs 

LAMBORGHINI CHALLENGE 
7E19BEFF No damage 

MORTAL KOMBAT 
7E1D2084 Player 2 always wins Test Your Might 
7E048300 Start fighting before “Fight” 
7E196E02 Player 1 only has to win one round 
7E002C01 Player 2 starts with 1 million points 



w
 

This official seal is your assurance that 
this product meets the highest quality 
standards of SEGA™. Buy games and 
accessories with this seal to be sure 
that they are compatible with the SEGA™ 
GENESIS™ SYSTEM. 

shi mm mamm 
™Sun Corporation of America. ©1994 Sun Corporation of America. All Rights Reserved. Nintendo, Super Nintendo Entertainment System and the Official Seals are 
registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. ©1994 Nintendo of America Inc. Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega Enterpnses. Ltd. All Rights Reserved. 
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50 THEY LOADED UP THE 
POSTAL 4*4 AND MOVED 
TO AG OIAQ.A ...HILLS THAT 

■ IS, SWIMMING POOLS, 

P&BtilLlS, TREES... 
W XT WAS A80(Af 
rA MflMTH a 60 THAI 
THE aOAKE 
HIT - - -_ 

AMP THAT'S it. ^HERE'S THE ^ 
^POST- EARTHOUAKE ^ 
WENTMRES OF monjtaui 
AND TEAM GAME FAN. 

A WDONALb^ 

r-rHl5 MUST bp 
'the place.r 

SEE E. STORM- 

UKIL<MD 

^00Y, klNDA ^ 
(DESOLATE OUT 

^/egg • 

ilC _fuir\ 



TEAM (SAME PAW 

0$ GUVS^*E'nrt6 GREATEST 
X -O/E GOOD VIDEO GAMES, 
TOO/CAM X JOIN WMRTEAM5 
HUH, HUH,CANT HW?/M 
mV name's timmv md 
t'll do Reac Gooo/som^ f 
can^X Join ?! Jm.. \ ^ 

^moa/itamr.Tt 
PostmeisteR 

pMfils] 
F$0 HOW MANY MEMBERS DO 

VOtA r sw7^dTh6Te> h! 

^ssSffSB 
Aim-. ctust /J 

/one second)m 
, Timmy. cancB 
r see YOU 1 
IN THE KITCHEN 
POSTMEISTEG.AJ 

MAtf, WHAT'S UP 
'film THIS KID 

SCRIBBL 

^ycRi 

■'I DOKJT KNOW, '— 
but there's definitely 
. SOMETHING strange 

ABOUT HIM. bs^ 

r 
1 ; :. 
I [\ a HI 



Alwaysmsbmhw 
k0P A SICK uY ) 

m\lS 

WfAY CHILDHOOD ^ 
rfl/IS COWS l$TEt> OEP 

MULTIPLE TESTS 

AAlD EXPERIMENTAL™ 
t)0SES OF THINGS LIKE. 

A/VA80LIC 
Steroids 

r.GROUJTH 

HORMONES. 

,HBP Enacts 

Bssssa® 
lT called h/m-^p 

Xtwe r^som ^ 
^Most Res;WNSiBlb 

MVCOWO/nON) 
LUMS ALSO /A/TO 
I^A/IDEO csAMEjj 



^AMO HIS ^ 
DBATH SHALL 

BE MEN6ED. 
NEXT/SH-m 
settle, of 77/c 
36fL<be.Se£ Vtf. 



Picture this, three of history's most ruthless and 

ambitious leaders all in one room. Now, throw in 

the fact that all three are looking towards world domina¬ 

tion with massive armies following their every com- g 

mand. Sounds interesting, doesn't it. This winter, 

Koei's bringing Genghis Khan, Nobunaga and Cao jl 

Cao together to a store near you, and it's going to be E 

exciting. After all, Genghis Khan is out to lead his 

across Asia and Europe 

CV'i i'V* ) i T i 

■w-a Mongol hordes victoriously 

lU in Genghis Khan II: Clan of the Gray Wolf; 

pig Nobunaga is seizing control of Japan in 

1881 Nobunaga's Ambition and Cao Cao's devising new 

Hi wavs to reunite China after the collapse of the eg 

Second Han Dynasty in Romance of the Three 

Kingdoms III: Dragon of Destiny. The contest for jl 

world domination is about to begin! 

Sega Genesis screens shown 

Also Available for ibm Pc 
Compatibles. 
KOEI Games are available for all systems in 

retail outlets nationwide! If you can't find the 

KOEI product you are looking for, call us at 

(415|348-0500 (9am to 5pm PST). 

KOEI Corporation, 1350 Bayshore Highway, Suite 540 

Burlingame, CA 94010 

Genghis Khan II, Nobunaga's Ambition and Romance of the Three Kingdoms III are trademarks of KOEI Co 
Nintendo. Nintendo Entertainment System, Sega. Sega Genesis and the official seals are trademarks 

(Ninlewlo) 
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VIEWPOINT 
Graphics, music, play mechanics, control and originality... 

everything a good game needs. 
Five important categories with a possible of ten points each. Simple, easy 

to understand breakdowns of each game reviewed. The new Viewpoint. 

THE PIRATES OF DARKWATER • SUNSOFT • I6MEG • ACTION I PLAYER • AVAILABLE APRIL 

New Viewpoint 
contest rules: 

To enter; rate each cate¬ 
gory (graphics, music 
etc..) one through ten and 
write a short comment. If 
you have a mug shot of 
yourself send that in too! 
We’ll do the rest. 

GRAPHICS 

MUSIC 

CONTROL 

PLAY MECHANICS 

ORIGINALITY 

GRAPHICS 

MUSIC 

CONTROL 

PLAY MECHANICS 

ORIGINALITY 

i y 0. («» f»i c<i ('«« 

>) (y 0i 0 0 0 ($» 0 

43.5 

GRAPHICS 

MUSIC 

CONTROL 

PLAY MECHANICS 

ORIGINALITY 

I haven’t played an 
action platform 
game this strong 
since Shinobi. m 

ASTERIX THE GREAT RESCUE • SEGA • 8MEG • ACTION/PUZZLE • I PLAYER • AVAILABLE NOW 

GRAPHICS 

MUSIC ■ 0> 0; (p ('•»» 

CONTROL "0 0 0 0 0.0 

PLAY MECHANICS 0 f- 0> 

ORIGINALITY 

One of the best 
games of it’s kind. 

GRAPHICS 

MUSIC 

CONTROL 

PLAY MECHANICS 

’» Rp (?) di 9 # ( ’I 0?) 

i> 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

V 0 0» 0 0 0 0 0 

ORIGINALITY 

One of the biggest charac¬ 
ters in Europe makes his 
way across the sea, we wel¬ 
come him with open arms. 

GRAPHICS 

MUSIC 

CONTROL 

PLAY MECHANICS 

ORIGINALITY 

') n 0 0 0 0 0 

i 0 0 0 1§ 0 0 

HEIMDALL • JVC • CD ROM • RPG • I PLAYER • AVAILABLE NOW 

GRAPHICS 

CONTROL • 0 1 •> - • 

PLAY MECHANICS 

ORIGINALITY 

GRAPHICS '•>!'*){? |0 {$ 0) (0 (0 0 9 
MUSIC 0 (ffl 0 R (0 9 6 

CONTROL 0 (0 0 0' 10 10 0. (0 (0 9 
PLAY MECHANICS v (?, (010 (0 9 ® (0 8 

ORIGINALITY 0 i0 10 (0 (0 (0 (0 (0 (0 9 

9 GRAPHICS -.0, • 

6 MUSIC 0 0 0 0 (0) 0' 

9 CONTROL 0 0T0 0) 'V 0 0) 0) ( 

8 PLAY MECHANICS 

9 ORIGINALITY 

41 41 
SUB TERRANIA • SEGA • 8MEG • ADVENTURE • I PLAYER • AVAILABLE APRIL 

GRAPHICS 

MUSIC ' " 1 0 1 10 (0 0 

CONTROL ii 10 |0 [0 10 10 (0 10 

PLAY MECHANICS (0 R (0 10 0 0 (f) 01 

ORIGINALITY 0 10 (0 (0 0 (0 (0 0 

Truly a unique 
game experience. 
Way to go SEGA 

GRAPHICS 0 0 0 0 0 0 (0 0 8 
MUSIC 0 0 0 0 (0 0 01 7 

CONTROL 0 0 0 0, 0 0 6 
PLAY MECHANICS 0 0 0 0) 0 0 0 0 8 

ORIGINALITY 0 0 0 01 0) 01 0 0 0 9 

PLAYER • AVAILABLE APRIL 

GRAPHICS 0 0" 0< 0i 0' r«) 0 (?) 

MUSIC 0 0' (0 *0 0« 0 0 [0 

CONTROL . <0* 0* 0 i0 i0 0> 0" 

PLAY MECHANICS 0 9 0. 0,0. 

ORIGINALITY 

GRAPHICS 7 
MUSIC 7 

CONTROL » 8 
PLAY MECHANICS 7 

ORIGINALITY 0 Q 

liliiiJi 37 
GRAPHICS 

CONTROL R (0 0>. 0' 0 0 

PLAY MECHANICS 

ORIGINALITY 

38 

GRAPHICS 

MUSIC 

CONTROL 

PLAY MECHANICS 

ORIGINALITY 

Great scaling, cool 
tunes, 2 player rock 
& roll action. Way to 
go EA. 



UTANT LEAGUE HOCKEY • EA • I6MGG • ACTION/SPORTS • 1-4 PLAYER • AVAILABLE NOW 

LIFE OOOOOOC 
MACICOOQOO <• 

GRAPHICS •• 8 

MUSIC •• • *i F?1" *i 7 

CONTROL i , m , 8 

PLAY MECHANICS 8 

ORIGINALITY v) • v i i' 'i <i 9 

GRAPHICS r’> 8 

MUSIC »T» m • •/ ’•< 7 

CONTROL --»'*•)"■»«-» '•» 7 

PLAY MECHANICS - ^ 7 

ORIGINALITY 0 3 f») 3 3 0 I *•> 8 

GRAPHICS 

PLAY MECHANICS 

ORIGINALITY_ 

[ EA mixes sports 
and gore perfectly 1 

■S for a bloody great 
l game. _. 

EQUINOX • SONY • 8MEG • ACTION 

GRAPHICS 

MUSIC 

CONTROL 

PLAY MECHANICS 

ORIGINALITY 3333333 3_ 

M y [ An awesome | — . 
J game!! ,3 

• I PLAYER • AVAILABLE NOW 

8 GRAPHICS 

8 MUSIC 1 ’’ '>' ’> 3 ■ ’’ •’ 3 ’> 

8 CONTROL 

8 PLAY MECHANICS 

8^ ORIGINALITY ' 

f Action, Drama, and an — 
■ I* I isometric viewpoint, 

add up to a legendary 
M ] gaming experience. i r 

L -J V___ 

GRAPHICS 9 

MUSIC ■’33 3 3 0 9 9 

CONTROL 9 8 

PLAY MECHANICS 8 

ORIGINALITY • « 9 

[ Finally after 3 years 
1 in the waiting, 1 was 

^ not disappointed. 
[ Incredible Game! 43 

KING OF DRAGONS *CAPCOM • I2MEG • ACTION • 2 PLAYER • AVAILABLE APRIL 

GRAPHICS 

MUSIC 

creqi:ts o& 

GRAPHICS & <& & 8 & & 3 8 

MUSIC 3 # 8 &> a & & 7 

CONTROL 3 & & 3 3 3 3 9 

PLAY MECHANICS 3 ® '21 8 # (Si 8 

ORIGINALITY 0 3 3 3 3 # (-3 8 
f Dashing desperadoes meets 

1 Joe & Mac. The Neo-Geo 
^ needs more games like this, 

j Are you listening SNK??? 40 

GRAPHICS 9 

MUSIC 8 

CONTROL v 9 

PLAY MECHANICS " 3 "•.?& 8 

ORIGINALITY 7 

Those graphics! 
That sound! What 
a game!! 
(Too short) 

Great game? Yes! 
Short? Of course! 

GRAPHICS 

CONTROL 

PLAY MECHANICS 

ORIGINALITY 

•V* ■ j*-* jst -j-- 
-OO 

grgoi:ts B3BB 

SPIN MASTERS • DATA EAST • 90MEG • ACTION • 2 PLAYER • AVAILABLE NOW 

BATTLECAR5 • NAMCO • 8MEG • ACTION • I PLAYER • AVAILABLE NOW 

GRAPHICS 7 GRAPHICS 1 # # # # 

MUSIC ”3 3 33 3 6 MUSIC 

CONTROL ••••.•) 6 CONTROL 3 ”3 " v ’’ ’» 

PLAY MECHANICS ”3 333 5 PLAY MECHANICS 

ORIGINALITY 3 4 ORIGINALITY __ 

CONTROL 

PLAY MECHANICS 

ORIGINALITY 

| A cool F-Zero like 
I game with a Road 

s Warrior twist. 

Strictly for the mode 
7 set. Battlecars had 
little more to offer 
than speed. 

Not what I was 
expecting, but it 
was still moder¬ 
ately fun. 



JVC Musical Industries, Inc 

Why spend your time thumbing through 

stacks of gamevdocumentation when you can 

be thumbing your vyay through the Dark Ages 
as a viking godsend? ' 

Thanks to an intuitive game design, you don’t 
need to know how to read the runes on a 
wizard’s staff to indulge in the legend of 

Heimdall. Pillaging, plundering and battling 
sword-wielding hordes is as simple as 
“point-and-click.” 

Whether you’re an RPG-pro or just getting 
into fantasy games, Heimdall gives you all 
the rich detail and enduring action of the 

most popular role-playing titles—without 
the brainfry. 

Prove your vikinghood by 
wrestling wild boars and 
rescuing feisty barmaids. 

GAME TIP? 

CALL 1-900-454-4JVC 
?750 each minute. If you are under 18, be 
sure to get a parent’s permission before 
calling. Requires a touch-tone telephone. 
U.S. only. JVC Musical Industries, Inc. 
Los Angeles, CA 90068 

Innovative “point-and- 
click” interface gives you 
total character control. 

Wsjilficiarseal^yinir assurance that this 
productmtrets thehighest quality standards of 
SEGA™. Buy games'and accessories with this 
seal to be sure they are compatible with the 
SEGA CD™ SYSTEM. © 1994 Core Design Ltd. 
Licensed by Victor Entertainment, Inc. Used 
under authorization by JVC Musical Industries, 
Inc. Licensed by Sega Enterprises, Ltd. for play 
on the Sega CD™ System. Sega CD is a 
trademark of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. 

Get into the viking spirit 
by hack-’n-slashing with 
giants and gods. 



2 PLAYER • AVAILABLE NOW 
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ACTION • I PLAYER • AVAILABLE 3RD QUARTER 

#d35$EEE 

r'jF Somewhere between exter 
fir minating Woollies and becom 

ing a TV personality, Bubsy is findim 
the time to star in his second SNES ani 
Genesis adventure: Bubsy II. As our stor 
begins, Bubsy Bobcat, his trusted sidekici 
Arnold Dillo and their young charges, th< 

JuirtfSO 

pesky Bubsy Twins, are pretty excited. You see, celebrated capitalist boar 
Oinker P. Spamm, and scientific genius, Virgil Reality, have struck up a partner 

I! sh‘P. since they found out that Virgil’s newest invention, the World Origination ant 

ji’ Matter Projection Unification Machine (WOMPUM) actually works! This incredible devict 
■~jy '7j*ias a^owe<^ Oinker to create the ultimate amusement park- the Amazatorium; an amazint 

jf, world where guests can experience all the wonders of the real world through the miraclt 
mmmmmmmm-*- - s'mulated reality...or so it seemed. Jumping on the chance to bring home the bacon 

Oinker immediately hogged all the airwaves, in a piggish feat of media blitzing, tc 

announce the grand opening of his fascinating Amazatorium. In fact, the press was sc 
utterly preoccupied that other, more mundane, news was completely overshadowed. For instance, hardly anyone 
reported about the sudden disappearance of all ancient artifacts and written history about the Nile. Althouqh one 
noted archeologist was quoted as saying, “The lack of evidence indicates that nothing much was going on there ir 

those days.” To back up his statement, he produced a history book with 37 blank pages that specifically did no 
describe the civilization which clearly never occurred. Then there was that controversy over the exis 

tence of municipal airports. Why was so much money spent to build these things when air trave 
„ * i was k"own t0 be a scientific impossibility because the Wright brothers never existed? Try explain. 

* a ing that one to a whole bunch of ticked-off airline passengers who suddenly found 
,n their lights canceled until the invention of the airplane. Hmmm. Something 

W f|shy was definitely going on. Still, the Bubsy Twins convinced Bubsy and ..... M 

«■ " Arnold to take them to the Amazatorium, and even managed to accidentally s*. - 

34 

Mm * 



jWfeffl] 

. junior scout bolt cutter to slice the lock and slip inside. And so, without realizing 
v / *4 » it, Bubsy was off on his next adventure. Tracking down the Twins is just the 

' start. Bubsy is on the brink of an awesome discovery-the WOMPUM doesn’t _ 
simulate reality... it STEALS it! And, if left unchallenged, Oinker P. Spamm 

could hog all of reality for himself and then charge the world to come and see it!!! 
Can Bubsy save the day? We’ll find out in Bubsy II! Since I have only played a very 
early version of Bubsy II, I cannot go incredibly in depth, but 
what I can tell you is that the game looks extremely promis¬ 
ing and the story is obviously 
much more detailed. As this 
added depth translates into £ _ I 

things to get quite involved " iJH 
in the Amazatorium. Bubsy ||i| 

quarter release. We’ll keep 
you posted as the game 
progresses with updated 
screen shots and the count¬ 
less other surprises that „ ^ 
Accolade has in SB f . 
store. < ~~ 

- Takahara * 'ill ' v '• m 

Xsf wUva « j 
pft; vy 1 B* *M 4'f 

>. 'mmI 'gs •- 'I9R - j! i U:rA;j Bf • . 1 ! 
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GENESIS • US GOLD • I6MEG • ACTION • I PLAYER • AVAILABLE APRIL 
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intellect such as himself. He has constructed a 
huge fortress deep within a savage forest and 
has begun building a vast army to march 
against the nations. These are the minions you 
get to grab and either squeeze to death, head 
butt, punch out and, basically, harass through¬ 
out the game. I especially enjoy grabbing a 
guy by the throat and dangling him over a 
ledge...it’s good to be the Hulk. The Leader 
has enlisted the help of four of Hulk’s arch 
rivals: Rhino, Absorbing Man, Abomination and 
Tyrannus. They are the bosses you will 
encounter at levels end, so you better save 
some gamma juice because they are looking 
forward to your arrival. There is much more to talk 

about such as the stunning 
fourth level, the use of 

Dr. Bruce Banner, etc., but v:v*" 
I’ll save that for next 1 
month’s review. For now 
all I can tell you is this 
is a great game and one 
that you should buy the -• £. 
minute it arrives. See ‘ya 
next time. -Mr. Goo 

vtUHL 

rL Jk I 
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MORE 

**, 1 you found the key 
'-Luckily I found a secret way in 
- Now i must tell you what has 

r\\ happened. >£ we were given a sacred Treas 
of Rule to protect by King Prim 

We took great pride in prote 
tke treasure, until one dau. Da 
Water ravaged the whole island. 

^•Rivers of Dark Water poured thr< 
»\£h e caves, its destination, thi, 
-^Temple. It's as if the water kn 

that the Treasure of Rule was hi 

aware of his presence as you come across those 
who know of his whereabouts. They will lend 
you a clue if you lend them a hand. The charac¬ 
ter interaction lends greatly to the game. When 
you get to a text screen you will find yourself 
actually reading, rather than pounding buttons 
to continue quickly. The characters at your 
disposal are: Ren, a well rounded swordsman 
(and the star of the show) from the island of 
Octopon; Tula, a quick but weaker fighter from 
Andorus, and IOZ, a slow but mighty swords¬ 
man from Tayhoj. Although Ren and Tula are 
swifter, I found IOZ to be the best overall char- 

M 

-j ±.JJU 

•35b-of / mill action/adventure. It is a detailed, we] i > 
thought out game that blends action, story telling 

__nlav mprhanir*;. divpr^itv fun atiH AHHirfin Or 



acter due to his superior power. Our three war¬ 
riors also have a valuable sidekick, Niddler, 
whom you will become familiar with early in 
your quest. Let's say you started the level with 
Ren but you think IOZ may suit your particular 
needs better - give Niddler a call. If he's well 
fed he just may just lend you a wing. 

The graphics in PODW are excellent, featur¬ 
ing some of the best artwork and detail I have 
ever seen in a Genesis cart. The characters, ene¬ 
mies and backgrounds are all drawn very well. 
Without play mechanics even the best efforts 
can fall short and this is where SunSoft has real¬ 
ly succeeded in making this such a great game. 
There is a lot of precision jumping within each 
level, and you will find that each character 

i .^vv i 



controls perfectly with a Shinobi style double 
jump that can be performed ANYTIME, 

while airborne. There is also a lot of 
climbing, crawling, grabbing over¬ 
head platforms and pulling oneself 

^ up- Each character has a multitude of 
moves depending on how close you 

are to the enemy. The levels (which are full of hidden areas and sub-levels) 
are long and never the same. Each new area has a completely new look and 
layout which will require extensive exploring and memorization. Let's just 
say it never gets boring. There are no 'bad' levels in PODW as there are in 

■so many other long action/adventure games. They are each impressive in 
their own way and feature a new set of obstacles, and a unique boss charac¬ 
ter who you will first talk to and then battle for the valuable treasure he (or 
it) is guarding. The music is high quality and does fit the game well, ^ 

iv<V4>j\y x T/ v ✓> r vs 

_-__ ^ 
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\ i It seems almost all 

J f%J of the awesome clas- 19 
I ^SWaMpu^>~ Sic Looney Toons 19 

(vfTT^L f characters have their I 
T own game (except for I 

-^llA PePPV Lapew... too I 
\y\ Xj stinky). Now everyone’s I 

J' Ifl favorite cat and bird, I 
ft^BL -- ''Sylvester and Tweety, are mak- I 

ing their way to the Genesis courtesy of I 
mtmJ AW TecMagik. We all know the story, Sylvester is always ViM^Mkai 

trying to eat the seemingly harmless and lovable little 
t Tweety, but Tweety has one big advantage... a brain. The object is simple, 

you control Sylvester through six different scenarios, chasing after Tweety 
while trying to avoid Granny, the huge bulldog, electrical wires and count- 

|1J% QTK less other traps and pitfalls right out of a Looney Toons cartoon.... The / 
[ \y challenge lies in the many wicked jumps that Sylvester must make while /,> 

negotiating each level. Everything from walls to train cars to telephone 7 
poles stand in your way. Sylvester has his work cut out for him if he is f 

rfijy to dine on the scrumptious yellow snack. Stacking objects also pre- \f~ 
I MMr sents a challenge and is another unique feature in the game. The sound Y 

in Sylvester &. Tweety is Trademark Looney Toons all the way with a catchy A 
soundtrack and cool voice samples like “I tawt I taw a puddy tat” and ‘ Hello ^9 

Breakfast”. In the graphics category Sylvester & Tweety delivers with visuals M 
that will bring you back to those 7:00 A.M. cereal and TV sessions that we all 

know and love (those were the good old days huh!). To find out more about 
Sylvester & Tweety tune in next month for our full review. -Joe D 

rr__ v. 
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In the town of Lorath, Prince Sandor and Princess Elin are about to take their vows, when the 
town falls under a viscous attack by the Danek, a huge armada of iron giants armed with 
cannons and very destructive fire weapons. In the aftermath. Prince Sandor awakes only to 

find that his bride to be has been taken, and mother and father have been killed. The Prince is 
devastated and vows to take revenge on the Danek. One of the elders tells Sandor that in the 
past, the Monarchy sought out the wise old sage, Otto, for advice and guidance. Otto tells 
Sandor that no bow, sword, or magic can match the awesome destructive weaponry of the 

Danek. There is only one thing that may defeat the insane war making army, the Legendary 
Armor, which was thought to be a myth. This awesome power which almost destroyed an entire 

world, had to be sealed by five magicians because it was too dangerous. Now, the only way to unlock the 
source of the Legendary Armor's power is to find the five orbs hidden by the magicians. Vay is Working 

nesigns next RPG translation from the Mega to the Sega CD and as they did with Lunar they are doing another fantastic translation. 
Where the backgrounds were stiff there is now animation and the story has been translated with all the drama intact. A good import RPG 
is becoming a great US RPG. Vay is similar to the Phantasy Star series in structure, has a good story and a very user friendly interface. 
(Graphically it is also very impressive. Basically, your gonna' have fun! Look for a full review next month. - Joe D 

RAGING BULL 
BARBARIAN 

EUREKA! 
STRANGE BREW! 

SgllDOR POTTLE 
MP3M HP47 
MPtCt MCVK 

LORATH CA<I COMMANDER: 
Prince Sandor drove 
away the marauders: 
ALL HAIL THE PRINCE! 

SdNDOR 
* LI 
: '• HP 19 
' - HP 5 
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Kill bad guys! Collect scrolls! Cast spells! Open chests! Unlock doors! Press switches!.Play 
Heimdall! THE TOOLS OF THE GODS HAVE BEEN STOLEN AND IT IS UP TO YOU, MIGHTY 
COUCH POTATO, TO RETRIEVE THEM. So do your duty as a SEGA!, CD owner and go out and 
buy Heimdall. I do not deserve to be the only guy subjected to these incredibly tough labyrinths 
in which I have been stuck for countless hours. Of course I figured it out, but I claimed the life of 
a brave 6 button controller in the process. ATTENTION DUNGEON DWELLERS; at the end of 
the first level, after killing the sea monster, if you do not have the 6 Power Rune Scrolls (and 
believe me, you won't) you'd better hope you have Valhalla's Curse or a Giant Strike because that 
is one tricky wizard!! 

W .. . QNT1 So, I just saved you about 2 
hours of frustration..what are you gonna' do for me? How about entering my contest? Just send in 
a brief article and explanation on how you beat Heimdall and I'll send five of you the next Core or 
JVC CD game free! (Specify which one you want.) I'll draw five names on June 
first (that gives you plenty of time) and notify the winners in my Import 
Update section. Do 
it!! 

have a deal? Good luck!...you'll need 
-E Storm 
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lore, the cham- 
5ion coders from I 11 

land of Kings * * i 
and Queens are 

even more 
nagic with the Sega 
CD, doing things, Mi 

can’t do, 
like texture mapping 
and scaling huge sprites M^*8, 
while entertaining perfect 11 ( 
control, CD sound, and no 
oading. Basically kicking butt 
with hardware that continues to u 
perplex piles of programmers. ™ 
These guys are the best, and this 
game is going to be awesome. Even 
though this version is only about 
80% complete, you can see the bril- ^ 
liance shining through. With all 64 colors 
on screen you get to enjoy a 3D shooter of Tj 
coin-op quality with great control, excellent 
music and diverse, interesting levels, including t| 
“off the tracks” and underwater sequences. Soul Star 
should be ready to go within weeks of when you read 
this so start asking about it. If you’ve been waiting for 
another <tfeat shooter for you’re Sega CD, better dust it c 
Soul Stank coming. - E Storm 







AVAILABLE MAY ROM • SIMULATION • I PLAYER 

Since we last showed 

you Battlecorps, 

Cores new mecha¬ 

nized masterpiece, it has 

gone through some major 

changes, all for the better 

of course. It has now gone 

from a game we really 

liked to a game we really, 

really like...alot! First and 

foremost the control, 

which was too complex, is 

now straight forward and 

perfect, and the landscaH| 

is much sharper, cleanHS 

and smoother. The scalfH 
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IE5I5 • TAKARA • 24MEG • FIGHTING • 2 PLAYER • AVAILABLE MAY 

One of the best Neo-Geo fighting games. Fatal Fury 2. is now on its way to the gene¬ 
sis (I hope it takes the bullet train). Takara has a history of programming solid trans¬ 
lations of Neo-Geo arcade games onto thel 6-bit Sega and Nintendo home consoles. 

This 24-meg Genesis version of Fatal Fury 2 could be their greatest achievement yet. As a 
rule, I don’t like to go into detail in a preview (I prefer to do that when I review it) but there 

are some important things you should know about this game. First of all. the play control 
is absolutely amazing. The coin-op game had great control and Takara’s SNES ver- 

k y, sion of FF2 wasn’t too shabby either, but the Genesis version approaches the 
Jjub stunning Fatal Fury Special arcade game in the areas of playability and raw 
\ fun. I like the graphics better on the Sega version and the sound effects and 

music are the best Takara has achieved on the Genesis to date. The battle 
mode in FF2 is similar to the one found in the Genesis version of Street 

Fighter 2. You can choose to play any of the 12 characters (no boss code 
'r* required). Although you may feel that you’ve had enough of the Fatal Fury 2 (and 

SF2) games to last a couple of lifetimes, if you’re like me, once you pick up this game 
you may not want to put the controller down. -K.LEE 
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Just mail in your name and address to win. Entries must be submitted on a 
postcard (no envelopes please). Multiple entries accepted, but each must be 
sent in separately. No mechanical reproductions or facsimile their of accept¬ 
ed. The deadline for entries is May 1. 1994 and all entries must be received 
by that date to be eligible. 

Mail all entries to: Electronic Arts/Game Fan Contest 5137 Clareton Dr., 
Agoura Hills, CA 91301 

Skitchin is a trademark of Electronic Arts, Copyright 1994. DieHard 

GameFan Magazine, and Electronic Arts are not responsible for late or lost 
mail. Employees of Game Fan Magazine, or Electronic Arts, and their sub¬ 
sidiaries and affiliates, are not eligible, nor are any members of their immedi¬ 
ate families. All materials submitted, including without limitation, the ideas 
and expression of those ideas, become the property of GameFan Magazine 
and will not be returned. No purchase necessary. All winners will be notified 
by mail. Eighteen (18) winners will be selected from a random drawing by the 
GameFan judges, who shall have complete and sole discretion in selecting 

winners. All decisions are final. All taxes on prizes are the sole responsibili¬ 
ty of the winners. Winners release GameFan Magazine, Electronic Arts and 
their subsidiaries and affiliates in all matters relating to the use of prizes. No 
substitution of prizes or cash equivalent allowed. One prize per family. 
Winners grant permission for use of their names, addresses and photos for 
advertising or promotional purposes without additional compensation. 
Contest void where prohibited by law, and otherwise governed by California law. 
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MVMILMDLC IYUVV • I’M- rtMTCIt • DrUK I 3 * IdMCU * CA DPUK I 2D * 

rTH€ STIrtKO WAY YQO'R€ PLAYING WILL 

mMSrm%ms&k ?^?inT 
• T AIN’T OU€R TIL IT’S OV€R. THC 
W€€N IES Aid * T HEMORRHAG I MG TIL 
THEY’RE HEMORRHAGING. BUT ITS 
ALMOST OVER AND TH€V’R€ GETTING 
PAL€. 

[DEADLY WEAPONS* BLIdD RAGE. 
IMMORAL CONDUCT, GRATUITOUS 
VIOL€dC€ , AdO ALL YOUR OTH€R 
HOBBIES. 

ing around corpses and knowing whether to 
bribe the ref or drop an exploding puck. You 
know, evil mutant stuff. The graphics in MLH 
are excellent with good detail on the lizards, 
skeletons and robots throughout the league, 
as well as the crowd, rink and bloody car¬ 
nage. Instant replay (complete with frame by 
frame) lets you vividly relive all the heinous 
acts that unfold during the game. As with all 
of EA’s sports titles the sound effects are 
ultra-realistic and the control is excellent. No 
matter what kind of games you’re into I’m 
sure you will find something to like in MLH. 
Of course,the true test of a great game is if it 
shows up on a TV talk show (then you know 
you ‘gotta have it!) about us violent gamers. I 
think MLH may get some free advertising like 
MK . No one knows how to boost a game’s 
sales like the U.S. Congress! - E Storm 

Ahhh, another sports game for people 
who normally don’t like sports games, as well 
as those who do. Mutant League Hockey will 
surely please both. Take the perfect play 
mechanics of EA’s NHL series and add some 
of the most creative and heinous carnage 
ever to grace a game screen. Don’t be sur¬ 
prised if a couple of team members explode 
and leave a bloody mess on the ice, or if your 
coach threatens to dismember you, this is the 
Mutant League! ff Mortal Kombat was a hock¬ 
ey game it would be a lot like this. Besides 
the many pitfalls, like holes in the ice. explod¬ 
ing pucks and refs on the take, this is an 
excellent hockey game featuring all the rules 
and stats that guys like Talko live for. But, 
that is pretty much where the “sport” side of 
MLH ends. In order to win here you must 
learn new skills like fighting, cheating, steer¬ 
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Import Update 
MEGA DRIVE_ 

This month we’ve got more of 
the same plus some new stuff 
that looks very promising. 
Although the Saturn is looming 
large in the minds of many, 16 
bit is far from extinct. The 
newest hero in the Sega stable 
is SPARK. Spark (by Game 
Freak for Sega) is on a mission 
to exterminate the secret orga¬ 
nization, GG. His attacks, like 
the Spark Sword and Spark 
Morph are done by manipulat¬ 
ing electricity. The game is 16 
meg and has an early April 
release date (in Japan). There’s 
no word yet on whether Spark 
will make it over here (but you 
can bet that he will). With Sonic 
aging a bit, this may be just 
what the doctor ordered. No 
offense Sonic, I still think 
you’re awesome. Just lose the 
sidekicks. 
Five of the games pictured 
here, Bare Knuckle 3 (24 meg 

Bare Knuckle 3 
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ROM by Sega), Popfulmail (CD 
ROM by Sega/Falcom), Monster 
World 4 (12 meg ROM by Sega), 
Wing Commander (CD ROM by 
Gamearts) and Dragon Ball Z 
(16 meg ROM by Bandai for 
Sega) will see full reviews next 
month as they are just now 
coming out in Japan. If we’re 
lucky Kei will pick me up a 
Laguna Senti ROM (Gau’s new 
Action RPG) while he’s over in 
Japan this March and I’ll have 
actual coverage on that to. If 
not, look for full coverage in 
the June issue. 
Lastly, one of the games that 
will surely be battling it out for 
game of the year, Dynamite 
Headdy from Treasure, is com¬ 
ing along brilliantly and should 
be completed in time for a June 
release on the Mega Drive. If 
SOA reacts as quickly as they 
did with Gunstar, we could see 
Dynamite Headdy in the states 
as early July. We ll bring you 
more on Headdy as soon as PK 
say’s OK. 

Monster World IV 

oooo 
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It’s been a year and a half since 
“Lunar the Silver Star”, The now 
classic RPG that won hearts and 
minds of RPG players all over the 
world, was introduced in Japan. Now, 
Game Arts is back to awaken the 
Mega-CD market once again with the 
same staff working on an all new, 
even better sequel, Eternal Blue. 
The world of Lunar 2 takes place a 
few generations after Lunar and now 
a Magic Civilization has evolved. The 
Adventure of Lunar has become a 
legend as we embark on the story of 
a whole new adventure...Lunar 2. 
The Game structure, direction, 
graphics, and many more aspects 
have been vastly improved. The Main 
characters are “Hiro” and his pet 
pink cat , “Ruby”, the magician 
Remina, the fighter Ronfar, and the 
game’s new heroine, ‘Rucia’. 
The Al system has undergone tweak¬ 
ing as well. This time, you’ll need 
more strategy, during the new, and 
now more animated fighting scenes. 
Because Lunar 2 is so involved it will 
be tough to port to the Sega CD, but 
if anyone can do it Working Designs 
can. Whether they will get the chance 
or not remains unknown at this time. 
Stay tuned. - E. Storm 
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Electronic Games 

Available Jor 
NES(g, Super NES 

& Game Bov" 

“A Hero For 
The Nineties” 

NDSC APE 
FROM 

: Software 
OLWORKS 

Egg-splore five way out 
worlds and warp space! 

Alfred Chicken™ is the hottest new game 
to hit your video game system! Get ready for 
non-stop egg-citement with Alfred Chicken, 

the hero of the 90’s! 

You’ll face uncertain danger as you guide Alfred 

along his menacing journey to rescue his kid¬ 
napped egg buddies from the evil Meka Chickens 
and thwart their plot for World Domination. 

Fight your way through some of the most bizarre worlds imaginable, 
'ake mincemeat out of Meka Chickens, and dodge their deadly traps. 

pyright © 1993 Twilight. Copyright © 1993 Mindscape. Inc, a Software Toolworks Company. All rights reserved. Alfred Chicken 

i registered trademark of Twilight. Mindscape and its logo are registered trademarks of Mindscape, Inc. The Software Toolworks and 

logo are registered trademarks of The Software Toolworks, Inc. Nintendo, Super Nintendo. NES, Super NES and GameBoy are 

istered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. 

You’ve played those other heroes, now try some¬ 
thing with some real challenge! If you’re looking 
for non-stop excitement and thrills-a-plenty, look 

no further ‘cause Alfred Chicken is here! 

Secret passages, extra 

hidden rooms and 

For store nearest you or to buy, call 

1-800-234-3088 
For an Alfred message call 

1-800-ALFREDC 
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music and voice are impressive, but its the graphics that take the starring role 
can’t say that its pixel for pAx-oh perfect, but what I can say is this 
Wfeh'l colorful backgrounds to the cinema screens betwe#n*ip!i 

.. .IP . . SL.—1 ojM . Ml.. '.Marx* - 

From the 
s’ t oil he# 

derailed tWaract#s; ViH2 gffis' yoli^ood taste of the arcade e'iperieniP Eve# 
_•*§ in-t-he areas of charact?e+ animation and game presenJati^WH2-e^eels -6®tiij- 

• Vincingly^ou get alliTTharaaf^Jj the diffe/iiitWackirounds, all-te 
>j» 4eath matches, fPfoie mw#s. Ybrfft.World Hgroe^tWH \m SNESi 

B * and not a dpe-sy^ope at that. Although this version of WH2 is way earlyjpd 
this is jusf a prejlv, I think its safe to say that this is one game to keep 

N*JI • 



AVAILABLc APKIL • I rLAYtK 

.ERGY 21 

One of the most eagerly anticipated games of the decade is almosl 
here. Super Metroid. Ever since the first whisper of the Super Famicom 
back in 1989,1 have been thinking about it, and now finally, it is here. 

Those of you who played the original NES game will no doubt remembei 
those long hours you spent searching the catacombs, as you journeyed 
through what seemed like the ultimate game back in those 8 bit days. I 
hoped that when a SNES version came out it would stick closely to the origi¬ 
nal and provide the same magic feeling and believe me it does. As soon as I 
started playing it at the WCES I knew that it would surpass Castlevania 4 as 
my all time favorite SNES game. Super Metroid mixes superb graphics and 
music together with the 
greatest play mechanics and 
control that I have ever felt 
on the SNES. It provides an 
almost magical feeling if you 
are a serious gamer. Next 
month, we will be bringing 
you a massive review on 
Super Metroid. The shots 
you see here don’t even 
begin to do it justice, but 
it’s all we could get our 
hands < 
view. I’ 
with a i 
SNES g, 
-Mr. oo 
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AVAILABLE OCTOBER • I PLAYER • ACTION • I6MEG 

Ariba!!! Speedy Gonzales is on his way to the SNES compli¬ 
ments of Sunsoft. After seeing this 16-meg flyer at 

the CES, we wanted to give our readers another look 
at this game pricyrto what is sure to be some stellar GF 

Featuring Sonic like speed and animations 
seemingly directly from the classic Warner Bros, cartoons, 

Speedy Gonzales is one game that’s not to be missed. Due 
out this summer, Speedy Gonzales looks to be another great 
Sunsoft hit. We’ll have mucho more, very so>On. - K. Lee ■y soon. 

j— 

Aero the Acro-Bat’s arch rival, Zero, has 
landed a starring role in a Solo adventure 
by Sunsoft, entitled, “ Zero the Kamikaze 
Squirrel”. This impressive looking 16 meg 
action game is due out for both the SNES 
and Genesis this October. One of the most impressive aspects of this 
game has got to be the characters themselves. They are built using 
wire frames and then “texture mapped”! This results in three-dimen¬ 
sional polygon looking characters that can be rotated 360 degrees 
and still be fully animated. Don’t you just love technology? Look for 
Zero to show up again within the pages of Game Fan in the very near 

future. I wonder if Aero is jealous? - K. Lee 

SunSoft’s “The Death and Life of Superman”, one of the most eagerly awaited 
games of the year, is coming to the SNES this June. One of the most intrigu¬ 
ing features about this game is its close ties to the DC comics popular 
“Doomsday” and “Reign of the Supermen” comic book series. The game close¬ 
ly follows the stories of these comic books and it eventually ends with the 
revealing of Superman. Besides the awesome play mechanics, this game fea¬ 
tures some of the best graphics we’ve seen in some time on the SNES along 
with the brilliant art work right out of the Marvel comics. Look for more on 

Superman next month. - K. Lee 
65 

AVAILABLE JUNE • I PLAYER • ACTION • I6MEG • SUNSOFT • SNES 
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5NG5 • CAPCOM • 24MGG • WRESTLING • 1-4 PLAYER • AVAILABLE MAY 

P- COlX'. aF IfilfiJOFrSP, MSTKO 

Capcom’s smash hit arcade 
game, Saturday Night Slam l\ i 

<Maf fi*' If ?h TZay x?the ' 5NtS. I think that it s safe to 
say that this game is sure to -—— --_ 
make a considerable impact. _ 
Due out in May, Slam Masters is " , .Tj1 "t! 
pretty much a wrestling fan's (p— *x-ij ||L— *x °j 
dream. Although the game fea¬ 
tures only fictional wrestlers, x 
(what else is there?) everything V. 
else about SNSM is fantastic: ^ * I 
the sound, the music, the spe- /■» - -;~uf|*• I 
cial moves, the player con- fiSSSSStSli^^ksS 
trol......the list goes on. My -* j 
impressions of SNSM can only [ 
be visual at this point, (we L-^~" .s-1 ^ 

received these slides of the game just before we went to press). What I can say is that if 
Lrcp*tft,ul1 fo'd?inS a knockout job with their biggest titles, (i.e.: Super Ghouls and 

Ghosts, Street Fighter 2), is anything to rely on, then Saturday Night Slam Masters, (along with 
Super Street Fighter 2), should be a monster hit this summer. -K.Lee 

F ASTRO 2F KIMAIA 3F 2ALA20F 4P HAGGAft 
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AVAILABLE MAY • I PLAYER • RACING • I6MEG • ACCOLADE • SNE5 

  

Accolade is bringing Speed Racer, the popular ani¬ 
mated cartoon, home to the SNES. This 16 meg rac¬ 
ing/side-scrolling action game takes you across the 
globe on an international motor racing tour that will 
(hopefully) bring world wide fame to our teenage 
hero. Speed Racer. Its up to Speed, his brother 
Spridle, girlfriend Trixie, and the rest of the GO 
team to battle evil along the way. The game consists 
of 12 levels. In the racing levels, you'll compete in 
seven grueling courses that span across three conti- 

nents. You get to drive the Mach 5 in a 
behind the car, 3D perspective that puts 
you'in'a battle against the clock along 
wjth (he classic Speed Racer villains in 

^ \ the game as Speed Racer, you can go 
lC / \ through a second time as the mystery 

i ous Racer X in his famous, Spooling Star JJ racer. Off the track, you will journey 
ff through 5 side scrolling action levels. In 
w hand-to-hand combat, you'll fight 

against the "Gang of Assassins", "Car 
Acrobatic Team" and other Speed Racer 
badges. Since this is just a preview, we 
won't go into anymore detail, Speed 

\ Racer's judgment day will come at a later 
\ date. For now, you'll just have to settle 

10000 runts 
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Finally! The big N } j 
has given the OK I J 
for Sony to release , Jfc ^|S|pjp^fSsi ^ 
Equinox,..it only - J_ J ^Ns, 
took two years! Equinox _ ?sgg i' 
successfully showcases all of the "s^s,i .-'Sfej* j ! 
superior features supposedly housed 
in the SNES. What a great game! Nine long 
levels, perfect control amazing isometric graph- 
ics and, a soundtrack that you will not believe. Even 
the best players will find that each and every labyrinth is 
100% engulfing and very challenging. Expect to want to bury the 
controller into the wall more than once. But please don’t, your con¬ 
troller is your friend. If you thought Link had tough labyrinths wait 
until you get into these! There are weapons to find (the axe being the • 
best) and secret invisible doors to uncover. You need all 12 tokens to 
complete a level and you’ll have to max out the ol brain power in each 
and everyone to reach the boss. When you emerge from each level you 
are greeted by an amazing display of mode 7. Hang out here and fight 
bats and trolls to regain your energy and spell power. Your goal is to 
find five the strings to your magic harp. You get a string each time you 
defeat a boss and once the harp is repaired you can warp to the final 
three labyrinths which are even more stunning than the last. The ghost 
ship is incredible! It took me 30+ hours to complete Equinox and 

even though I got frustrated a few times it was one of the best 
experiences I have ever had with my SNES. This is a special 

game. It brought me back to happier times when 
Castlevania, Ghouls and Ghosts, Mario World and 

A Link to the Past sat before me. I see many 
games of that high quality on the hori¬ 

zon. The SNES is a great system- 
watch out Sega. 

M * > -KID FAN 

L DONE GLENDftftL, VOU HftUE 

EftTED DOLLOP. YOUR UftLOR 

IMRRESSIUE. 

sririt or ooi-i-oo con no 

GER MOUNT THE I.ONLV 

FIND ft NEW STRING FOR 

R HftRft. YOU NOW HftUE RLE 

THE FIUE STRINGS. 

lifeg; . 
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Viacom New Media has officially entered the xgj 
arena as a strong new developer of both SNES and f 
Genesis software. After spending a couple of days r 
with Rocko & Spunky in "Spunky's Dangerous Day” 
I can hardly wait for their next game. With the 
rights to Beavis and Butthead (coming to your 
Genesis this fall) and both MTV and Nickelodeon’s l 
hit shows I’m glad that they are producing quality tL 
games right out of the chute. If you haven’t seen 
Rocko’s Modern Life on Nick, buy yourself a cable 
guide and look it up. I hear Ren & Stimpy are pret- £1 

between a Chihuahua and a Beagle, must deal with the ups and downs of eve 
life.....like the neighbors, you’ll see. Spunky’s Dangerous Day is an interac 
game, but don’t let the word "interactive" scare you. I’m here to assure you 
as soon as you pick up the controller, you'll be hooked. You control Rocko | 
cute but deranged looking little mate) and you must guide Spunky safely 
through the many predicaments that lie in his path, ultimately leading him to 

the golden fire hydrant (for a bit of a pee 

There are four main levels, with I IfPI 
^ four sub-levels in each. In the £ 

first level, Spunky loses his ■ 
iwh ■6^?' Frisbee on the beach and ] 

Soes wandering aimlessly ■ r7 
IlV to find it. Rocko must S- 

TS \ jk activate rafts to take him 

^
n

m
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m
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BALANCE n. Da device for weighing: scale. 2) 
Equilibr tum...)) /l force or influence that tends 

to produce equilibrium. In the notoriously fickle 
video game industry, the word balance is seldom used to 
describe its overall state. Far from child's play, our 
multibillion dollar gaming industry 
only the strong 

place where 
The ability to act and react quickly to current gaming trends 

is one of the main strengths of our major software and hardware manufacturers. At 
the '93 WCES, there was a major push for one on one fighting games and, at the June 
SCES, every company seemed to have a side scrolling action game in development. 
The '94 WCES, however, was different. Every software company seemed to have 
something for everybody (even some RPGs) and Capcorn (being one of the larger 
game companies) showed a wide range of products. 
Since balance is the new buzzword in the industry, and since the side scrolling 
action/fighting game is one of the more balanced types of games (now ya got yer 2 
player mode, yer story, yer fightin', yer jumpin', yer magic) etc. Capcorn has high 
hopes for both Knights of the round and King of Dragons (these two games did 
well in the arcades). In the SNES King of Dragons, you will traverse a medieval 
kingdom in the hope of finding and defeating the mythical King of dragons and his 
legion of monsters, who have been terrorizing the land. If you 
succeed, this once peaceful land will again grow anew....fail, 

and you and your 
, m buddies will become 

PlAVj paladin pate for the 
j - • --v monsieur dragon's 

* jpN cracker dip. In this 

creiiiY'oj 

1 in 11' i. ■ £ ] tf , U #*! M 
y- 
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16-meg side scrolling action/fighter, you go ^ 

L* P51; j f from level to level (16 in all) fighting some It very tenacious enemies and bosses while obtaining 
Wm^m Jtjp Smmoney, powering up weapons, and using magic along 

^IP^Pr ’Jf^w the way- KOD does have good playability and decent 
sound and music, but its the 5 characters you get to 

:hoose from that gives this game its gloss. Not only are they drawn and animated 
ust like they were in the arcade game (or at least very close), each character requires 
i different style of play and game strategy in order to be successful. This adds a wel- 

:ome bit of diversity to KOD. Your choices are: 1) Fighter-he's strongest in hand to 
land combat and has good defenses, but, has a short attack range and weak magic. 
1) Elf-a quick moving archer that prefers to attack from long range (naturally), has a 
decent level of magic, but also suffers from poor hand to hand abilities and defens- 
ts; 3) Cleric-lie's the most well rounded of the heroes, though a little slow moving he 
docs major damage, has good magic powers and is excellent at defending himself; 4) 
Wizard-also well balanced (there's that word again), and I recommend that you use 
him with the cleric because he has a projectile plus better magic; and 5) Dwarf- a 
tough little thug that doesn't have much speed or range, but takes punishment well 

and has some serious hang time while jumping. 
The only fly in the ointment is some slowdown and flick when there 
is an abundance of stuff on screen. In closing 1 would say KOD is 

very true to the arcade in feeling and execution 
and, is a good title to showcase Capcom as one of t 

the more balanced software companies. I i ' ' 

-K. LEE _ V" 
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THE-NBXWiHING1 

Takara is set to release King of the Monsters 2 for the SNES and as usual, they 

h^ve done a great job of bringing the feeling of the NEO-GEO arcade game 

hpme. Personally, I was a great fan of the coin-op King of the Monsters 2, 

jr so I am obviously pleased that a home version is on its way. The thing 

■ JPr that 1 like so much about King of the Monster?*? is its humor and per- 
■ sonality. Who wouldn’t like to see insane stuff like ripping a chunk 

of bloody flesh out of an alien with your bare teeth or throwing 
him up in the air and letting him land on the spikes on your 

back...way cool. Takara has done as good a job as 

mm mJt \fc L the white shirts at Nintendo would allow them 
’n the area of carnage( remember, we can’t 

MKf yl . - Set too gory now boys and girls) 

IdodiidtiTP 

The vs. made 
and the 1-2 player story mode were left int|<§ 
and the music and graphics are very impjjejr 
sive. If you were a fan of the arcade gafie J} 

and you own a SNES, you won’t ha|^Bo* 
wait long, King of the Monsters mm\ 
be available this spring. 
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Have you ever wondered what a racing game, like F-Zero, would be like 
if you could blow up the other cars on the track? Well now, thanks to 
Namco, you can do just that. Battlecars is another great SNES racer. BC 
uses an engine similar to F-Zero’s and plays kind of like a really fast 
Mario Kart. In this fast paced, futuristic racing game, you first go 
through a practice lap and then (depending on how fast you go and how 
many cars you blow up), you earn money to buy upgrades for your car. 
The cars themselves range from the Mad Max type to contraptions that 
look like something out of Hellraiser. In the actual race it’s you against 
another crazed driver whom always seems to be just a little faster. If 
you’re a good enough shot, you can annihilate him and take the lead, 
but watch out...he’ll be back! In the graphics deptartment Battlecars 
uses the trademark rotation and layered scrolling for which the SNES is 
famous. As for play control, those of you 
who have already mastered F-Zero and ? 
Mario Kart will feel right at home with Jj* _ 
Battlecars, as the control is very similar. T'***. 
With this game, Namco adds another great I “ ' 
game to a category that is still begging for ^ 
more. - Joe D z'** 
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+mlm /k  ' i J1 ^ One of the most successful and populai 
raj CZ I Ml alii characters in the ever expanding world o 

, , video games is Capcom’s Mega Mar 
_/ ^ ^ (known in Japan as Rockman). From the 8 

v pf % ' flf ^ ' JMV bit NES to Nintendo’s portable Game Boy 
Vy..~\ rW-j&f"*fs/*^/ ^ * system, Mega Man has earned himself a 

\ Q ) s*. place in video game history with more and 
'^pjjpF more fans joining the bandwagon each 

year. Content with his achievements in the 
8-bit land, Capcom is letting Mega Man loose on the more advanced 16-bit systems, first with Mega Man X and 
now Mega Man’s Soccer. One thing all MM games have in common is a feeling of fun every time you pick up 
the controller and Mega Man’s Soccer is no exception. To pass the ball, press the “Y” button (if the ball is in 



ie air, this button will make it bounce off your head). MMS combines the ease of play and instinctive control 
f the older Mega Man games with the competitive feeling you can only get in a sports game. With the “B” but- 
>n, you can either shoot the ball if you’re on offense or do the classic Mega Man slide on defense (if you hold 
own the “L” or “R” buttons while shooting with the “B” button, you get to execute a special shot, but only a 
ertain amount during the game). The “A” button is the clear button, which allows you to kick the 
•all high into the air on offense or to execute a hockey style body-check into your opponent. 
here are 12 different play fields to choose from and the graphics are colorful and drawn in 
reat detail. If you were disappointed about Mega Man’s new look in MMX (I wasn’t), then you’ll 
e happy to know that all the characters in this game are drawn in that classic 8-bit Mega Man 
tyle. The quality of the music and sound effects, plus the overall game presentation, have that 
jreat Capcom feel to them, which is only to be expected. Put all of this together, and you get a ^ 
jreat game that may become a link between the sports game enthusiast and the action game 
anatics, and you can’t go wrong with that. - K.Lee 
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Another one of those great toons from yes¬ 
teryear has arrived on planet SNES, Taito's The 
Jetsons’. Here's one more in a long line of cartoon 
titles that are becoming increasingly popular on 
the 16 bit formats. One morning as George is on 
his way to work, he is interrupted by Captain 
Zoom, who has been out defending the universe 
from Zora and her clan of space pirates. Zoom has 
come to request the help of our space age hero, _ 
George, because his powers have been drained by w 1 
Zora. She is on her way to Earth to suck dry all the 
resources the planet has to offer. Her planet has 
been obliterated by her destructive way of life. 
Captain Zoom has entrusted George with the 
almighty Pneumo Osmatic Precipitator, (or big 
gnarly vacuum cleaner as I like to call it), and now 
the action begins. 

The Jetsons is not your typical SNES side 
scrolling action game, it has some unique charac¬ 
teristics that make it quite different. For instance, 
I don't know who thought up a vacuum cleaner for 
the main weapon but it's a cool twist. As soon as 
you master the sucking capabilities of the old 
Hoover power machine, you'll have George zippin' 
through the levels. The graphics and sound are 
pretty much what you'd expect on a SNES action 
title. There's lots of color, some nice rotation and 
mode 7 effects and, catchy Jetson tunes accom¬ 
pany you throughout the game. The overall playa¬ 
bility is good. George is animated well and easy 
to control. One thing I would have liked to see 
was a choice of characters to play, like Judy 
going, “Wow, like way mega intergalactic man" or 
little Elroy with some kind of space camp inven¬ 
tion. This should prove to be a great game for the 
younger crowd or those of you who just can't get 
enough of the Jetsons. -Joe D 
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AVAILABLE APRIL 2 PLAYER • SIMULATION • 8MEG • GAMETEK • SNES 

Damage 
Ammo: C Score:C3SH Bonus:8S Level 

Damage: ZZZ Lives:0000 
Score:CHH9 Bonus:13 Level 53 

Damage: ZZIZ Lives: DOOO 

Ammo: GG. H:_ rT , .• , 

Damage 
Ammo: *+ 

For those of you that 
don’t own a Mac or 
IBM computer, 

Spectre is a smooth poly¬ 
gon tank simulation (set in 
the future) that computer 
gamers have been enjoy¬ 
ing for some time. 
Gametek is bringing out 

nal Spectre is so cool is 
because you can link-up 
and play head to head with 
up to ten other players 
(if you’re on a network). 
Although the SNES ver¬ 
sion makes a brave 
attempt at a two player 
game with a split-screen 

Score: Bonus:S Leve1 

: CS2S Bonus:S9 Level 13 

this popular computer 
game on the SNES. 
Unfortunately, this version 
doesn’t quite live up to the 
standards set by 
the PC and Mac 
versions. Spectre 
has a great con¬ 
cept. You are sent into a 
Tron-like atmosphere and 
must collect all the yellow 
flags within each area. 
While trying to do this, you 
are confronted by numer¬ 
ous other tanks, land 
mines and large obstacles, 
which become more dense 
and deadly as you advance 
through each level. One of 
the main reasons the origi- 

option, it just doesn’t pack 
the punch of the original. 
In this version, you are lim¬ 
ited to a cockpit view. 

While both PC ver¬ 
sions feature multi¬ 
ple viewpoints. 
Don’t get me 

wrong, I’m not total¬ 
ly bagging this version. If 
you’ve never played the 
original, you may find a 
new style of game that you 
really like. I’m all for some¬ 
thing new, especially if its 
challenging and Spectre 
definitely is. It’s just that it 
could have been so much 
better. 

-JOED 

Score:C3C8 Bonus:32 

Hi 

Score:CH*-l3 Bonus: SC Level 13 
namaop: Lives:00 
Ammo: sczzi: H: inz prrr , * i 

Score: CS 13 Bonus: 8S Level !H 
Damage: HZZ Lives:000 
Ammo: ID .• H: —ZD T , \ , 

Score: C-C-18 Bonus: SB Level 13 
DamageJZZZ Lives: DOOO 

tig Ammo: \CmaM H: ZDDH PT , i , 

a A i i i 
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I always wondered why ther% wasn't a 16 bit 
gaewte of Star Trek or Star Trek: the Next 
Generation. After all. they are HtiuGE successes in 
both syndication and. currently, ojFgoegff ol channel 
13. I think some of the third party companies are 
now realizing that the shows audience! goes 
beyond middle age trolls who have nothin<||better: 
to do in life than veg out in front of the Tvr eveim 
^ight. Star Trek is actually an awesome sci-fi 
show, kind of like the “Days of Our Lives” for the 
wale population. Star Trek: the Next Generation on 
the SNES, I d have to say, is all that you'd exg6g|i 

from a 16 bit format. If you're a | aTrekker (as they're called now)4jffl 
sure phe game will give you as 
much fjoy as the TV show. What ffl 

Enterprise by Starfleet Command^ 
These include ground missions, 
where you beam to planet sur-a 
faces, and outer space missions 
where you engage in battles 
Romulans and other Non Federatldvf 
Beings. You also have total control 
of all the ship's functions, like engi¬ 
neering. navigational systems, and] 
tactical controls. What I did notj 
like were the graphics. These 
uneventful images are not really 
what I had in mind for one of the 
most popular sci-fi shows in histo¬ 
ry. If you re looking for a game that| 
offers an extensive challenge and a 
well coreographed Trecky tale, you 
should be dancing in the streets. 
But if you like a little Graphic magic 
in your strategy bag. then you may 
want to slow dance with this one. 

- Joe D 
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mm kick muelf in thf butt if iowbf ifft 
SITTIH' IN THE STUFFT WITHOUT CUV FICHTFB™! 

TUFUBF HFBF FOB U 
LIMITED TUFF OHM. 
whfh mm GONE— 
mm 60HF! 

I9M ELECTRONIC fiflllf MHGHZIHF UWUBOS—“HOST HUMOBOUS" 

OIF BUBO 6UMF FUH MHGHZIHF - "MOST WHHTFO" 

tIOFO GOMES MOGOIIHF - “PERFECT 10 MTINfi” 

ELECTRONIC GOMING MHOHZIHF -“EDITOR'S TOP 10" 

SWHT PRO-"BEST OFT" 

THIS OFFICIAL SEAL IS YOUR ASSURANCE THAT 
NINTENDO HAS APPROVED THE QUALITY OFTHIS 
PRODUCT. ALWAYS LOOK FOR THIS SEAL WHEN 
BUYING GAMES AND ACCESSORIES TO ENSURE 
COMPLETE COMPATAB1LITY WITH YOUR 
SUPER NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM. 

17922 Fitch Avenue 

Irvine CA 92714 

(714) 553-6655 

©1994 Visual Concepts and Interplay Productions, Inc. 
All rights reserved. Clay Fighter is a trademark of Interplay 

Productions, Inc. Nintendo. Super Nintendo Entertainment 
System. Super NES and the official seal are trademarks of 
Nintendo of America, Inc. ©1994 Nintendo of America, Inc. 



ACTION • 2PLAY6R • AVAILABLE APRIL CAPCOM 

In the world of 
video games, most enthusiasts 

accept (or try to) the unwritten 
gamer law: THOU SHALL NOT RECEIVE ANY 
DESIRABLE GAME OR SYSTEM UNTIL ITS 
RELEASE DATE HATH BEEN PUSHED BACK 
TO AN INTOLERABLE POINT. In other words, 
good things come to those who wait....and 
wait.and wait. It seems like you never get 
the things you want, when you want. When it 
comes to cool stuff like: 16-bit Mega Man, 
Zelda and Metroid sequels, the next 

rtTiur 

genera- « 
tion SEGA and NINTENDO hardware and their 
games, Konami software, and a third Street if 
Fighter, each day creeps by slower than the 
SNES Equinox’s gestation period. At the 
Winter CES last January, Capcom had more L 
new software for the SNES than ever, and *- 

more on the way.this made K. LEE very happy. King of Dragons and Slam Masters were 
SuPer street Fighter was due out mid-year (joy!). Plenty of cool titles are due out 

half of 94 and over 20 games are in development. Right about the time I was feeling cont 
about all those games, in came a 100% complete copy of Knights of the Round for the SNES 
this game came out of nowhere is a gross understatement. No rumors from Japan, no 
medieval maidens at the Capcom party in Vegas and, absolutely no screen shots at all in C 
CES press kit. If this is a new trend, I like it. Knights of the Round is so similar in format, c< 
theme to King of Dragons (it too is a translation of a 1991 Capcom arcade game) it makes th 
all the more baffling. To go much further into detail over this game would be a bit prematuri 
is only a preview, not a review. My initial impression is that this game is at least as good as 
than King of Dragons. We will get more in depth next month in a full blown review -K LEE 
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WHILE SUPPLIES LAST 

J ACTUAL 

SIZE 

Be the firs! to haue a cool fatal Fury fighting buddy! Great for your 
room or locker, you’ll haue tons of fun showing him to friends. PLUS 

you'll get a FREE Membership in the lakara Masters Uideo Club. So hurry - put to 
Ik stamps on a self-addressed enuelope and send it to lakara. Dept.FF2, 230 Fifth 
flue.. Suite 1201-6. Hem York, NY 10001. Ihe lakara Game Master will select a great 

fighter and send him to your house within 2-4 weeks. 
No purchase required. Only one figure per person. Requests for specific figures cannot be fulfilled. 

Takara Video Game Division 230 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1201-6 New York, NY 10001 Tel: 212 689-1212 

©TAKARA U.S.A. CORP. 1994 
Nintendo®, Game Boy®, Super Nintendo Entertainment System®, SuperNES® and the official seals are 

trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. © 1994 Nintendo of America FATAL FURY 2® © SNK 1992 REPROGRAMMED ©TAKARA CO., LTD. 1994 

TAKARA 
Video Game Division 



What will in all likelihood become RPG of the year, and perhaps the 
decade, is closing fast with an April 2nd release date for Japan and 
October 1st for the U.S. Final Fantasy 6, (3 in America) will be the first 
SNES game to use 256 colors on screen and, you can bet the story will 
bring tears to your eyes. The Final Fantasy series is known for it’s high 
drama. The detail in the graphics and the amazing symphonic soundtrack 
are said to be unparalleled in 16 bit gaming. Look for upcoming import 
updates to be followed by our incredible U.S. coverage. When this one 
comes out they ought to call a national holiday. - E Storm 
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DESTROY 
ALL ENEMIES 
AND 
PROGRAMMED 
TO SHOW ^ 

000*4 1 30 

TAITO HINT LINE 
©1-900-28-TAITO 

$.95 FIRST MIN., $.75 EA ADDL. 
MUST BE 18 YRS+. 
TOUCH TONE ONLY. 

TAITO AND NINJAWARRIORS ARE TRADEMARKS OF TAITO CORPORATION. 

Three androids built for power and programmed to 
conquer. Each armed with diamond sharp steel, they 

turn their bodies into raging 
cyclones-leaping, kicking, and slashing 

through wave after wave of enemies. More 
than human, more than machine--they are 

the last Ninja Warriors! 

TAITO CORPORATION. 

NINTENDO. SUPER NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM AND THE OFFICIAL SEALS ARE 
REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC. ©1991 NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC. 

TAITO 
THE ONLY GAME IN TOWN. 

TAITO AMERICA CORPORATION 
390 Holbrook Drive - Wheeling, IL 60090 



ns tin'© Burning question that is on every gamers 
wiSnif what is Atari up to? The Jaguar merely trick¬ 
led out and, since the WOES, all has been quiet in 
the /Atari camp,. [Recently,, we traveled to Atari's . 
CA office to get the latest scoop on the first, next 
generation wide© game console. First let’s talk 
about the roll-out. What Atari does not want to do 
is rush out a bunch of sub-standard softwarein am 
effort to sell systems. They would rather perfect 
what is on the table and launch the Jag nation¬ 
wide with an impressive line up of sufficiently 
tweaked, quality 64-bit titles. For that reason. 
Jaguars may be hard to come by until 
around Jume,rwhen a full scale national 
roll-out is planned. By that time, 
Wolfenstein 3D. Doom. Checkered Flag, ^ 
Tiny Toons, Kaeumi Ninja, Club Drive, vO 
Hard (Ball 3. Flashback and a host of ( 
third party games should be available, . , 
Alien Vs, Predator, Wolfenstein 3D j 
and Tempest should be available, 
or very close, by the time you read 
this. The CD. along with Battlemorph. 
could be available by as early as July. 
Ocean is also developing and current- 
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ly working on Shadow for the Jag CD. Over 
150 development systems have been shipped 
and Atari plans to have fifty titles out by the 
end of the year. The latest third party news Is 
the possible signing of Ballly Midway, Details 

are sketchy, but well keep you posted on 
that one. Trade west has signed on and 
has announced Double Dragon 5 and 

Troy Mkiman Football, Both games 
ip have started programming and 

should be available later this year, 
I ReadySoft has also signed and is 

, ' working on Dragon's Lair 2 for 
the CD. Back on the home 
front, the first RPG for the Jag 
has begun development,. 
Legions of the Undead (work¬ 

ing title). In this 3D, texture 
mapped adventure, one goal is 

mttttti 
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to slaughter blood hungry zombies. Look for 
lots of blood and guts in this one. Developers 
are finding the hardware very easy to deal 
with. Believe it or not, Wolfenstein 3D was 
ported over from the PC over one weekend! 
Now, Atari is going over the game, cleaning it 
up. They are more than doubling the resolu¬ 
tion. When they are finished, you can expect 
the cleanest looking and, by far, the fastest 
version of W3D ever. In fact, after they got 



you next month 
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OeAfJ-y, somETHinG HAs STapJled ITIr: C°u/t 

Ano it Ain’t A PaIfg of Cold HAnDs 

You GOT A ViLLAGE 

Farirs. Huts. KniGHTS. People to 

BOSS AROUnD. AriD a cow. 

LiFE is good. But theii you get these visiTORS. 

They’re Fat. They drool, burp, ahd sirell LiKE An 

outhouse. They coire in hordes, EATinG your 3d 

TEXTU RE-IRAPPED HUTS, TREES, WOItlEn, CHILDREn, AnD 

WORST OF ALL, YOUR COW. YOU TRY TO TRASH THEIR 

WiTH YOUR SWORD, BUT iT Ain’T EAS' 

AnD THEIR GUTS GET ALL OVER YO 

-n/ 9 ■BW LiFE STARTS TO SUCK. YOU’VE IRE 

The Horde , iry FRiEnD. An ©RiGinAL gaire wiTH CD-quality LiVE 

ACTion viDEO, DiGiTizED music AnD DisGusTinG EATinG souriDS. AnD a 

CAST OF ACTORS WHO CAH ACTUALLY ACT; LiKE 

KiRK CAmERon AnD FtiiCHAEL Gregory. 

You BUILD WALLS, IROATS, AnD DEATH 

PiTS. AnD YOU HiRE An ARCHER TO HELP FEnD THEItl OFF. AGAin THE 

3 D 0 Horde attacks. You save the cow, but they eat your hut, your 



CORn CROP, All D THAT GiRL n EXT DOOR YOU HAD YOUR EYE 011. 

n©W LIFE REALLY SUCKS. AnD IT Ain’T ABOUT 

TO GET AnY EASiER. The EVIL HORDLinGS 

GROW BIGGER, FASTER, EVEH SIRARTER. 

(AnD YOU HAVEn’T EVER Hi ET THE EviL ChAHCELLOR YET.) 

Dear reader, we pray you’re the sort who learhs 

quickly. 'Cause THis stuff’s CRYSTAL DYNAMICS 

HAPPEninG on 32 biTs* EnjoY, niY FRi e n d . AnD good luck. IB
M
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I PLAYER • AVAILABLE MAY 3DO • ELECTRONIC ARTS • RACING 

One of the most anticipated 3DO titles of ‘94 is on \ ; 
,-fry; ■'? , I its way-courtesy of the folks at Electronic Arts; Road ^ ^ 

, I Rash. This high speed, anything goes motorcycle racing m 
■■ C*. Jr Same features some of the most intense first-person gm*. / 

Rv <i *£ ■ vi ' racing ever seen in a video game. Players blaze through 
,j i * 1i | Tr ■ f , curves and rip through the straight-aways on almost yjf'v 
V *' } *2 I' photo-realistic, texture-mapped tracks that range from ® 

Zg*1* dense cities (specifically, a mock-up of San Francisco) 1 ® 
4^'^ and canyon runs to country roads. With frame rates ' ' 

^ i I approaching 24 frames per second and 3D visuals seen ^ f 
previously only in sophisticated arcade racers. Road 

I 5khI»v "" HHI Rash promises to be an outstanding technical achieve- 
* ^ ment, as well as one intense ride! 
Sfgi 'fyfa But thc creat'v'tY and fun doesn’t stop there. Road ' 

Rash is a,so 3°ins to be rc,eased in an MPEG version ^ 
' that makes use of the latest video compression technol- 5^ 

—- ~ ogy to deliver a cinema quality presentation for inter- * 
missions, end level animation and set-up screens. In 
addition, EA has joined forces with A & M Records to 
produce an amazing, fresh alternative rock soundtrack 

1 for the game. Making use of A & M’s extensive array of . -. 
new artists, EA has added the music of Soundgarden, Paw, Swervedriver, Therapy?, Monster Magnet and 
Hammerbox to the mix to intensify the "rashing” experience. 

The development of Road Rash is incorporating film-production techniques and will integrate many 
Hoilywood-style movie processes with innovative, interactive technology. EA’s design team is using a variety of art 
forms to create the game world in RR. They have combined artist rendered, stylized graphics with blue screen 
photographs of real motorcycles, riders and pedestrians to establish a realistic game environment. Wrapped 
around the gameplay are live action video sequences using professionally directed stunts, many of which were 
filmed from on-board cameras and then integrated to complete the visual experience. 

We expect to have a playable version of the game for our May issue and a full review in June. Road Rash 3DO 
is currently scheduled for a May release...we will keep you posted. - Talko 



AVAILABLE JUNE • I PLAYER • INTERACTIVE SIMULATION • ELECTRONIC ARTS EDO 
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SHOCK r 

WAVE 
The year is 2019 and orbiting the planet Earth is the UNS 

Dmaha-the world's first aircraft carrier in space. This experi- 
nental space platform has begun operational testing of the 
lew F-177 space fighter prototypes. 

But someone is out there, watching and waiting. 

> ** 
ia'« ' c 

DU 1 dUIIU&UII^ 19 UU V TTOIV.1 III 13 uiivi ttuimmj*** 

Without any warning. Earth is bombarded from space by an unknown alien attack. As the Earth's defenses 
ire systematically destroyed, the stage is set for a novice pilot to fly death-defying solo missions in a bid to 

lave the planet. . „ . __ 
This is your introduction to Shock Wave; Invasion Earth 2019, Electronic Arts' first interactive movie com- 
ng soon for 3DO. "As the first interactive movie to be released by Electronic Arts for the 3DO Interactive 
Aultiplayer system. Shock Wave could be considered the first product in a whole new generation of enter- 
ainment software," Stewart Bonn, Senior Vice President of Advanced Entertainment at Electronic Arts 
explains. "Of course, the development of full length, full motion video games is going to be an evolutionary 
jrocess. But, as it stands. Shock Wave is the pinnacle of interactive entertainment software as it stands 

today. This title gives us a glimpse of the future possibilities 
of the media." As you can see by the screen shots surrounding 
this article, EA has made a major attempt at creating a 
Hollywood style design environment and the production val¬ 
ues of the game reflect this. 

As this war between the worlds unfolds, the hidden alien 
agenda becomes clear. And the player will find himself 
engulfed in a first person, 3D world of terrifying, texture 
mapped reality that draws him in and won't let go. The game 
will offer several different areas of conflict, ranging from the 
Nile rivei^tb New York City-each meticulously created with an 
eye toward the smallest detail. 

Shock Wave should be available in June and we hope to have 
a playable version of the game very soon. Look to the 3DO 
Zone for the most complete, exclusive coverage on this revo¬ 
lutionary title as it develops and becomes available. - Talko 
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B,ilieV KANE 

SPEC 
Wolfgang Krauser 

i'Tf! '»<Bi ilHH il_ssesa^-n 

A l_ 
Geese Howard 

V E 
Tung Fu Rue 

O ^ ^^ / \ Back in the fall of 

\\ Wrajjj / released Fatal 
/ Fury Special in the 

^513 Wr T AAt Meades(FF 
ihSPir CrVI/i iyi Special appeared 

for the home system later in the year) much to the 
delight of many NEO-GEO fans all across the country. 
This updated version of Fatal Fury 2 contains many 
cool new features, including: a faster overall game 
speed, more forgiving and precise play control plus 
improved button and joystick response. The one new 

C3 For 2 Seconds then & Then A&C 

Billy Kane 
c? C> 0 c? S3 Then B&c 

Axel Hawk 

Then B&C 

Laurence Blood 

improved button and joystick response. The one new ThenA&c O C> {J, t? & Then b&c C> c? 0 $3 O t? OtaBSi 

feature that gives this game more appeal is the ability to play the 4 bosses from FF2 plus characters from Fatal Fury. In FF2 you could perform a secret super move once your energy 
bar was flashing red (Game Fan volume 1-issue 6) Listed below are all the secret super moves for the bosses in Fatal Fury Special. When used correctly, these moves can erase more 
than 50% of your opponents energy. Flave fun using them to crush the competition and I’ll see you in the arcades. - Klee 

r 

Iright!, Finally! I’m so happy I could cry. The ulti 
" gaming is here on the Neo-Geo 

Top Hunter. In this amazing new side scroller bj 
SNK one or two players can play on two different plane: 
of the brilliantly detailed play 
field. You can actually jump 
in and out of the back¬ 
ground! Add to that mucho 
awesome play mechanics, 

amazing graphics, phenome¬ 
nal music and sound effects 

and, a long challenging quest, and you’ve got the ulti¬ 
mate (non fighting) Neo Geo game. We’ve been ask¬ 
ing for it for over a year now and it’s finally coming. 
Top Hunter is scheduled for an April release in Japan 
so look for it here in the States about the same time. 
Does this mean that Magician Lord 2, Reactor and 
Crystalis are close behind? Hey, it could happen. 
News of a new SNK home system along with the 
arrival of this game has re kindled my interest in 
the Neo Geo. I love it! Bring me more! We’ll have 
a huge review on Top Hunter as soon as we can 
get our hands on it. See you then. - Takahara 
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Finally!!! A game for my 
Neo Geo that isn't a runoff of Art 
of Fighting, Fatal Fury, or World 

Heroes. (Hallelujah, the Gods 
rejoice, the heavens opens up, and 
life is good. for about 20 min¬ 
utes). I haven't been this excited 
about a non-fighting game since 
Viewpoint and Sengoku 2 came out. 
(Man, that was a long time ago!) 
Spin Master is the first Data East 
release on the Geo and it is a great 2 
player action game. One of the 
things that makes this a great game is 
the interaction between the two play¬ 
ers. Even in the one player mode, the 
interaction between your charac¬ 
ter and the enemies is 
above average. SM, 
unlike many of the 
forgettable games of 
today, has enough per- A‘ 

sonality and humor to 
make it stand out 7# 
above the rest. The 
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PP 02891V ,^02991/0 ,»P 001900 

HMH 

Wi graphics on this game truly 
impress. The multi-scrolling 

1 backgrounds are colorful and 
' very hi-res, and the character ani¬ 
mation is excellent. All the char¬ 

acters are very detailed and have that 
classic cartoony look that the Neo Geo 
is famous for. Don't think for one 
minute that all 90 megs went towards 
graphics alone. The music and sound 
FX in SM are remarkable, with 
impressive sounding explosions and 
tunes that match the theme of each 
level perfectly. But wait, there's more 
(as if that wasn't enough). The play 
control is very instinctive and has 
quick reactions, in other words, it's 
good. Unfortunately, Spin Master suf¬ 
fers from Geo-itis, (you know, the 
great trip with a 20 minute life 
expectancy). SM is an awesome game. 
Awesome enough to warrant parting 
with 2 hundies? Mmmmm.I'll leave 

that up to you. - K. D. 

120530 PP 12523V 
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2P 11933V ,P 119920 
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1 can’t believe it! There’s actually another good game for Pioneer’s high priced tank, the Mega LD. The rea 
son this game succeeds is because the only thing the Mega Drive hardware is responsible for is one tiny 
sprite. Other than that, everything is rendered and the musicNsound FX are all pure CD. If you’ve ever beer 
on a motion ride like Star Tours or Back To The Future, then you have a pretty good idea of what Rockel 
Coaster is all about. This is basically a motion ride without the motion-that you control. By all means, I dc 
not mean to be harsh on this game. It is graphically amazing and very fun to play. My complaint, as with al 
laser disc games, is that everything is a set pattern. You basically steer through a movie. No matter how 
many times you play it, it will never change. A system that could render these sprites on the fly miqht be 
worth $1,500.00, but with the Saturn, PSX, Jaguar and Project Reality on the horizon, the 
Mega LD remains the system for that die hard enthusiast who, No. 
1; has the expendable cash and, No. 2; just has to have everything. 
For those people, I highly recommend Rocket Coaster. This may 
very well be the best this system will ever get. - Mr. Goo 
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Welcome to the April edition of 
GaincFan Sports. For those of 
you who have been reading 

since the section’s inception (September, 
1993), you w ill notice some significant 
format changes in this issue. In an 
attempt to provide increasingly accurate 
and more detailed coverage, we have 
doubled the amount of editorial on new 
games. We have also taken a close look 
at how the games are presented and have 
reworked the section’s graphics to pro¬ 
vide you with bigger, more detailed 
screen shots and body text that is a little 
easier on the eyes. In addition, we have 
instituted a rating system for GFS, and 
the Hall of Fame and Coach’s Corner 
columns have been synthesized into 
“Instant Replay”. This isn’t the end of 
our job, however. Over the next few 
months, we will be looking at even more 
ways to keep giving you the best in sports 
game coverage...OK, enough with the 
self-promotion...to the news! Michael 
Jordan, the King of Swing?, Sultan of 
Swat?, say it ain’t so! Do any of you 
remember the Warren Beatty film, 
“Heaven Can Wait”? Well it seems that 
MJ does. Build yourself a reputation, 
make A LOT of money and then use 
your well developed PR and marketing 
skills to force your way into professional 
baseball. I’m not saying that he can’t do 
it, but ha\e you noticed that every time 
they show him on TV, he’s swatting some 
puff ball, weak crap into the cheap 
seats?...throw me a few of those, I’ll 
knock ‘em to the moon! I wish him luck, 
when those nasty big league curve balls 
start rocketing toward his head, he’ll 
need it! I wanted to stay away from this 
one but, w ith all of the national coverage, 
I can t resist. 1’he national media seems 
to be missing the point on this Tonya 
Harding thing. The question of her guilt 
or innocence is not relevant to her ability 
to win a gold medal or to represent her 
country. But her stupidity and complete 
lack of class are enough to keep her off 
of any team that 1 was responsible for. I 
don t want to hear about how she’s going 
to “kick butt” or about her deal with 
Playboy (eesli! Hey Hef, my advice is to 
ship that one in a plain, brown wrap¬ 
per!). By the time you read this, the 
Olympics w ill he history and her fate w ill 
have been determined. Fven if, by some 
miracle, she doesn’t land on her butt and 
she does comes away with the gold, I 
guarantee you won’t see her goofy mug 
on a box of Wheaties. Well, that’s all for 
this month...Next month, it’s Spring 
Training! 

© MLBPft MSA 

There have been many baseball games released for the various 
video game platforms over the years. Most of them have been 
developed for Japanese players first and the American market a 

distant second. On the surface, like the game itself, it seems simple. 
You hit the ball, you throw the ball, you catch the ball. Unfortunately, 
as the saying goes; “God is in the details”. And most of the game 
designers have missed the complexity and subtlety that is the hall¬ 
mark of the grand of game. In addition, the Japanese and American 
cultural differences are never more apparent then as shown in the 

SEGA SPORTS 

BASEBALL 

2 PLAYER 

16 MEG 

AVAIL MAR. 28 

game of baseball. As a fanatic baseball fan, it has been disheartening 
to me, over the years, to see the technology of video game systems begin to soar, only to b 
made painfully aware that the design artistry and love of the game that is necessary to mak 
THE definitive game of baseball come to life still did not exist. Enter Sega Sports and their 1 
meg wonder; World Series Baseball. I will praise your name to the heavens, but I do have on 
small problem... 

I used to have a life. I ate, slept, worked occasionally, played a little hoop and worke 
out...you know, I did stuff. Then along came World Series Baseball and my life ha 
become...FOCUSED! If the American Optometric Association is reading this, take heed...l ar 
becoming a perfect case study for the long term effects of video monitors on long-sufferini 
game players. As I write this article, I have just finished 6 straight hours as a member of th< 
San Francisco Giants, pitching and hitting my team to first place in the National League’: 
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Western Division. I tell you, Bonds and 
Williams think they can play? They’re 
nothing compared to their computer 
assisted alter egos...under MY control. I 
get to play in every major league ballpark 
(including batting practice), play through 
an entire season, and see my guys climb 
their way up the League Leaders chart in 

ruck load of different offensive and defensive statistical categories. The game has a fully functioning 
Ipen and the play by play commentary is unreal. Everything in World Series Baseball is under your con- 

1, including sliding under the tag (THANK YOU for listening Sega Sports). 

J ' 

nOOOTT 
PEREZ 
WICKMOH 
KHMEHICCKI 
muNttHoi;.: 
mowi: 
flSSNMOCHER 
I RRR 
L SMITH 

M MHRM-UP PITCHER 
II PUT PITCHER OH MOUHO 
C OTHER TERM’ S STITTS 
UP/DOWN HILITE PLOVER 
LEI T/RIOHT SCROLL STITTS 

a:LAST b:next HOME 

5 beauty of the game begins and ends with the masterful combination of arcade style game play with 
tistical tracking and season play. The computer Al is second to none and the game begs to be played 
ain and again. The best way to describe World Series Baseball, I think, is to simply go through some of 
many, well planned, features of the game that make it the new leader in sports simulations. First of all, 

ire is the statistical tracking. Not only do you get the league leaders, but the announcer keeps track of 
jr game statistics and your year-to-date statistics are also available on the scoreboard screen... ’Now 
:ting, number 33-he’s two for four and batting .386 ’. These stats go a long way in establishing the real- 
i of this game and in allowing you to make player adjustments during the flow of play. Next, the batting 
chanism; this can be customized to your level of arcade skill. On ‘Hard’, the game gives you a circle that 
lusts in size, depending on whether you’re simply making contact or hitting for power, that you must 
>ve around the strike zone as you hit the C’ button to initiate your swing. There has NEVER been a feel- 
j of actually making contact with the ball like you experience in this game. When you really rip the 
eads, you know and FEEL that the ball is going for a ride. Also, you can immediately tell what part of the 
Id that ball is screaming toward...the mechanics and physics are that accurate! 

addition, the game turns its attention to details like; bullpen pitchers that actually warm-up, balls that 
unce into the stands for ground rule doubles, fielders that, when pushed into the fence, collapse in a 
jmpled heap, accurate dimensional and proportional realism in the stadiums, incredible realism in the 
iyer animation and players that play like their namesakes (including left and right-handed players in the 
i view). The only place that I have been able to notice, where the level of realism falls down, is in the 3/4 
jw of the ballparks (they are not consistent with the digitized backgrounds in the pitcher/batter screen 
d, because of memory limitations, they are more generic) and in base running (in the pre-release version 
the game that we used for this review, you could advance to the next base on a fly ball, without tagging- 
i). Other than these areas, World Series Baseball is the best thing to ever happen to the game on the 

ime screen. 

end to be naturally enthusiastic toward new sports product (thus the job...), or very disappointed when a 
oduct does not live up to its advanced billing. We have been expecting great things from World Series 
iseball and Sega Sports has been well aware of what they have for some time. When I spoke of my com- 
ete dedication to this game, I wasn't exaggerating. I plan on finishing a season BEFORE the official 
lease of the game (Doug, this is one EPROM you may never see again). World Series Baseball will be 
leased (along with NBA Action) on March 28, to coincide with the beginning of Spring Training. For base- 
ill games, this will be like the release of Street Fighter 2...World Series Baseball is going to leave a con- 
derable wake behind it with the competition trying desperately to stay afloat. I hope that you get your 
ime on someone’s waiting list, because, like a Canseco shot, WSB will be going, going, gone... - Talko 
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H GOLF 
PANASONIC 

GOLF 
4 PLAYER 

CD 
AVAIL NOW 

If you saw our March issue, then 
you already know all about 
Pebble Beach Golf Links for the 

3DO. Our coverage of the game 
included overlaying a shot from 
the play screen over the FMV hole 
opening, fly-by sequences. This 
may have caused a little confu¬ 
sion. As you can see by the 
accompanying screen shots, the 
actual play screens are FULL 
SCREEN-not partial and the FMV 
sequences serve as an introduc¬ 
tion, but are not part of the actual 
play mechanics. We apologize for 
any confusion this may have 
caused for our readers and 3DO 
owners. But, hey...it gives us one 
more chance to show you just 
how great a game Pebble Beach 
is! 

boxed version of the game breath- 
lessly-as any truly addicted, 
obsessive hacker would. The 
interesting thing is that I’ve been 
able to play this game just as the 
AT&T tournament was being held 
at Pebble Beach. It is amazing to 
compare the game to the real 
course, side by side, and see the 
incredible degree of accuracy in 
the game layout. This is the result 
of the great design work of T&E 
Soft’s dedicated team of program¬ 
mers, artists and golfing fanatics 
that seem to be in this business 
for the pure love of the game. 

The game of golf has never been 
presented as well as in the 3DO 
version of Pebble Beach and the 
gameplay is better than any car¬ 
tridge game currently available. 
And equal to the vaunted 
“Greens” and “Links 386” for PC. 
T&E Soft has effectively created 
the “Madden” of golf. Pebble 

J>EAC H 

,GOL‘F“I?INkS CLASSICS 

^Licensed by Pebble^eac£fCompany. 

©1994 Matsushita*Electrie Industrial Co.,J.td. 

Beach establishes that kind ol 
benchmark for all of the other 
developers to set their sights on 
and they are going to be hard 
pressed to best this game. The 
only potential areas for improve¬ 
ment that I see are in the ball flighl 
and sound areas. It would be nice 
to see real-time movement of the 
ball, a la “Greens”, and to have a 
commentator in the game itself 
(PB has commentating, but only 
during the hole fly-by sequences). 
Taking both of these comments 
into account, Pebble Beach Golf 
Links is outstanding and one of 
the best 3DO games released to 
date. I hope that T&E and 
Panasonic create an extensive 
series of golf games on the 3DO 
(Waialae Country Club has already 
been announced) and that this 
game sells through the roof...it 
deserves to. Can you imagine 
playing La Costa, Torrey Pines, St. 
Andrews or (maybe) Augusta on 
your 3D07...I can! In the mean¬ 
time, enjoy the dramatic beauty of 
Carmel, CA and play one of the 
best, toughest courses in the 
world; Pebble Beach! - Talko 

Since last month’s report, I have 
been playing the Beta version of 
this title almost non-stop. But, that 
is not enough. I am waiting for the 

TALKO •*8K 
3rd_ stroked 

- 21 feet^'V*1 
&;• 4mphgtjj : 

1st stroke 
523 yardsl 

Looks make-able to me 

2nd stroke 
To yardsB 

Golf Links 

The best finishing hole in golf! Blasting out of the kitty box! 

21.16feet 

55 
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E.A. SPORTS 
GOLF 

4 PLAYER 
8 MEG 

AVAIL. NOW 

PGA European Tour could 
easily have been titled; 
“PGA Tour 2-The European 

Vacation”. EA Sports, known for 
the quality PGA series on the 
Genesis, SNES and personal 
computers, has decided to go 
international with their latest 
release. There are really no play 
improvements or new standards 
in graphics or sound, or no new 
engine that is going to have you 
drooling to buy a new golf game. 
The game plays exactly like its 
award winning older brother, with 
the exception of the five new 
European courses and the advise 
that is given you by Seve 
Ballesteros, Ian Woosnam, Sandy 
Lyle and the rest of the ‘big’ 
names on the European tour. 

Not that this is a bad thing, mind 
you. PGA European Tour, like its 
predecessors, is a very accurate¬ 

ly detailed depiction of the game 
of golf. Unfortunately, time (and 
competition, see our Pebble 
Beach review last issue) has less¬ 
ened the impact of what were, at 
the time of the original’s release, 
considered to be stunning visu¬ 
als. PGA European Tour suffers 
from very flat, one-dimensional 
graphics that rely on various 
inset windows and sub-screens 
to give the player all of the 
required contour, lie and slope 
information. The effect that this 
has on game play is that it 
lessens your sense of actually 
being “on” the course you are 
playing. And, after awhile, all five 
courses; Wentworth Club, Forest 
of Arden, Crans-sur-Sierre, Le 
Golf National and Valderrama 
start looking the same. 

So much for the below par part of 
the game, here’s why golf fans 

should buy this game...play 
mechanics, play mechanics, play 
mechanics! Every time I look at 
this game and think; “Geesh, this 
game is flat and lifeless...get 
something else up on the 
screen”, I get the read on a 30- 
footer and drain it...to the 
immense pleasure of the cheering 
throngs! The PGA series (espe¬ 
cially 2 and this game) continues 
to amaze avid golfers with the 
designers uncanny sense of the 

TALKO just scored 

o birdie on hole M 

to go 2 under por 

and move up to 9th piece 

‘feel’ of the game and their ability 
to bring to life the subtle nuances 
that make golf, at the same 
moment, exhilarating and mad¬ 
dening. I can’t tell you how many 
times I have had the perfect read 
and then juiced the ball just 
enough to have it lip around the 
cup or, being the 12 handicapper 
that I am, simply tried to get the 
ball on the green, without consid¬ 
ering the contour and shape of 
the ‘dancing’ surface, only to find 

INSTANT REPLAY 

* ■ 

Bernhard Longer 
1 Germany 

J. n). Olozobal 
Spain 

Hole *1 Pars 
Stroke 3 E 
Distance:1# yds. 

Club: P Wedge 

Hole *i Par 5 
Stroke 2 E 
Distanced yds, 

Club: 2 iron 

INSTANT REPLAY 

|TALKQ Noon In Contention! 

J. PO. Olozobolj 
Spain 

Bernhard Longer 
'Germany; " 

Hole *1 Par 5 
Stroke 1 E 
Distanced yds. 

Club: Driver 

Hole *1 Par 5 
Stroke 1 E 
Distonce:526 yds. 

Club: Driver 

■ h Par H 
_joke 3 -1 
Distanced ft. 

22 in. below cue I1IDZ"15Z 5DX, HR. 

Bernhard’s a big hitter! That Talko, movin’ up the leaderboard! 



You’re on the dance floor! 

Courses, give me courses! 

Craris-sur-Sierre 
Switzerland 

Some prime French real estate, 
it almost impossible to get down 
in two. This IS real golf and I 
swear this series has made me a 
better player on the ‘real’ links. 

To give you an example of what I 
mean...One of the most difficult 
concepts for any amateur golfer 
to master is ‘back-spin’. You see 
the pro’s on TV do it, but it is 
almost accidental for most hack¬ 
ers. By playing PGA, I have been 
able to develop the tools in my 
real game to become much more 
consistent in the application of 
back-spin. The key lies in hitting 
from a clean lie on the fairway 
and making strong contact with 
the ‘sweet-spot’ of the club face. 

Listen to the man, he knows of what he speaks. 

If both of these things are true 
and you get good loft on your hit, 
shoot behind the cup and watch 
that Top-Flite skip back toward 
the hole...it’s in! Don’t believe 
me? Hah!...you should’ve been 
there when I drained a 151 yd. five 
iron, on the 372 yd. sixth at Le 
Golf National! 

The other major factor that makes 
PGA European Tour a required 
purchase (for me, at least) is the 
long term play value of the game. 
Like the first two games, PGA 
European will track all of the most 
relevant statistics and keep track 
of your tournament earnings for 
as many tournaments as you 
want to play. When you take into 
consideration that you can do 
this over five different courses 
and can stop play and save at any 
point in a game, PGA European 
quickly becomes an instant ‘play 
it again’ option for golf nuts. And 
this game isn’t just about tourna¬ 
ment play, you can compete in a 
Skins Challenge, a Shoot-Out or 
simply spend some time refining 
your game with a practice round 
or some time out at the range or 
around the green. And, you’re 
competing against the best pro’s 
over the pond! They are a friendly 
crowd and will give you welcome 
advise, but don’t underestimate 
their ability to thrash you out on 
the course! Just when you’re feel¬ 
ing good about yourself, looking 
at four under in the second round 
and moving up the leaderboard, 
Ballesteros will get on one of his 
patented streaks and, before you 
know it, he’s got you by three 
strokes and you’re quickly out of 
the money. This is at the heart of 

The key to success is reading the breaks. 

what makes PGA European Tour 
outstanding; the combined feel¬ 
ing that you get of total exhilara¬ 
tion and complete frustration...the 
essence of golf! 

Genesis golfers have been pretty 
lucky. As opposed to other video 
game sports, where the quality of 
the games have been hit and 
miss, golf games on the Genesis 
have been of a consistently high 
quality. First, there was Arnold 
Palmer and the original PGA Tour. 
And, now, we have Pebble Beach 
and this very impressive title. For 
golf fans, it doesn’t get any better 
than this and PGA European Tour 
is a must buy. It is time to dust 
off the clubs and clean your 
shoes because EA Sports is call¬ 
ing you back to the links for 
another round of some of the 
sweetest golf you can play this 
side of Augusta. - Talko 

Crdns-sur-Sterre 
"This par 5 can be tricky as the fairway 
narrows in two places before reaching a 
rather small green. Stay left." 

Ion UJoosnam 
Wales__I 
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UUITH OUR NEW IN -THE- BATTER'S- B0X- VIEUU 

Each pitcher throws three unique pitches at 

THREE SPEEDS. EVERY PLAYER HITS ACCORDING TO 

HIS LIFETIME STATS. 

Choose any season length: 13, 26, 52, 104, or 

162 games. Check out the Green Monster here 

IN LEFT FIELD. 



The in-the-batter's-box- 

VIEW IS REASON ENOUGH TO 

get Sega's World Series 

Baseball* No other game 

HAS THIS SPECTACULAR NEW 

ANGLE. It PUTS YOU RIGHT IN THE BOX WITH THE GAME’S BEST HITTERS. GUYS LIKE BARRY 

Bonds, Paul Molitor, Cecil Fielder, Fred McGriff, Tony Gwynn, Kirby 

Puckett, Darren Daulton, and John Olerud. And only WSB features 

ALL 700 PLAYERS AND 28 MAJOR LEAGUE CLUBS 

IN THEIR HOME BALLPARKS. YOU ALSO GET DIGITIZED PITCHING, 

BATTING AND FIELDING, AND STATS FOR A FULL 162 

GAME SEASON. GET WORLD SERIES BASEBALL. 

And get the best view in baseball. 

REAL 
TEAMS H 

REAL 
PLATERS 

WE SWEAT THE DETAILS. 
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EA. SPORTS 
BASKETBALL 
4 PLAYER 

16 MEG 
AVAIL NOW 

All hail to the new king of 5 unplayable; ie congestion in the 
on 5 hoops-video game lane, 7,000 blocked shots per 
style! That’s right, basket- game, slow, choppy animation, 

ball junkies, with the release of etc. are all mercifully gone. 
NBA Showdown ‘94, EA Sports Instead, NBA Showdown is 
has given gamers the ultimate packed with end to end excite- 
basketball simulation. No, Dr. E ment, a wide variety of dunks 
isn’t in need of professional (more than you’ll be able to 
analysis-NBA Jam doesn’t count) that will have you doing 
count as a simulation! Now, I the instant replay thing over 
know you’re all saying; “Not and over again, easy to control 
another Lakers vs Celtics vs ball movement that Bird would 
Blazers vs Team USA vs be proud of and a lengthy list of 
Godzilla, EA down the drain, options to make this cart, wor- 
frustration fest!” but, believe thy of Dr. E’s shelf space (very 
me, the times-they are a limited). One of the key ele- 
changin’. ments that you will need to 

have a firm grip on is passing. 
The sports nuts in San Mateo This is done by simply holding 
have created a new engine to down the ‘B’ button, then tog- 
drive their new b-ball machine gling through your teammates 
and it’s a screamer. Everything to find the open man. Tip; 
that made the previous titles Always look back door, or wait 

URRRIt 

URRRIC 

Points 
SPREWELL 
HARDftWRY 

Rebounds 
ALEHANDER 

Assists 
SPREWELL 

BIocks 
MARCIULNIS 

Hi I’m Trad, let’s play some hoop The patented finger roll 

SHOWDOWN 94 

'*© C0PVRIGHTjjf9941ELECTRD?ftlRt ART5 rClCENS® BV" SEGA ENTERPRISES,LTD. 

for a layer to cut through th( 
lane-you’ll find many a dunl 
this way! Also, if you time it jus 
right, you’ll be treated to the 
ultimate-the Shaq’s backboarc 
breaking, earth shaking, glass 
all over the place, funk dunk! 
This may take practice, as I’ve 
done it only a handful of times 
Another noteworthy item is the 
play calling option that lets yoi 
decide when it is time to cleai 
out the side, or post up the big 
guy for the game winning shot- 
this is a great feature! 

Did I mention dunks? Only NBA 
Jam surpasses the in your face- 
ness doled out in the 
Showdown! The dunks are end¬ 
less and never get routine-just 
wait until Kemp rumbles down 
the key, tosses the ball over 
your head, off the glass, catch- 

Rodman goes in your face! 



I wimiuuiw RATINGS 
NAME 
OWENS 
MULLIN 
ALEXANDER 
HARDAWAY 
SPREWELL 

POS NO 
-F 3 0 
-F 17 
-C 52 
-G 10 
-G 15 

OFF 
8.5 9.5 7.9 9.0 8.6 

DEF 8.0 8.1 7.6 8.4 8.8 

FG 8.8 9.6 8.2 8.5 8.7 
GATLING 
GRAYER 
WEBBER 
HOUSTON 
JOHNSON 
JENNINGS 

-F 25 7.9 
-F 44 7.8 
-C 4 8.6 
-C 21 7.3 
-G 6 6.9 
-G 2 8.2 

MARCIULNIS-G 13 8.6 

8.4 
7.4 8.5 8.3 7.0 6.9 8.3 

SCORE:13 TIME:8:00 TIME0UT5:5 

assails srurs 
•j=s;nrcii rzuti 

C=3Uii£5ri rurE : 
5mar pj 

As you can see by the sur¬ 
rounding photo’s, NBA 
Showdown is the real deal-no 
tiny, little guys on an oversized 
court, no munchkins with bal¬ 
loon heads running into each 
other and no goofy mascots 
like the Zoomers or Typhoons. 
Everything is perfectly propor¬ 
tionate-little guys come up to 
the chests of the big guys, 
three steps from the top of the 
key to the hoop and the ball is 
about the size of most players’ 
heads (sorry, X-Man). While all 
of these features paint a pretty 
picture, it ain’t worth a thou¬ 
sand words without what, up to 
this point, has been the elusive 
playability factor in 16-bit 
hoops. NBA Showdown has 
captured the silky smoothness 
of a quick head fake and the 
explosive first step of a Reggie 
Miller (ah, to be a Bruin in the 
spring time!), or the ball fake of 
a John Stockton-followed with 
a “no-look” reminiscent of the 
Magic man. Then, there’s the 
drop step jam from Phi Slamma 
Jama’s Hakeem the Dream and 
that sweet stroke of Mullin’s. 
Little details like these make 
the game twice as enjoyable 
and insures that each contest 
of the 82 game schedule (26, if 
you prefer) will be a sellout! 

Clearly, EA Sports is back on 
top of the 16-bit basketball 
world. I can’t imagine putting 
this game down until I have fin¬ 
ished the 82 game season and 

This is how to impress the coach. 

“We gotta play WHO next?” 
es it, rams it home and then 
crushes the poor sap that got 
in the way! And how about the 
Sprewell Tomahawk? Or the 
Larry Johnson switch hands in 
mid-air, double clutch reverse? 
And then there’s my favorite- 
the missed dunk! That’s right, 
picture the Shaq going in for 
the destructo dunk, catching all 
front iron and then landing on 
his butt as the ball flies to half 
court! Ah, I love a good miss. 
It’s about time somebody put it 
into a game! Now, if you could 
only block the dunk attempts- 
that would be awesome! 

waltzed to the NBA Finals! On 
the overall scale of basketball 
games, and sports games in 
general, NBA Showdown ‘94 is 
a solid 91%. Only two things 
could improve the rating; better 
rebounding and 
rejections...although I’m getting 
used to the shot blocking. Now, 
if you’re named after a Tex-Mex 
food/jibbering idiot, and you 
couldn’t dunk donuts, then you 
might think NBA Showdown is 
merely a playoff contender. And 
that the ruler of the video b’ball 
roost is Sega Sports’ NBA 
Action. Well, fine-but don’t 
come crawling to me for tickets 
to the finals! Showdown in 
Chiptown is no contest-EA 
Sport’s NBA Showdown is Dr. 
E’s “blue chip pick!” - Dr. E 

NOUEMBER 

13 IV 
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16 1? 
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This is the hand of an NBA player. The rest of him is 

just as big. And unless you grow ten inches, develop 

LIGHTNING-FAST REFLEXES AND A DEADLY JUMP SHOT, YOU 

PROBABLY WON’T BE 

PLAYING WITH HIM 

ANYTIME SOON. THAT’S WHERE NBA ACTION ‘94 FROM 

REAL 
TEAMS 

Sega Sports comes in. This is the 

MOST REALISTIC 16-BIT PRO BASKETBALL 

GAME. With digitized players that run, jump, pass and shoot just 

LIKE THE REAL THING. AND UNLIKE SOME BASKETBALL GAMES, NBA ACTION HAS ALL 27 NBA 

TEAMS AND STAR PLAYERS. THERE’S ALSO COLOR COMMENTARY 

dy Marv Albert and a Hall of 

Fame option that lets you 

PLAY WITH 30 ALL-TIME GREATS. 

So GET NBA Action l94 

from Sega Sports and experience NBA basketball. 

WE SWEAT THE DETAILS. 

*NBA Action is also available on Game Gear. 
**Z or 2 player Game unless used with TEAM PLAYER adaptor (sold separately). 
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TGNGGN 
BASGBALL 
2 PLAYGR 

8 MGG 
AVAIL APRIL 
kaffiMHBMnHllI I need to alert potential buyers of about the guy that Lou Gehrig 

this game to the mind set I am in came in for at first base. Gehrig 
as I review it. First of all, I’ve had went on to play over 2,100 straight 

the pleasure of playing World games...the other guy? Well, he 
Series Baseball, from Sega, for the disappeared into the depths of 
past 6 weeks. Playing RBI ‘94 after baseball lore with hardly a trace, 
that game is sort of like driving a The same thing is bound to hap- 
Porsche, then wrapping your pen to RBI‘94. The game offers no 
hands around the steering wheel competition to the quality of World 
of a Hyundai. It’s not so much that Series Baseball and is barely a 
the Hyundai is a piece of crap, its “tweaking” of RBI ‘93. 
just that your expectations and 
requirements have been taken to a What RBI ‘94 does offer is your 
higher level. With all due apolo- standard game of arcade baseball 
gies to the designers who were that attempts to show itself off as 
given the assignment of taking a simulation. The game features a 
RBI ‘93 and making it RBI ‘94, this truck load of options; ranging 
game has the same chance of from a Home Run Derby and field- 
impressing you as the Hyundai ing contest to Game Savers and 
dealer after you returned from that full season play (via password), 
test drive...slim to none. With that Unfortunately, most of these fea- 
being said, let’s take a look at tures were present in RBI ‘93 and 
Tengen’s latest... owners of that title are going to 

find precious few reasons to 
In baseball, there’s an old story “upgrade” to the new game. As a 

SELECT YOUR LINEUP 

Detroit 

Line Up H Pos 
* Eric Davis R LF 

A Trammell' R SS 
C Fielder R IB 
Te11 letorv S C 

' T Fryman R 3B 
K Gibson L RF 
D Gladden R CF 
L Whitaker L 2B 
C Krffbter :S DH 

Reserve H Pos 
T Phillips S OF 
S Barnes R OF 
G Thurman R OF 
Livinnstne L IF 
H Cuyler S OF 

A Dawson R M 
J Valentin R 
E Riles L 
Bob Melvin RW 
S Cooper L 

Reserve H Po 
B Hatcher R OF 
Tony Pena R C 
Bob Zutfcic R OF 
L Rivera R IF 
C OujRtana R IF 

™ ATARI GAMES CORP ©1994 TENGEH INC 
LICENSED TO TENGEN ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

MANUFACTURED FOP. flAV ON THE SEGA GENESIS 

long time player of arcade an< 
home video baseball games, 
have seen the market reach ; 
maturity level that has brough 
with it increased competition am 
more sophisticated game design 
With this increased maturity leve 
comes increased expectation! 
from the consumer and eve 
greater demands on game design 
ers. Tengen seems to hav» 
ignored the need to push thei 
existing game to the ‘next level 
and, in fact, seem to have taken « 
few steps back with their lates 
release. 

There are many problems with this 
game, the first of which is th( 
validity of bringing it to market a 
all. This is the FOURTH game o 
RBI on the Genesis and the thirc 
that has made use of the curren 
engine. It’s not like Tengen startec 
out with Madden. This game has 
been, at best, strictly ‘B’ quality 

“'Oak I arid 0 
Chicago 0 

S Hemond 
Avg 258 
Hr 8 
Bats 2nd 

ra 2.95 
tarn 
ef Normal 

This boy’s takin1 him deep! 



All the news that’s fit to project. 

“How ya doin’ four eyes?” 
and then only because the compe¬ 
tition has been so weak in this cat¬ 
egory. I felt ripped off playing this 
game and I didn’t have to buy it! 
Tengen bumped RBI ‘94 up to 16 
meg, although I don’t know where 
the memory went. There are some 
new pitcher and batter animations 
that are fluid and lifelike, but the 
fielder and base runner anima¬ 
tions have remained the same and 
the pitchers short arm the 
ball...and these were the areas 
that required the most work. The 
designers have also made a weak 
attempt at doing ‘player cards’ 
that they make use of in the ani¬ 
mation windows during the game. 
The graphic quality of these ani- 

Some stellar work by the left fielder. 
mations is way below current 16- 
bit standards, to the point of being 
laughable in places. Lastly, the 
stadiums are way too generic and 
they are HUGE. The proportional 
relationship between the players 
and the ballpark is WAY off and it 
seems like you are scrolling 
through the outfield forever. 

These memory usage problems 
pale in comparison to the massive 
artificial intelligence problems and 
disconnected logic in RBI ‘94. If 
the computer opponent attempts 
to pick off your runner, you can 
take off toward the base and you 
will steal it un-contested. Manual 
control of your fielders is nearly 
impossible, which means you 
spend all of your time on defense 
picking bases to throw to. 
Computer infielders and outfield¬ 
ers wait for the ball to get to them 
and are constantly throwing to the 
wrong base. And there is little 
control over hitting, offering 
almost no satisfaction to the play¬ 
er. In addition, the game is too 
offensive minded with only a mini¬ 
mally effective endurance meter 
being the sole way of monitoring 
your pitcher’s strength. The 
MLBPA license is barely made use 
of as well. The rosters do not 
reflect off season trades and 
acquisitions and there is no active 
statistical database or battery to 
monitor your progress through the 
season. I could go on and on 
about the reasons I dislike playing 
RBI ‘94. But perhaps the most 
telling reason is that I find it an 
arduous task just to play one 
game, let alone write down a 
series of passwords to make it 
through a 162 game season. 

He’s breakin’ for the plate! 
The question remains; why 
release a re-hashed version of a 
decent game in the face of MAS¬ 
SIVE competition that not only has 
a superior game but stronger abili¬ 
ty to market that game? If I had the 
answer to that one, I suppose I 
would also know why there are 8 
soccer games coming to market 
and only one skiing game. The 
fact remains, future baseball 
games will pay homage to the 
Sega title and, Sega or no, RBI ‘94 
just isn’t a game that I’m interest¬ 
ed in playing. I’m afraid that 
Tengen has gone to the well one 
too many times and RBI ‘94 is 
what they dredged up. Run to your 
local retailer and plunk down your 
bucks on World Series Baseball, 
that’s the game you want to play. 
Leave RBI ‘94 to the bargain bins 
and Hyundai drivers...you don’t 
need it. - Talko 

“Maybe I should try T-Ball!” 
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Every player performs like his flesh and blood 

counterpart. Bottom line: If a guy can't do 

this in real life, we won't cut him any slack. 

Jam the lane to help out on D. Run 

full-court presses. And forget about 

playing zone. This isn’t JV ball. 

This year we've added a unique 

free-throw perspective. So even if 

you have a bad night at the stripe, 

you'll still enjoy the view. 

Tell your point guard 

which play to run. Drape 

your defensive wiz all 

over their go-to guy. 

You’re the coach. 

And hey, you don’t 

| even have to slick 

your hair back. 

FCTEo'ri^vs: 

nrtTK n ( 
HK 11,1 or; 
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,s in the game, its in the game are trademarks of Electronic Arts. 4-Way Play is not licensed by Sega Enterprises. Ltd. The individual NBA and NBA team insignias depicted are trademarks which are exclusive property of the respective teams and 
Sega." Buy games and accessories with this seal to be sure that they are compatible with the Sega" Genesis" System. 



Players' heights are all realistically 

portrayed. Which inevitably leads to 

the occasional, uh, mismatch. 

With ultra-fast 5-on-5 play and full- 

season schedules, this is as close as 

you can get to the real thing without 

acquiring a few floor burns. 

Penny? Here. Detlef? Ja. Kemp's 

Pretty Bay Slam? Check. It’s all here 

in NBA Showdown ’B4 for Sega™ Genesis!1 

Every NBA® player has been rated in 

fourteen categories by the Topps™ Skills 

Rating System-that’s over 45D0 

ratings in all. So everyone's individual 

game is ridiculously true to life. 

I WAV I 

Some guys tug on their shorts and take 

a breather when they're tired. It’s part of the 

game, sd naturally it’s in ours. 

of NBA Properties. Inc. and the respective teams. Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega Enterprises. Ltd. Topps Stadium Club is a trademark of Ihe Topps Co. Starter is a trademark of Starter Corp. ©1994 Electronic Arts. ‘This official seal is your assurance that this product meets the highest quality standards of 

You get everyone’s patented moves. ; 

Shown here: The 180 Scoop Slam, sole I 

property of Mr. Scottie Pippen. 

If it's in the game, it’s in the game™ 1 



UPER 
We launch this column, which aims to combine 

the best of Hall of Fame and Coach’s Corner 
into one, with a look at Tecmo’s acclaimed 

king of the SNES hardcourt; Super NBA Basketball. 
Making use of excellent, fast-paced, arcade style 
play mechanics and simulated season play over an 
entire 82 game NBA season, Super NBA has been 

the b’ball game to beat for some time on the SNES. This game is 
Tecmo at their best with all of the close-ups, dunks, great animation 
and player management that has become the hallmark of Tecmo 
sports product. I really had fun pulling this one out of the closet. 
Over a year has passed since this game was finished and it still 
looks great and plays like a bandit. There has been no b’ball game 
to come to market since on the SNES that can come close to the 
quality and fun of this game. I believe that at the heart of what 
makes Super NBA great is the timing and flow of the game. Moving 
the ball up and down the court has never been easier and the action 
is non-stop as you fly toward the hoop on offense and position 
yourself for the rejection on defense. You can control play calling, 
substitute, call time outs and call-up instant replay for your greatest 
highlights and most embarrassing moments. The key to success in 
the game is defense, defense, defense. It will be a high scoring 
affair, with you on the losing side, unless you can master filling the 
lanes, switching to the defender nearest the ball, and positioning 
yourself for the rebound or block. For those of you who have been 
playing this game for some time, this should all be second nature by 
now. But you hoopsters just entering the world of Super Nintendo 
pay heed; Tecmo’s Super NBA Basketball is the king of roundball 
and it will require that you be at the top of your game. That’s all for 
this month, look to Instant Replay next month when we will take a 
look at David Robinson’s Supreme Court on the Genesis. - Talko 

TECMO 
BASKETBALL 
2 PLAYER 

8 MEG 
AVAIL. NOW 

*** START QRME * 

©TECMO. LTD. 1993 

LICENSED BV NINTENDO 

RUNNING SPEED 
JUMPING 
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BLOCKING 
SHOOTING RANGE 
STAMINA 
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DO NT EVEN THINK ABOUT SKITCHIN FOR 

REAL EVEN THE RADDEST BLADER 

DOESN'T WANT TO END UP AS ROAD KILL 

ENJOY A LONG LIFE, DON'T RISK IT. 
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WRRNING 

Visit tour local retailer or call 
1-8D0-245-4525 TO ORDER SKIT- 
CHIN. Skitchin1 is a trademark of 
Electronic Arts. Sega and Genesis 
ARE TRADEMARKS of SEGA ENTER¬ 
PRISES Ltd. ® 1 994 ELECTRONIC ARTS. 

Remember Road Rash?! The bad boys wh□ 

made Rash are back td thrash in Skitchin1 

yer off. Pick up weapons, bash your opponents. Earn 

MONEY, REPLACE YOUR EQUIPMENT. TAKE A JUMP AND PICK A 

Grab your skates, steal a ride on a car bumper, and 

TRICK FOR BONUS CASH. 

SKITCHIN1. It's bitchin1. 

ELECTRONIC ARTS- 

FEELIN1 LUCKY, skatin' & HITCHIN1 

This official seal is tour assurance that this product 
MEETS THE HIGHEST QUALITY STANDARDS OF SEGA". BUY GAMES 
AND ACCESSORIES WITH THIS SEAL TO BE SURE THAT THEY ARE 
COMPATIBLE WITH THE SEGA GENESIS SYSTEM. THE VIDEOGAME 
Rating Council, its rating system, symbols and indicia are 
TRADEMARKS OF SEGA OF AMERICA, INC. © 1 993 SEGA. 
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ne of the biggest surprises at the WC€S was 
commitment to make CD- _ _ a competitive game platform 
Now I know what you're thinking. Wow, those infomer 

cials really work! Interact Kid Fan, Interact!! Sorry. All kiddinc 
aside, with all the titles scheduled to be released first half ol 
‘94, Philips will definitely turn some heads. Granted that mosl 
of the titles require the upgrade of the Digital Video Cari ridge 
(S.R.P $250) but, remember, you can now watch full l<=ngtf 
movies. Now it’s up to Philips to deliver the goods. I F yoi 
don’t believe me, check out 7th Guest on the next page. 

In this fiiflprlsflcflyberpunk adventure 
game reminiscent of the movie “Blade 
Runner” and William Gibson's book 

Neu^mancer, you play Cutter, a data 
thiep After a blown heist. Cutter dis- 
co»rs that his brain has been down- 
lojned with a deadly computer virus 
called Burn: Cycle. He has 24 hours to 
recover who set him up and hopefully 
get the fix to his problem before his 
mind is destroyed. Burn:Cycle is a mix of 
live actfdh video and computer graphics, 
fast paced action sequences, mind-bog¬ 
gling puzzles, and a hard-core rave 
soundtrack. 

;J production tor @ PHILIPS 
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Ready Soft Incorporated & Epicenter Interactive Present 

Daphne’s missing, the Mud Men trashed your armor, 
the Shape Shifter’s in your face, the Lizard King’s a 
jerk and the dragon’s all over you! 

Now you’re in control of Dirk the Daring, armed with a 
sword and an attitude. Slash your way through 
the castle of the dark wizard and rescue Princess Daphne 
from the clutches of Singe the Evil Dragon! 

Awesome animation, explosive sound... it’s all here 
directly from laser disc to Sega CD! 

Lead on brave adventurer... your quest awaits. SEGA CD 

ReadySoft Incorporated 
30 Wertheim Court,Suite 2 
Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada L4B 1B9 
Tel: (905) 731 -4175 Fax: (905) 764-8867 

Licensed by Sega Enterprises Ltd. tor play on the Sega CD™ system. 
Sega and Sega CD are trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 
"Dragon’s Lair" is a registered trademark of Bluth Group. Ltd. —©1993 and is used 

under exclusive license from Epicenter Interactive, Inc. 
Programming ©1993 by ReadySoft Incorporated 
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enry Stauf was a bum, until one day. 
t I Henry had a dream of a beautiful 
A JLdoll. He then went out and 
scrounged up the means to build his vision. 
After assembling his creation, while at the 
local pub, the bartender notices the beautiful 
toy and comments on how much his daugh¬ 
ter would love to have it. Henry of course 
sells the doll. Henry continues to dream of, 
build, and sell his creations until the"Stauf" 
doll becomes the ultimate toy in the small 
town of Harley . Henry becomes famous for 
his works, opens a shop and soon becomes a 
wealthy man. But all is not well. Many of the 
children who own these dolls begin to grow 
ill and die. Henry has a final dream of a huge 
house which he builds just prior to his death. 
He has invited six people to his 
house...you,re The Seventh Guest. 

With the addition of the Digital Video 
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It’s fast. It’s crazy. It’s going to giue you pinball elbow. Vbu may be a 

% k pinball wizard, but are you sharp enough for Arrow Roll- 

% 4 ^Ouers? Can you shoot the Sun-Run without getting burned? 

* Can you make it to Midnight for 5 million points? Can you 

\\t go for the tilt feature and still keep your equilibrium? Pin 

' yourself to the screen and go for the big score. 

Pinball Dreams copyright 21st Century Entertainment Ltd. 1992,1994. Pinball Dreams is a trademark of 21st Century Entertainment Ltd. © 1994 Gametek, Inc. Gametek 
is a trademark of IJE, Inc. All rights reserved. 2999 N.E. 191st Street, North Miami Beach, FL 33180. Nintendo, Game Boy and Super Nintendo Entertainment System 
are registered trademarks of Nintendo Of America Inc.© 1994 Nintendo Of America Inc. SEGA, GENESIS AND GAME GEAR ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA ENTERPRISES, 
LTD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 
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Anyone who liked the original 
Genesis title “Super Hang On” is 
going to want a copy of GP Rider for 
Same Gear. This is basically a carbon d 

that game. In fact, extept for some absent side-of- 
the-road sprites and the accompanying patented 
xylophone GG tunes, this IS that game. They've 

r ^ t 
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3 > SEGA • 4M6G • 
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RACING • 1-2 PLAYERS • APRIL • HANDS ON HAIRY SAYS: 

«*' **. •*, *•„ "GP RIDER COUGHS UP 8 FURBAllS" 
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Jurassic Park Daytona USA Sega’s Dragon Ball Z 

Recently, after attending the AOU arcade show in Japan, ace correspon¬ 
dent Yagi san was heard saying of Daytona, “that was the most realistic 
game I have ever played”. Besides Daytona; Star Wars, Jurassic Park, 
Dragon Ball Z, Hard Dunk, and Top Hunter really stood out. Next month 
Yagi and Kei will attend the CSG. Kei tells us that Power Drift for the 
Mega-CD will definitely be there....I hope he’s right. We’ve been waiting 
three years! Look for the best ‘Japan Now’ ever, next issue. 
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J3, Sun Cc SUNSdffT is a registered trademark of Sun Elect 

loin Bubble and Squeak on their adventure to 
[and of Grool from the evil Kat of Nine TailsJ 
coins to buy freedom for Squeak’s friends M 
Squeak. Explore vast levels filled with nasmjc 
and plenty of excitement! I 

Using teamwork and imagination^ conuuc 
Stardust Caverns, the Neverglades and Katfo 
the Bed Crawlers, Flying Elephants and Bite 
down! You’ll need to use all of your sk|l| ti 
them and bring peacejback to I I 
the magic realm. 11 

Scan feature allows voutoseeupCTmMt 



Spin Kick: 
Double Roundhouse: 
THROWS 
Head First Body Slam: 
Jumping Clothesline: 
D.D.T.: 
REVISIONS 
Low Spinning Backhand: 
High Forward Kick: 
Short Kick: 
Snap Kick: 
Jumping Knee: 

MOVES 
Combo Punch: 
Dashing Punch: 
Dashing Punch Uppercut: 
THROWS 
Backdrop: 
Power Slam: 
Ultimate Press: 
Backbreaker: 
REVISIONS 
Jumping Knee: 
Uppercut: 
Snap Kick: 
Power Bomb: 

Nose Lift: 
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Forward, Back, Punch 
2 x Forward, Punch 
2 x Forward, 2 x Punch 

Defense and Punch 
Hold Forward, Punch 
Back, Hold Back, Punch 
(from behind) Defense and Punch 

Tap Forward and Kick 
Tap Offensive Crouch and Punch 
Tap Down and Kick 
(enemy crouching) Tap Offensive 
Crouch and All Buttons 
(enemy crouching) Tap Offensive 
Crouch and Punch 

MOVES 

E,bow: Forward and Punch 
Dashing Roundhouse Sweep: 2 x Forward, Punch 
Forward Roll: Half Circle Towards 
Backward Roll: Half Circle Away 
Rolling Drop Kick: 2 x Forward, All Buttons 
Back Flip: Tap Backward, Jump 
Jumping Kick Flip: Backward Jump and Kick 
Kick Flip: 2 x Back, Kick 
Roundhouse Kick: Hold Down, Defense and Kick 
THROWS 
Arm Grab Toss: Defense and Punch 
Human Catapult: Hold Back, Punch 
Leg Trip Takedown: Back, Forward, Punch 
Body Slam: (from behind) Defense and Punch 
REVISIONS 
Crotch Spin: Forward and All Buttons 

•MOVES 
Elbow: 
Spinning Backhand: 
Low Spinning Backhand: 

Defense and Punch 
2 x Forward, Punch 
(from behind) Defense and Punch 

Tap Defensive Crouch and Punch 
2 x Forward, Kick 
Hold Down, Defense and Kick 
Tap Down and Kick 
Tap Forward and kick 

□□ 

Forward and Punch 
Hold Back and Punch 
Quarter Circle from Back to Down, 
Punch 
Hold Back, Defense and Kick 
2 x Kick Jumping Kick: 

Jumping Double Kick: 
THROWS 
Leg Trip Takedown: 
REVISIONS 
Ground Punch: 

Yo-Yo Throw: 

Hold Back, Punch 

(when enemy is down) Tap 2 x 
Offensive Crouch and Punch 
Tap Defensive Crouch, Hold 
Forward and Punch 

MOVES 
Elbow: 
Dashing Elbow: 
Dashing Straight Arm: 

Forward and Punch 
2 x Forward, Punch 
Hold Down, Quarter circle towards, 
Punch 
2 x Forward, Kick 
2 x Forward, 2 x Punch 



NOW FIVE OF YOU CAN PLAY COLUMNS. 
If you've ever played Columns, then you know it's as hard to put down as a box of chocolates. But up until now 
it's been a fairly private habit. Not anymore. We've made Columns a free-for-all for you 

This official seal is your assurance that this product meets the 

highest quality standards of Sega™. Buy games and 

accessories with this seal to be sure that they are compatible 

with the Sega™ Genesis™ System. 

SEGA AND GENESIS ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD. TEAM 
PLAYER™ IS A TRADEMARK OF SEGA OF AMERICA, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 
© 1993 SEGA. LICENSED BY SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD. 
©1994 VICTOKAI, INC. 

VIC TOKAI INC. 
22904 Lockness Ave. 
Torrance, CA 90501 



D.D.T.: 
Arm Grab Take Down: 
Legtrip Cheap Shot: 

MOVES 
Dashing Clothesline 
Dashing Shoulder: 
Lunging Knee: 
THROWS 
Vertical Suplex: 
Body Slam: 
Airplane Spin: 
REVISIONS 
Uppercuts: 

MOVES 
Elbow: 
Triple Kick: 
Lunging Knee: 
Back Flip: 
Jumping Kick Flip: 
THROWS 
Belly to Belly Suplex: 
Jumping Clothesline: 
Body Slam: 
REVISIONS 
Jumping Knee: 
Snap Kick: 
Short kick: 
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MOVES 
Roundhouse Kick: 
Roundhouse Sweep: 
Back Flip: 
Jumping Kick Flip: 
THROWS 
Arm Pull Down: 
Attack Reversal: 
REVISIONS 
Ground Punch: 

. 

2 x Forward, Punch 
Back, Forward, Punch 
2 x Forward, Kick 

Defense and Punch 
Hold Forward, Punch 
Half Circle Towards, Punch 

Tap Offensive Crouch and Punch 

Forward and Punch 
Hold Offensive Crouch, 2 x Kick 
2 x Forward, Kick 
Tap Backward, Jump 
Backward Jump and Kick 

Defense and Punch 
2 x Forward, Punch 
(from behind) Defense and Punch 

Tap Forward and Kick 
Tap Down and Kick 
Hold Down, Defense and Kick 

Offensive Lunge: 
Defensive Retreat: 
Run: 
The Cheap Shot: 

2 x Forward 
2 x Back 
Tap Forward, Hold Forward 
(when enemy is down) Up and Punch 

Rising Roundhouse Kick: 
Rising Sweep Kick: 
Defensive Backroll: 
Defensive Sideways Roll: 

Tap Kick (repeatedly) 
Hold Down, Tap Kick (repeatedly) 
Hold Back 
Tap Defense (repeatedly) 

A simple combo that works for every character is: 
Punch, Punch, Kick 
Jacky: 2 x Spinning Backhand, Kick 
Ka9e: Human Catapult, Dashing Roundhouse 

Sweep 
Lau: 3 x Punch, Kick 
Pai: 3 x Punch, Kick 
Sarah: 3 x Punch, Kick 
REVISIONS 
Sarah and Jacky: Forward and Punch. Kick 
Sarah: Snap Kick, Kick 
Jeffry; Snap Kick, Punch 
You can always throw opponent after ducking a high kick. 
It’s always easier to push your opponent out of the ring than it is to knock 
him out. 
To defend against certain moves, you must be standing, while for others, 
you must be crouching. 

Defense and Punch 
Back and Punch 

(when enemy is down) Tap 2 x Offensive 
Crouch and Punch 
Half Circle From Forward to Back, Punch 
Back, Forward, and Punch 
2 x Forward, Punch and Kick 

Defense and Kick 
Hold Down, Defense and Kick 
Tap Backward, Jump 
Backward Jump and Kick 

MOVES 
Elbow: 
Roundhouse Kick: 
Roundhouse Sweep: 
Back Flip: 
Jumping Kick Flip: 
THROWS 
Shoulder Slam: 
Head Slam: 
REVISIONS 
Karate Chop: 
Liftover Grab: 

Defense and Punch 
Back, Forward, Punch 

Tap Offensive Crouch, Punch 
Back and punch 

Forward and Punch 
Defense and Kick 
Hold Down, Defense and Kick 
Tap Backward, Jump 
Backward Jump and Kick 



are proud to present to you, our 
readers, an exclusive first look inside Capcom’s 
latest arcade bombshell: Super Street Fighter II 
TURBO. For the past few months, there have been 
whispers and rumors throughout the arcade indus¬ 
try about an improved version of Super Street 
Fighter. Game Fan steers clear of the vagueness 
and hearsay of other magazines and gives you the 

mmJKm straight facts and clear screen shots that you’ve 
been looking for....First! Although Super SF2 

« Turbo is fundamentally the same game as the 
Street Fighter II that blasted onto the arcade scene 
in 1991, the new game still has that Street Fighter “ 
mystique “. This may explain why any new 
announcements about this legendary game is sig¬ 
nificant to talk about. That “mystique”, (which for 

players is easy to feel, but almost impossible to properly 
explain) is the root of Street Fighter M’s success. From its abili¬ 
ty to redefine an entire genre of games, to its success in sin¬ 
gle-handedly reviving the coin-op industry, Street Fighter had 
an impact on video games that was unexpected and totally 
unprecedented. Also unprecedented were its level of complex¬ 
ity, the playability and control of the characters, and the unpre¬ 
dictability and strategy required in each match. And that’s nol 
all, this was the game that: 1) introduced complex multi-line 
scrolling 2) featured six button arcade controllers 3) required a 
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super high level of skill to play and 4) starred 
the most diverse, identifiable characters yet 
seen in games. Street Fighter II was seemingly 
over-engineered and it was easily many years 
ahead of its time. In the passing years we’ve 
seen the introduction of SF2 Champion edition 
in which you can play all 12 characters plus a 
character vs. character mode. 1992 saw the 
release of my favorite Street Fighter game (until 
now) SF II Turbo Hyper Fighting. Among other 
things, Turbo Hyper had juiced up speed and 
easier to perform special moves. Then in 
October of 1993, Game Fan gave video game 
enthusiasts a first look at Super Street Fighter 
II. Super introduced four new challengers in 
four new countries to gamers everywhere. Now 
the year is 1994. The arcade industry is flourish- 

1 ing. We are on the dawn of a new |- 
32 and 64 bit era. Capcom is 
introducing another version of 
Street Fighter II. Life is good. 

WLmmm Due in North America in April, \ 
Super Street Fighter II Turbo is 
Capcom’s latest iteration of the 
arcade masterpiece. So is Super 
Turbo really different enough 
from the other SF games to war¬ 
rant its existence? The answer to 

KICK 
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that question would have to be a 
resounding YES! The most obvi¬ 
ous new feature of Turbo are the 
two energy bars at the bottom 
right and left hand corners of the 
screen. These bars increase in 
length after every special move 
performed. Once filled the word 
SUPER will appear. This gives 
you the green light to perform—- OIIKiru 

PUNCH your super move. These moves ^ 1 Sec ^ ^ # 
n are a sight to see and they take off much i 
; more energy than a regular special move would. T ” 
| You may also get a slight shock when you see f**^*^*^^"^*^' 
P that almost all the characters have new stan¬ 

dard moves with totally new frames of anima- m&Mp 
' tion. You’ll probably get your biggest shock ^ 

when you see the new character in the game. |L K 
I His name is “AKUMA”, which is Japanese for . . »’ ■ - 

2x360 PUNCH 

PUNCH ? 4 * J 4 PUNCH KICK 
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Dragon Tales (3P0) 

Okay, how’s things? Here’s this month’s regular (albeit 
distilled) look at what’s happening in Europe. As most 
software companies prepare for this Spring’s big 
London trade show, the ECTS, here’s what could be 
sniffed out in the meantime... 

First of all, some Jag news. 
As I write, there are a few more weeks to go into Aliens 
Vs Predator. Rebellion Software based in Oxford haS r - 
been working night and day to get this, beast onto the By¬ 
streets, but rest assured when it does arrive is should ? ” 
be worth the wait. It certainly makes those 16-bit con¬ 
soles look, well... sad to be honest. As for Checkered 
Flag 2, don’t hold your breath... The polygon engine is 
currently being completely recoded because of the jerky 
3D update. Expect the current frame rate of 10-15 ^-—- 
frames .a second to shoot up into the twenties... yeah, Alone in thiP Dark" ( 
that’s more like it. Rebellion have two more games in 
development for the Jaguar-an AVP perspective new CD game will debut behind closed 
Dungeon game like the brilliant Ultima Underworlds on 
the PC, and a futuristic cyberpunk adventure with action 
sections based around a combat flight simulator cou¬ 
pled with interactive adventuring. Sounds good to me. 
More on Rebellion soon... 

Summer CES and inside gossip seems to indicate th 
this French-developed title contains the best animatic 
ever seen-just what you’d expect from a new compar 
made up of the original creators of Out of This Worl 
and Flashback!!! Expect versions for 3DO, CD32 am 

Battlemorph, ATD’s follow-up to Cybermorph is now well, anything with a CD ROM drive attached. The ma; 
definitely scheduled for release the CD ROM drive, ters of the polygon platform game will be getting the 
Apparently, Atari is pushing its UK developers to get teeth into Saturn soon...(can’t wait!) 
products ready for the double speed CD system. 
Expect this to be one of the first... One thing GameFan readers might not be aware of i 
.. . . that the UK> and Europe for that matter, has droves t 
More Jag CD ROM games are on their way. First up, The loyal (and misguided) Commodore fans. Couple th 
Shadow, based on the movie, will be hitting for the CD Amiga name with the so-called glamour of CD ROM an 
drive courtesy of Ocean... Imagitec have an impressive you have a machine that’s currently outselling the Meq 
new 3D perspective shoot’em up called Freelancer CD. So far, around 80-100,000 (that’s a hell of a lot mor 
which is currently running an the PC at 25 fps! Oh, and than 3DO) of these shoe boxes have made it into unfoi 
Akira should be getting the conversion treatment from tunate households, but it finally looks like there migf 
Hand Made games. Let’s hope it shapes up better than be some decent software on the horizon 
the less than wonderful SNES version... 

First, let’s start with Guardian. This new 3D polygo 
There s good news on the Virgin front. A truly amazing shooter comes from some guys called Acid Softwar 

and looks surprisingly like Starfox. Just like level one ii 

FIFA Soccer (3DO) 
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Eden (BDO) 
and looks surprisingly like Starfox. Just like level one in TXE Multi System 
Nintendo’s classic, the player controls a ship that skims I reported on this in my first column back in the January 
he surface of a planet. And at 17 frames it’s smoother issue of GameFan. Now there are some hard facts about 
and faster, too. Of course, the main difference is that the system. Due to appear in the Autumn of this year, a 
jame plays off the rails and like Cybermorph, they’ll be Taiwanese hardware manufacturer will be releasing a 
he option to view the ship from any angle, at any dis- new console in Japan and Europe called the TXE Multi 
_ _:_ System. The hardware has been designed by a company 

I ' -==-—^ ^.■ -call MSU with John Mathiason, (the same guy that 
worked on the Jag, no less) and is a derivative of a sys- 
tern called the Konix that never materialized. MSU is 
hoping that other hardware manufacturers will sign up 

B——dB to make systems using their Slipstream ASIC hardware. 
^_ _ —-— CD-based, the Multi-System has a 25MHZ 386 

and a 32bit Slipstream custom RISC microprocessor. 
Hardware effects include Texture-mapping, Gouraud 
shading, .rotation,, and scaling. Unfortunately, as with 
many new systems, the Multi System currently lacks 
decent software and most demos seen so far have been 
enhanced versions of crummy old Amiga games like 
Robocod and Lotus... 

tance. The levels will be 
randomly generated too. 
Likely to be more of a 
return to classic shooting 
action than a voyage of 
discovery, Guardian looks 
smart. Expect it in the 
summer. 

Theme Park and Magic 
Carpet- besides the 3DO versions, top coders Bullfrog 
are also working on a CD32 versions, and Ocean will 
have the Jag versions of Theme Park and the gloriously 
bloody Syndicate. From what I’ve seen, Magic Carpet is 
going to sell 3DO players- an ultra smooth cross 
between Prince of Persia and well, a great looking 3D 
shoot’em up. 
DID- probably the best 3D coders in the UK, will soon be 
starting up PS-X development. In the meantime, they 
have the stunning PC action fight sim, TFX, winging its 
way onto the CD32 and (possibly) the Jag. Their mind- 
blowing 3D polygon shooter, Inferno, will be bringing up 
the rear and Jag version shouldn’t be too far behind. 
From what I’ve seen, Inferno makes the Jag’s 
CybeVmorph look...' 

Resolution 
Colors: 
Animation: 

Sound: 
Price: 
Release 

Hey, wait! I can’t end my 
section with crummy 
specs! I’ll See you next 
month with some big 
surprises. Cheers. 

f'MIK 

The Ripper 

Theme Park (CD32) 



What’s up guys!? First of all, I would like to thank all of yc| 
who sent me letters and T.J. for working his backside off 
the AOU show in Japan. You will find alot of arcade info] 
mation in this issue from that event. Here’s what’s going o| 
in Japan. 
NEC FX: I’ve received a brief report on NEC’s Ne> 
Generation Video Game Machine, code name, “ U 
until about a month ago I Had not heard much about thi 
system, but now finally, I’ve got something to show yo 
guys. The pictures ????? are actual FX screen shots, crea^ 
ed on the FX’s workstation. We don’t know whether thesi 
shots are working titles or just the preliminary, but thes' 
shots prove the FX can create incredible CG(Compute 

Graphics) images. The FX can move these images at 30 frames/sec 
NEC has not yet announced the actual release date for this ultimati 
machine, but I think NEC is trying to compete with Sega and Sony 
So that means a late ‘94 release would be realistic. Judging b' 
these shots (which look like an intro, for Super Star Soldier) I can’ 
pick a winner yet but NEC has definitely entered the race! 

More from NEC. Here’s some great news for Turbo users 
Finally, the Arcade card has come out. By the time this issue comes 
it will be released in Japan (3/12/’94). 
Since it’s called the “ 
and there are mainly arcade titles in 
the line up, it sounds like this system 
card is only good for playing arcade 
translations. But Hudson thinks that 
this new card can be used to create 
great RPG games for the PC Engine. 
Hudson is planning to develop innov¬ 
ative new games with this upgrade. 
So even though it is expensive 
(approx. S130US ), it’s worth having. 

eniirroc we announced last month, Sega’s press conference on Feb. 2nd was a huge success. At the party in Tokyo ou 
sources tell us that Sega showed 10 working titles for the . Officially, they announced P ny m i oKyo, ou 

name 3D shoot™ Jnrt !'™laneOUS release uIOn9, With the system later this year- TheV are also still releasing the actioi 
’ 3°.sh°c?ter’ a"d soccer game you saw here last month. Ranpo is the name of a soon to be released mystery movie ii 

Japan, which is written and produced by our equivalent of your famous mystery writer, Edgar Allan Poe The name is ■ 

crr- se9a i?s announceci ,hat ^ ^12l„; 
from QrH nartioo ii ore t,tles^between February and March, and then 12 more between May and July. On top of that 35 title* 
in under a year!!W' Surface durm9 the first half °f ‘95- That is the plan, now let’s see how close they can get. That’s 76 titles 



tern “Saturn”. It’s called “Titan”. The Advantage to having compatible machines in both fields is that third party developers can see 
how a game does in the arcade and then decide whether or not to port it over....instant test marketing! This way, 3rd party compa¬ 
nies won’t make the mistakes of the past and release cruddy games. That means alot of Saturn games will be Arcade translations. 
Can you say Daytona? . . . , „ 

Have you heard of the (pictured right)? A while ago, Sega of Japan announced a portable Mega 
Drive system for Air Plane passengers to play while traveling around the world. See that picture mpyxgm&iygBr; 
over there? It looks like a Game Gear, but with no LCD Screen. Now, Sega is releasing this system [f jskf ,r' ■> ■ 
to play at home (in Japan). There is a strong rumor that a Portable Genesis will be released soon in . V-'foV' flEgpaSl 
the U.S. I figure the Mega Jet is the prototype of that system. All they need to do is add a screen. jgpp ‘ 

new Genesis will house the usk (tnus maKing usk games auuruduie; auu an upymucu , 
and will be compatible with all existing Genesis software. Upgraded Genesis games that make use . 
of the onboard DSP and sound upgrade will not play on the old Genesis. It’s like going from VHS to 
SVHS or 8mm to Hi 8. Since there are now Jupiter, Saturn, and Titan systems, what do you think 
Sega will call this one?... ? , . .. . . ... . !r'. y( 

Northwest Airlines has a new service called (pictured below right). An v . s 
LCD screen set by the seat allows you to scan your credit card to shop or see a movie. North West 
(together with Nintendo) has now added games to the service. While you are traveling, you can now 
play Mario and other SNES games in flight. I wonder what slow down is like at 30,000 ft. So now 
Sega and Nintendo are airborne. 
Since there are related rumors on the Sega side, there must be a few on the Nintendo side. 

Nintendo will announce something regarding a hand held towards the end of March. Either a 
a or a (NES) is about to be announced. A color Game :f» 

Boy would’of course be Game Boy with a Color monitor. I think this would prove to be to expensive j W ^Ld 
for a Nintendo product (and it would eat batteries) so this doesn’t sound realistic. The Wide Boy is ^ 
an adapter that allows you to hook up a GB to your TV and play GB games on the big screen, u 
why would you want to do that? This also doesn’t sound realistic. Last choice. My bet is Portable 
Famicom (NES). Am I right? Do I already know but if I tell you they’ll ship me home? Find out next ^ 

month. . tP P I 
- SF2 ANIME When I was in Japan in August of ‘93, Capcom announced *- * 

that they are making a full length animated movie based on Street 
Fighter 2. Here’s what I know so far. Story: There is a world crime organization called Shadolu ,and 
jts General, Vega (Bison in the US) plans to build an incredible organization of fighters.the ultimate 

FV Z If human weapon. The International Police and US Military decide to destroy Vega’s plot and send 
£ k Chun Li and Guile to start an operation to destroy Shadolu. Ryu, Ken and the other fighters also 

become involved in this operation. The war has begun. Here are few characters from the movie 
Jk animation. We’ll bring you more on the SF2 animated feature next issue. 
(@H |jI Here’s more animation information. As I reported before, (the animation Video) will 

* || |ji1 be released in Japan on March 21 st. Here are the latest slides from Japan (pictured below^ I wish 



Hey you, I'm the Postmeister here to answer all your questions, no matter what you want to ash me, ash! I’ve 
got the answer! So write me a letter or I’ll come to your house and steal your mail... Cuz I’m CrA !! 

Dear Postmeister: 
All those specs about the new and upcom¬ 

ing systems is confusing me! From what I’ve 
read Sony’s 32-bit PS-X will be more power¬ 
ful than the 64-bit Jaguar, Saturn and Project 
Reality systems. How can 32-bit be greater 
than 64-bit? 

Is Sony making a big mistake like Nintendo 
did when they put a slow chip into the SNES? 
Won’t a 32-bit CPU bog down from all the 
data from it’s powerful co-processors? 
I know you may not have definite specs on 
the new and upcoming 64 and 32-bit sys¬ 
tems, but could you try and list the hardware 
advantages one system might have over 
another? If possible could you list the new 
systems in descending order of over-all 
power? Thanks! 

Mornez Rasdell 
Elkins Park, PA 

Dear Mornez: 
This subject (which system to buy), is 

going to be the big topic for the next couple 
of years. I got a ton of letters this month ask¬ 
ing these same questions. Let me shine 
some light on the subject. First and foremost 
please remember, it takes 12 to 18 months 
(at least) to make a good game and most 
developers don't unlock the full potential of a 
new system until they have three or four 
games under their belt. I get so many letters 
about Crescent Galaxy and Dino Dudes it 
makes my goggles fog. Never judge a new 
system on its first games. If these games 
were indeed all the Jag could do Atari would 
never have brought it out. When you are one 
of the first to own a new console patience 
plays a big role. Make sure you hold on to 
one of your 16 bit machines when you pur¬ 
chase a new one. 
With that out of the way I will proceed. 
Hardware specs should play only a small part 
in the decision making process. A mediocre 
developer with the best hardware will pro¬ 
duce an OK game at best, while a skilled 
developer with a lesser machine will often 
achieve greatness. Chances are by the time 
fhe developers finally do master the system 
another new one will be on the way. Look at 
vice, expandability and 3rd party support 
'irst. Sega and Nintendo both have Konami 
and Capcom, but the Saturn will beat Project 
leality to market by at least a full year, and 
Sega has Gamearts and Treasure over in 
lapan. Of course, Nintendo has Link and 
Ylario and Square and Enix in their corner. 
Their cartridge based Project Reality is going 

40 

to be amazing. Basically you can’t go wrong 
with Sega or Nintendo. Atari is also a very 
interesting proposition. Although they made 
mistakes in the past they are back with a 
great new system (at a great price) and are 
serious about customer satisfaction and qual¬ 
ity. Atari has waited to launch the Jag nation¬ 
ally so that quality games, which show off the 
Jag’s capabilities, would be available at the 
same time as the system. They have also 
signed up an impressive number of third par¬ 
ties. Currently, there are at least 35 games in 
development for release in '94. Atari is mak¬ 
ing all the right moves, and they own the 
rights to a ton of great games. If you’re look¬ 
ing to buy a new system now, I think Atari is 
your best bet. That would put you in a great 
position for 95. You could be sitting with a 
full line of Jaguar titles while you wait for your 
new Saturn to take off. Sony’s PSX is due out 
this November/December in Japan and could 
rain on everyones parade. With forty games 
scheduled and what is said to be the best 
hardware of the lot, Sony is set to 
pounce... hard! 

Another big question for ‘95 hardware 
launches will be developers. With Nintendo, 
Sega, Sony, and Atari all launching new sys¬ 
tems, who will make all these games? What 
about the SNES, Genesis and Sega CD? 
None has seen its full potential and they bet¬ 
ter not let the millions down who own them! 
Lastly, lets not count out SNK either, they 
have big plans for the home market As for 
the 3D0, well, the hardware is awesome, but 
where are the action games? except for 
Crystal Dynamics, there has been little to cel¬ 
ebrate, and with such a small user base how 
long will they stick around. You know Sega 
and Atari are ‘knockin on that door!! 
Those are my opinions on what is to come. 
So much is still not known about the next 
wave of game machines, so things could 
change. What if the 3D0 comes down to 
under five hundred bucks and SF2 or MK 
comes out? (I just found out that indeed the 
3D0 price will come down to $499)! What if 
Sony's PSX shows up this Christmas with a 
low price? What is SNK up to? If you promise 
to keep writing I promise to keep answering! 

Dear Postmeister: 

I hope everyone at GameFan is okay after 
that earthquake out there. If there is anything 
this loyal reader can do, don’t hesitate to ask. 
(I hope that goes for every other GameFan 
devotee.) 

I like the idea of having two sections that 
focus on both Europe and Japan. This way 
we get the best of both gaming worlds. 

I have some questions to ask about Sega: 

1. Is there anymore news on Sega’s Saturn 
system? 

2. Does Sega’s DSP chip offer anything else 
besides faster movement of Polygon 
graphics. Is it better than the FX chip? 

3. Does (or did) Sega have anything 
spectacular to show at the winter CES? 

4. Last question. Does Treasure have 
anything new in the works? 
I hope you guys can answer all my ques¬ 

tions. Again, I hope you guys are okay. 

“Boogie ” 
Bronx, NY 

Dear Boogie, 
Are you like a Boogie boarder or like some 

kind of Boogie man? Just so you’re not pickin 
'em. We’re all OK after the quake but our 
building folded like a house of cards. Our 
new offices are really cool though. There are 
mountains everywhere so I’ve been thrashing 
in the 4x like a mad man. If you really want to 
help me though, send me Bridgette Fonda’s 
phone number!. 

Sega’s DSP chip runs at 23 MHz so 
besides scaling polygons it helps manipulate 
sprites much faster. It can also do 21.3 MIPS 
(millions of instructions per second) and has 
the ability to address 24 megs aside from the 
cart ROM. All this translates into bigger, 
faster and better sounding games. 

The latest news for the Saturn is that 
Gamearts will be making a 3D shooter and 
an RPG for the systems launch in Japan. 
This is great news! If you’ve played Lunar or 
Silpheed you can imagine what they can do 
with the Saturn’s awesome power. As for my 
personal favorite developer in the whole wide 
world, Treasure, they are currently working 
on Dynamite Headdy. We had exclusive pho¬ 
tos last month and I think E. Storm has more 
in this issue. Treasure’s other new project is 
titled Alien Wars, but they’re still keeping a lid 
on that Treasure. Treasure will also be a 
main developer for the Saturn. Lastly, Sega’s 
best offering at the recent CES was Virtua 
Racing. There were no other big surprises. 
Sega will not be at the June show in pizza 
town (it coincides with their big dealer show 
in Florida), so the June CES will be a strange 
affair. We are going to make the trip to 
Florida so you'll get a full report soon there¬ 
after. I believe that Sega is now concentrat¬ 
ing on the Saturn, more DSP games, the 
Sega Channel, the new Genesis and their 
new virtual-reality theme parks. Sega is busy 
getting the jump on the rest of the industry. 



ook for them to knock our socks off later this 
lar and beyond. For the full story on Sega, 
id a copy of the Feb. 21, 1994 Business 
leek. Thanks for the letter and your con- 
ern. Earthquakes suck. 

ear Postmeister: 
In your Volume 2 Issue no.1 magazine, 

ou guys showed a chart comparing the next 
eneration systems and their hardware, 
t/hile the Jaguar and Project Reality seemed 
) have the superior hardware, there were 
lany question marks under the Saturn. It 
eems that every time I read an article on the 
Saturn, there is a lot of uncertainty about 
i/hat the hardware will be. I was wondering if 
ou would now be able to fill in some of those 
luestion marks and let me know EXACTLY 
vhat the hardware will be. I would really 
ippreciate it if you could. 

Also, has there been any word on other 
ird party companies like Crystal Dynamics, 
Capcom, Konami, Acclaim or Midway signing 
vith Atari? I heard that Atari was really pursu- 
ng Capcom but they want to wait and see 
iow well the Jaguar sells. I wish Capcom and 
he other companies would quit being such 
ightweights and sign with Atari. Companies 
ike these will make a system do well. Rad 
lome versions of SSF2 and MK2 would sky- 
ocket the Jag’s sales. 

One more thing and I’ll leave you alone. In 
egards to cartridge versus CD, it seems to 
ne that overall CD is superior to cart. So 

why did Atari make the Jaguar a cart sys¬ 
tem? Once they bring out their CD hook up, 
who will want to buy the carts? I also heard 
that the Saturn will be both cart and CD. 
Why? Wouldn’t it be easier to make it CD 
only? I know that CDs are cheaper. They 
have more storage space and far better 
sound. So why use cart? It just seems like a 
step backwards to me. Thank you so much 
for listening. Hope to hear from you. 

Sincerely, 
Rob Clark 
Rossville, GA 

Dear Rob, 
You raise an interesting question about 

CD vs. cartridge. The reason Sega and 
Atari are using both formats is simple. 
First of all, a first time buyer can easily 
afford the lower price of a cartridge based 
system. Later, if they decide to upgrade, 
they can buy an optional CD. Secondly, 
since a CD is little more than a storage 
device, unless the creators of a game are 
planning extensive full motion video or 
narration, there is no reason to put a 
game on CD. Remember, the newer car¬ 
tridge based machines can produce 
amazing sound. Some reasons why a lot 
of people (including myself) don’t like CDs 
are; they load way too much (which inter¬ 
feres with the flow of a game), they 
scratch easily, and if you bump your sys¬ 

tem it’s game over. It also costs more and 
takes longer to develop on CD, since the 
technology really isn 't perfected yet. 

Take the Sega CD, for instance. The 
system has been available to developers 
for over three years and to date only Core 
and Gamearts have figured out how to 
make it truly perform. If this learning curve 
remains a factor with all the next genera¬ 
tion CDs, the cartridge efforts may be the 
best games for the first year, while the 
developers familiarize themselves with the 
new development systems. As for the 
Saturn hardware, the specs are now 
etched in stone and appeared in Japan 
Now vol. 2 issue 3. The Saturn and 
Jupiter may be hovering around a store 
near you as early as Christmas '94!! For 
updated information on Atari and the 
Jaguar check out this month’s ‘Jaguar’s 
Domain’ on pages 86-89. 

The Postmeister has a new address!! 
Write to me at my new mountain cave 
(my dungeon collapsed in the quake!!). 
Thank God I wear a helmet!! 

5137 Clareton Dr. Suite 210 
Agoura Hills, Ca. 91301 

WORLD POPULATION 884.267.872K 

TMPTW6, 
It's been one of those days. A revolution is 

about to topple your government, your 

invasion force has just been thrown back 

into the sea, and France and England have 

just levied trade embargoes against you. 

What's next? 

Sena and Sega CO are trademarks of Sega Enterprises. Ltd. All Rights Reserved. THIRD WORLD WAR© 1994 Micronet Co. Ltd. Published by Extreme Entertainment Group. Inc., 10 Mountainview Road, Suite 300 South. Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458. 
Extreme Entertainment Group and THIRD WORLD WAR are trademarks ol Absolute Entertainment, Inc. All Rights Reserved. © 1994 Absolute Entertainment, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 

ISN'T IT? 
In THIRD WORLD WAR™, it’s your call: 

you'll lead one of 16 nations in a bid for 

world domination. Adapt your strategies 

to realistic, ever-changing world events, 

and plot your every move on nearly 

85 interactive scenario maps. Or, if 

all else fails, there's always that 

little red button.... 
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COnnRHDS REf1AINING:4 

SEGA CD 

This official seal is your 
assurance that this product 
meets the highest quality 
standards of SEGA™. 
Buy games and accessories 
with this seal to be sure 
that they are compatible 
with the SEGA CD™ System. 
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By loosening the screws 1/4 turn each on the back of the 3DO 
control pad, Presto! You magically get the missing diagonals! 
Now all of your games control 25% better! Go grab a phillips head! 

Here’s a first look at Aero 2. 
To truly appreciate this game, 
however, you have to see it in 
motion. Move over Aladdin, 
this game may once again 
take the Genesis action/plat¬ 
form to new even loftier 
heights. The bat is coming 
back...with a vengeance! 
We’ll keep you posted. 

Samurai Shodown (the greatest fighting game 
of all time) is coming to the SNES, Genesis and 

Sega CD. 
rrrftrmr* i'' -:<£y Here’s a 
|HkvV {£*2 dj; first look at 

_ the 32 meg 
ML*,- * 0km SNES ver- 

sion. We’ll 
" have more 

next 
A- month. 

000300 
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Look! It’s the Sega Channel! Now you can have cheesy Toe Jam & 
Earl graphics and tunes in the privacy of you own home. Actually 
folks, we are quite impressed with the wide variety of choices on n 
the menu. Now you don’t have to comb the aisles of Toys R' Us for 1 
those great Sega Classics. You can also check out the newest stuff 
before you buy. Watch out bad game makers! We’ve got your number! 
For the money (around twenty bucks) you can't go wrong. Hey. now 
we’ll all be tapped into Sega like a bunch of Lawnmower Men! 

yr Claude Van 
Damme has 

► landed the lead¬ 
ing role of ‘Guile’ in 

the up-coming Street 
Fighter Motion Picture. I 

wonder if he can really do 
a scissor kick? 

Jt,, 
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BRE Software 
Credit Card Orders: (209) 432-2684 

24 Hour FAXBACK Information System 

(209) 432-2644 
Call from the handset of your FAX machine 

Send us your old cartridges 
Receive a check back or purchase other titles of your choice 

Prices in this ad are good thru 5/31 /94 

BONUS /St6AV 
Used fG£ii£si5) Cartridges QJTJ 

We Sell Usee We Buy MIG 29 FIGHTER PILOT 29 952C 00 CLIFFHANGER 
29 95 15 X MIGHTS MAGIC 

MONOPOLY 
24 95 13 X MOONWAIKER 
39 9520 X MORTAL KOMBAT 
44 9524 X MS PAC MAN 
2495 'OX MUHAMMAD ALI BOX 
39 95 20 X MUTANT LEAGUE F B 
2995'3 X MVP BASEBALL 

638 ATTACK SUB 
ABRAMS 

BATTLE TANK 
AERO THE ACROBAT 
AEROBIZ 
AFTERBURNER II 
ALADDIN 
ALIEN 3 
AMAZING TENNIS 
AMER GLADIATORS 
ANORE AGASSI TEN 
AQUATIC GAMES 
ARCH RIVALS 
ARIEL LITTLE MER 
AWESOME POSSUM 
BACK TO FUTURE 3 _ _ .... 
BARNEY'S HIDE S SEEK 39 95 20 X OUTLANOER 
BART S NIGHTMARE 39 9520 X OUTRUN 
BATMAN 1995'OX OUTRUN 2019 

RETURNS 24 95 13 X PTO 
REV OF THE JOKER 29 95'AX PACMANIA 

34 9 5 20 X 
29 9520 X OOUBLE SWITCH 34 95 20 X 
39 95 30 X DRACULA 34 9516 X 
24 9512 X DRACULA UNLEASHED 34 9520 X 
34 9524 X DRAGON S LAIR 34 9520 X 
29 9512 X ECCO THE DOLPHIN 34 95 20 X 1MTfulieuei^1 
299516.X FINAL FIGHT 2995'6 X LOST DIMENSION 
29 95 16 X GROUND ZERO TEXAS 39 9524 X LOST VIKINGS 
34 9516 X JOE MONTANA F B 199512X LUFIA 

IRECEIVE a $50 00 BONUS WHEN YOU SELL BACK 25 OR MORE I 
|gENESIS_ANDOR SUPER NINTENDO CARTRIDGESCO’S OR^RECEIVE | 

39 9520 X NBA AU STAR CHALL 34 9516X JURASSIC PARK 39 9 520 X MAGIC SWORD 
29 95 13 X NBA JAM 54 9540 X LETHAL ENFORC WGUN49 9535 X MARIO IS MlSSNG 
29 9513X NBA SHOWDOWNS* 54 9535X LUNAR .. 
199512X NFL FOOTBALL 94 349522X MICROCOSM - 
34 95 15X NFL SPORTSTALK 93 19 95 8X MONKEY ISLAND 29 9520X MEGAMAN X 
34 95 16 X NHL HOCKEY 94 39 95 30 X NFL GREATEST TEAMS 39 9 5 20 X METAL COMBAT 
39 95 20 X NIGEL MANSELL RACING 39 95 24 X NHL HOCKEY 94 39 9 5 30 00 M^ALMARWES 
299514X OUT OF THIS WORLD 299514X NIGMTTRAP 59 95 35 X MONDAY NIGHT F.B 
-- 2495 13X PRIZEFIGHTER 39 9524X MONOTOLY 

1995 '2 X REBEL ASSAULT 49 9 5 30 X MORTAL KOMBAT 
29 95 14 X ROBOALESTE 29 95 20 X MUSYA 
49 95 XX SHERLOCK HOLMES 2 29 9520 X MVP BASEBALL 
39 9516 X SILPHEED 29 9520 X NBA ALL STARS 
29 9514 X SONIC 24 95 14 X NBA JAM 
44 9522 X STELLAR FIRE 29 9520 X NBA SHOWtXDWN 
44 9525 X TERMINATOR 29 95 20 X NCAA BASKETBALL 
199514.X THUNDERSTRIKE 34.952CX NFL FOOTBALL 

39 9520 X 
39 95 24 X 
19 9513 X 
29 9520X 
19 9514.X 
19 95T4X 'TH SAGA 

BATTLETOAOS 34 95'5X PAPERBOY 
BATTLETOADS PAPERBOY 2 
DOUBLE DRAGON 39 95 22 X PEBBLE BEACH GOLF 

BEAST WRESTLER 29 9514 X PGA TOUR GOLF 
BEAUTY i THE BEAST PGA TOUR GOLF 2 

BELLE S OUEST 39 9520 X PHANTASY STAR II - 
ROAR OF THE BEAST 399522X PHANTASY STAR III 299516X 

BEST OF THE BEST 34 95 20 X PIGSKIN FOOTBRAWL 29 95'6 X 
BILL WALSH FB 29 95 16 X PINK GOES HLYWD " 
BLADES OF VENGEANCE29 9520 X PIRATES GOLD 
BLASTERMASTER2 29 95'6X PITFIGHTER 
BLOCK OUT 29 9513 00 POWER CHALL GOLF 
BOB 34 95 15X POWERBALL 
BOXING LEG OF RING 299520X POWERMONGER - - - . - 
BUBSY 29 95 20 X PREDATOR 2 '9 95'4X ACTRASER 
BUCK ROGERS 19 95'2X PRINCE OF PERSIA 39 9 5 24 X ACTRA SER 2 
BULLS VS BLAZERS 24 951SX PRO MOVES SOCCER 29952CX ADDAM S FAM1Y 
B DOUGLAS BOXING 2495'2X PRO QUARTERBACK 
BUSTERS HID TREAS 39 95 20 X QUACKSHOT 
CAL RIPKEN B BALL 39 95 20 X QUAD CHALLENGE 
CALIFORNIA GAMES 34 9516 X RACE DRIVIN 
CAPTAIN AMERICA 34 9516 X RAMPART 
CASTLE OF ILLUSION 29 95 13 X RBI BASEBALL 93 
CASTLE VANIA 49 95 30 X REN & STIMPY 
CENTURION 24 95 12 X RINGS OF POWER 
CHAMP BOWLING 399520 X ROADBLASTERS 
- 34 9515 X ROAD RASH 

34 9516 X ROAD RASH 2 
39 95 20 X ROBOCOP 3 
34 95 15 X ROBOCOP VS TERM - 
39 95 20 X ROCKET KNIGHT ADV 29 9520.X BATTLE BLAZE 
39 95 20 X ROLLING THUNDER 2 19 95 12 X BATTLE CARS 
399520X ROM 3KINGDOMS2 .. 

SUPER 
NINTENDO 

44 9 5 30 X WMULTITAP 54 9535 X 
34 95 16 X SUPER BOWLING 39 9 522 X 
49 95 X X SUPER CHASE HQ 44,95 25X 
29 95 15 X SUPER CONFLICT 44 95 22 X 

__ 39 9520 X SUP DOUBLE DRAGON 34.95-18X 
39 9520 X MARIO S TIME MACHINE 39 95 20 X SUPER EMPIRE 
39 9520 X MECH WARRIOR 34.95 20 X STRIKES BACK 44 9526 X 

. .. 44 9525 X SUPER HIGH IMPACT 39 95 22X 
44.9525 X SUPER JAMES POND 44.9522X 
49 95 30 X SUPER MARIO 
39 9520 X ALL STARS 34 95 20 X 
49 9530 X SUPER MARIO KART 34 9 5 20X 
39 9525 X SUPERNOVA 39 95 24 X 
34 95 16 X SUPER OFF ROAD 34 9520 X 
39 9522 X SUPER OFF RD BAJA 49 9530 X 
39.9518 X SUPER SOCCER 39 9520 X 
54 9540 X SUP SOCCER CHAMP 39 9522 X 
44 95 XX SUPER STAR WARS 29.9514X 
29.95 14 X SUPER STRIKE EAGLE 39 9520 X 
34 95 16 X SUPER TURRICAN 34 951800 
29 95 14 X SUPER VALISIV 34 95'8 X 
44 95X X SUPER WRESTLEMANIA 34 95 ’6X 
39 95 22 X T2 ARCADE GAME 49 95 X X 
39 95 22 X T2 JUDGEMENT DAY 4995 XX 
29.95 16 X TAZ MANIA 399520X 
X.9522X TECMO NBABBALL 34 95 "6X 
34 95 14 X TECMO SUPER BOWL 49 9530 X 
29.95 16,X TM.N.T 4 34 95 15X 
449525X TMNT TOURNAMENT 
49 95 30 X FIGHTERS 49 95 30 X 
39 9525 X TERMINATOR 39 9522 X 
34 9514 X THE DUEL TEST DRIVE 2 44 9525 X 

CHAMP PRO AM 
CHESTER CHEETAH 
CHESTER CHEETAH 
CHUCK ROCK 
CHUCK ROCK II 
CLIFFHANGER 
CLUE 
COLUMNS 
COOL SPOT 
CYBER COP 
CYBORG JUSTICE 
DAVIS CUP TENNIS 
DEADLY MOVES 
DESERT STRIKE 
DICK TRACV 
DINOLAND 

24 9516 X AERO THE ACROBAT 
19 9512 X AEROBIZ 
39 9 5 20 X ALADDIN 
29 9522 X ALIEN VS PREDATOR 
24 9515 X ALIEN 3 
29 9520 X AMAZING TENNIS 
39 9520 X AMER GLADIATORS 
19 95'4 X AQUATIC GAMES 
199514X ARCANA 
199512 X ART OF FIGHTING 
44 9525 X AXELAY 
39 95 20 X BART'S NIGHTMARE 

9522 X BATMAN RETURNS 

49 9530 X BATTLE GRAND PRIX 

39 9 5 20 X NHLPA HOCKEY'93 
NHL HOCKEY'94 
NIGEL MANSELL RAC 
N RYAN BASEBALL 
ON THE BALL 
OPER LOGIC BOMB 
OUT OF THIS WORLD 
OUTLANOER 
PAC ATTACK 

449530X PTO 
29 9514 X PALADIN'S OUEST 
44 95 30 X PAPERBOY 2 
34 9514 X PEBBLE BEACH 
39 9522 X PGA TOUR GOLF 
44 95 XX PILOTWINGS 
44 95MX PITFIGHTER 
39 95 22X PLOK 
34 9 5 20X POCKY 4 ROCKY 
39 95 22 X POWER MOVES 

29 95'6 X RACE DRIVIN 
49 95 MX RAMPART 
34 9516X RANMA-2 
29 95 16X REDLINE FI RACER 
299516 X REN 4 STIMPY 

49 95 MX 
39 9522 X 
39.9520 X 
49.95 30 X 
44 9524 X 
49 9530 X 
49 95 30 X 
39 95 22 X 
39 95 22 X 
39 9520 X 
39 9522 X 

mMRI _ 39.9522 X 
49 95 MX WHEEL OF FORTUNE 49 9525 X 

49.9530 X TIMESLIP 
4995MX TKOBOXING 
199S13X TOP GEAR 
29 95 14 X TOP GEAR 2 
39 9522 X TUFFENUFF 
39 9522X TURNS BURN 
39 9524 X UNCHART WATERS 

44 95 22 X WAlALAE GOLF 
34 95 18 X WAYNE'S WORLD 
49 95 MX WE RE BACK 

44 95 22 X WICKED 18 

29 95 12 X SHADOW OF BEAST 2 24 9513 X BATTLETOADS 
29 95 16 X SHINING FORCE ^ ‘9 9514 X BATTLETOADS DO 
29 95 13 55 SHiNWG IN DARKNESS '9 9514 X BEST OF THE BEST 
29 95 '3 X 5HINOBI3 299520X BIMETAL nRAKY rooe'nT 
TQncoftiyr qinp POCKET 34 952500 BOB 34 9516 00 ROCKYROOcNi 
39 9520 00 SIMPSON S BART S BOXING LEG OF RING 49 95 30 00 ROM 3 KINGDOMS 2 
24 9513 X VS SPACE MUTANTS 34 9516.00 BRAWL BROTHERS 349520X ROM _3 KINGDOMS 3 
24 9512 X SLAUGHTER SPORT . "r,'"rT """ 
29 95 ’ 3 00 SLIME WORLD -- X.w,rr n. xcrc Ancc 

DINOSAURS FOR HIRE 29 95 '6 X SOLDIERS OF FORTUNE 44 9 525 X BUST EMJSTS LOOSE 

i9 95’4 X BRETT HULL HOCKEY 49 9530 X RPM RACING 

39 9520 X RIDDICK BOWE BOXING 49 9530 X WING COMMANDER 
34 9 5 22 X RIVAL TURF 29 9516 X SECRET MISSIONS 
39 9522 X ROAD RIOT 4WD 29 9516 X WINGS 2 ACES HIGH 
349516X ROBOCOP3 29 95 16X WINTEROLY GAMES 
44 9530 X ROBOCOP VS TERM 49 95 MX WOLFCHILD 
44 95 22 X ROCK & ROLL RACING 39 95 20 X WORDTR1S 
-‘9M*00 gocxvieyawwiaE SSHSflsoc 

54 95 35 X WORLD SOCCER'94 
59 95 40 X WWF ROYAL RUMBLE 

•9 9514.X BUBSY 

DOUBLE DRAGON 
DOUBLE DRAGON 3 
DR ROBOTNIK 
DRACULA 
DRAGON S FURY 
DRAGONS REVENGE 
DUNG & DRAGONS 
ECCO THE DOLPHIN 
ETERNAL CHAMPS 

F-22 INTERCEPTOR 
F 11'NIGHT STORM 
FANTASIA 
FATAL FURY 
FATAL REWIND 

GAME GENIE 
GAUNTLET IV 
GEMFIRE 
GENERAL CHAOS 
GENGHIS KHAN II 

4 954 X CAESAR'S PALACE 
19 956 X CAL RIPKEN BBALL 

29 95MX CALIF GAMESH 
29 9520 X CAPTAIN AMERICA 
34 9514 X CASTLEVANIAIV 
19 95-YO.M CHAMPIONSHIP POOL 49 95 30 X SIMEARTH 

34 95 '5 X SONIC HEDGEHOG 
34 95 '8 X SONIC HEDGEHOG 2 
23 95 20 X SONIC HEDGEHOG 3 
29 95 20 X SONIC SPINBALL 
29 95 13 X SPACE INVADERS 91 
39 9520 X SPIDERMAN 
39 95 20 X SPIDERMAN X MEN 
34 95 14 X SPLATTERHOUSE 2 

_____ 39 95 30 X SPLATTERHOUSE 3 
E HOLYFIELD BOXING 29 95 '2 X SPORTS BASEBALL 
F 15 STRIKE EAGLE 11 34 9520 X STAR CONTROL 
- 24 9512 X STAR FLIGHT 

34 95 20 X STEEL EMPIRE 
24 95 12 X STEEL TALONS 
34 95 15 X STREET FIGHTER I 
24 95 12.X CHAMP EDITION 

FERRARI GRAND PRIX 29 9513 X STREET SMART 
FIFAINTL SOCCER 4995MX STREETS OF RAGE 2 . 
FIGHTING MASTERS 29 95 '2 X STRIDER RETURNS 29 95'5X DESERT STR KE 
FLASHBACK 34 95'4 X SUMMER CHALLENGE 29 9520 X DOOMSDAY WARR 
FORMULA ONE RACING 39 95XX SUNSET RIDERS 39 9522 X DRACULA 
GLOC 24 95 12 X SUPER HIGH IMPACT 29 95'4 X DRAGONS LAIR 
GAIN GROUND 24 95 12 X SUP MONACO GP 2 29 95'3 X DRAKKHEN 
GALAXY FORCE 2 24 95 ’OX SUPER OFF ROAD 34 9515 X EVO 
- .14 9525 X SUPER VOLLEYBALL 24 95 12X EXTRA INNINGS 

39 9520 X SUPER WRESTLEMANIA 1995T3X F ZERO 
399524X SUPERMAN 
349515X SWORDOFVERM 
49 95 MX SYD OF VALIS 

G FOREMAN BOXING 34 95'6 X T2 ARCADE GAME 
GHOULS 34 GHOSTS 19 9510 X T2 JUDGEMENT DAY 
GLOBAL GLAD 24 9512 X TALE SPIN 
- 3495 — 

34 9520 X RUN SABER 
44 9524 x SECRET OF MANA 
49 95 30 X SHADOWRUN 
39 9522 X SIDE POCKET 
39 9522 X SIDEKICKS SOCCER 
4495MX SIMANT 

95 22X SIMCITY 

49.9525 X 
29 9516X 
399522X 
34.95 18 X 
44 9 5 25X 
39 9522 X 
399522X 
49 95 MX 
34 9520 X 
49 95 MX 
44.9522.X 
34 95'14X 
39 9522 X 

29 9520 X CHESSMASTER 
•9 9513 X CHOPLIFTER III 
29 9520 X CHUCK ROCK 
19 9510 X CLAY FIGHTER 
•99513X CLIFFHANGER 
19 9514 X CLUE 
19 9512 X COMBATRlBES 
19 9512 X CONTRA III 

COOL SPOT 
399525X CYBERNATOR 
’9 9512 X DAFFY DUCK 

349518 X ZELDA III 
34 95 1 8 X ZOMBIES ATE NEIGH 
4995MX _ _ _ 
39 9520X ”00 
49 95 MX 
44 9525 X BATTLE CHESS 39 9520 X 
4995 MX DRAGON S LAIR 39 95 20 X 
34 9520 X ESCAPE FROM 
39 9522 X MONSTER MANOR 39 95 20X 

_ „ ..„.. 49 9 5 30 X JOHN MADDEN FB 399520 X 
49 95 30 X SaDIERS OF FORTUNE 49 9530 X JURASSIC PARK 39 9520X 
29 95 16 X SONIC BLASTMAN 39 9522 X LEMMINGS 39 9520 X 
49 95 MX SOUL BLAZER 39 9522 X MAD DOG MCCREE 39 9520 X 
4995MX SPIDERMANX MEN 399518 X MEGARACE 399520X 
44 9522 X STANLEY CUP HOCKEY 34 9520 X NIGHT TRAP 39 95XX 
39 9522 X STARFOX 34 9518X OUT OF THIS WORLD 39 95XX 
39 95 20 X STREET COMBAT 34 9518X PGATOURGOLF 399520X 
- -- - 399520.X 

9522 X SKINS GAME 

44 9524 X STREET FIGHTER II 
29 9516 X STREET FIGHTER II 
49 9525 X TURBO 

29 95 14 X DEATH VALLEY RALLY 39 9520 X STRIKE GUNNER 
- —-- 39 9522 X SUNSET RIDERS 

39 9522 X SUPER ADV ISLAND 

24 9514 X ROADRASH 
STAR TREK NEXT GEN 39 9520 X 

39.95 25 X STELLAR 7 39 95 X 00 
29.9514 X TOTAL ECLIPSE 39 95X X 
44 9 5 24X 
39?§?000 JAGUAR 

’9 95 12 X F 1 ROC 
•9 9512 X FAMILY FEUD 
19 95 12 X FATAL FURY 
24 95 ‘ 3 X FINAL FANTASY 2 
44 95 24 X MYSTIC OUEST 

, 3995XM FINAL FIGHT 
TASK FORCE HARRIER 19 9512 X FINAL FIGHT 2 

44 9530 X ALIEN VS PREDATOR 3995XX 
2995 MX SUpISb^'lETANK &95M.OO DJNODUOES 39952000 
49 95M X SUPER BATTLETANK 2 499530 X RAIOEN 
34.95T6X SUPER BLACK BASS 49 95 30 X g^TZIM 39.9^.00 
299514X SUPER BOMBERMAN TREVORMCFUR 39 9 5 20X 
44.95 22 00 
49 9525 X 
39 9522 X 

29 95 i2 x 1. On a full Sized piece ol paper, write your name, complete address. 
29 9512X phone number and a list ol all the cartridges with the buy back 
«« puces you are selling. 
39 95 20 x 2. 11 y°u would like to purchase cartridges with the money or credit 
_-- lift titlrtf wni 1 u/rtiilH liUo tn nrripr nn f ho camp mpcp D f 

To Sell Cartridges 

HARD DRIVIN 
HARDBALL HI 
HAUNTING 
HEAVY NOVA 
HELLFIRE 
HERZOG ZWEi 
HIT THE ICE 
HOME ALONE 
HOME ALONE 2 
HUMANS 
IMMORTAL 
INDIANA JONES 
J CAPRIATI TENNIS 
JEOPARDY 
JOHN MADDEN'94 
JORDAN VS BIRD 
JUNGLE STRIKE 
JURASSIC PARK 
KAGEKI 
kiocameleon 
KING SALMON 
KING OF MONSTERS 
KING S BOUNTY 

CnnTRAI I PIIRV 199520M £• II )f«u wuuu uw iu (wiwiiuii nn.. »«. >. 
39 9530 x game genie w book 39 95 20 X received, list the titles you would like to order on the same piece of 
44 9524 x GEMFIRE 49 95 30 X paper 
39 95X X Genghis khan 59 95 35 x 3 pacj< your cartridges all paperwork and bonus coupons in a 
»-*«<» g FOREMAN boxing ^ send ttve box tothe address below oy UPS or registered mail 
•s 95120c GODS 3995 22 00 Be sure to include the 'Dept #' on the outside ol your package. 
29 9515 x GOOFtroop 44 95 30X 4. Your check will normally be mailed withing 2-3 working days of 

13 sl 'il x GREAT WALDOSEARCHX 9514 X receiving your cartridges. 
29 9520 X GUNFORCE 
29 9513 X HIT THE ICE 
19 95 X X HOME ALONE 
2995’3X HOME ALONE 2 
199513 X HOOK 
29 95'3 X IMPERIUM 
199512X ININDO 
39 95 MX INTL TOUR TENNIS 
19 9513 00 J NICKLAUSGOLF 
24 9512 X JEOPARDY 
24 9512 X JIMMY CONNORS 
29952CX JOE AND MAC 
29 957 3 X JOHN MADDEN 93 

34 9514 X 
44 95 25 X 
34 95 16 X 
34 9516X , j. 
34 9516 x 1. On a fu# Sized piece of paper, write your name, complete address. 

.. would like to order 

To Buy Cartridges 
^|5’8X phone number and a list ol all the cartridges you would like to order 
49 95M X To speed processing of your order, list an alternative for each title 
44 9522 x you are ordering. 
49 9525 x 2 Calculate the total for the cartridges you Wish to order, including 
£ 211212 shipping & handling charges ($6 00 for the first cartridge. $ 1.00 for 
29 9514 x each additional Alaska. Hawaii. APO. FPO double shipping S 
44 9525 x handling charges). California residents add 7.85% sales tax. 
49 95 30 x 3. Allow 21 days for personal checks to daer • send money order 

for fastest processing. 
39 9525 X 4 Send your order to the address below 

GOLDEN AXE II 24 95 12 X TAZMANIA 
GREATEST HEAVYWGT 39 95 22 X TEAM USA B BALL 
GUNSTAR HEROES 29 9516 X TECMO NBA B'BALL 

24 9512 X TECMO SUPER BOWL 
34 95 XX TECMO WORLD CUP 
29 95 '4 X TMNT HYPERSTONE - 
19 9512 X TMNT TOURN FIGHTERS39 9524 X GOAL 
24 95'2 X TERMINATOR 
29 95 13 X TEST DRIVE 2 
399520X THUNDERFORCE III 
2995 '5.X TOE JAM 5 EARL 
29 95 XX TOEJAM & EARL 2 
39 95 X X TOKIGOIN APE SPIT 
X9513X T LARUSSA B'BALL 
X9514X TOYS 
X9516X TWIN COBRA 
39 9520X TWO CRUDE DUDES 
39 95X 0C TYRANTS 
1995 '0 X UNCHART WATERS 
29 9520 00 UNIVERSAL SOLDIER 
X95XX VALIS 
29 95'3 X VAPOR TRAIL 
19 9512 X VIRTUAL PINBALL 
29 95XX WARRIOR OF ROME - -- 
34 9522X WARRIOR OF ROME 2 3*9515.00 JOHN MADDEN 94 
X 95'3 X WAYNE S WORLD 39 9520 X JURASSIC PARK 
29 9513 X WHEEL OF FORTUNE 39 9522 X KABLOOEY 

KRUSTVS FUN HOUSE 29 95'4 X WIMBLEDON TENNIS 39 9520 X KAWASAKI CHALL 
LAND STALKER 34 95 X X WINTER OLY GAMES 39 9520 X ^MOO RAGE 
LAST ACTION HERO 59 9535 X WOLFCHILD 299 520 X ^HURS WORLD 44 9522 00 c ^ CatlridOeS/OrderS tO' 
.EADERBOARD GOLF 29 95 XX WORLD OF ILLUSION 2995 I5X KWG OF MONSTERS "952200 OBHU yUU! UdllllUyeU/VlUC 0) IU. 
LEMMINGS X95XX WORLD TROPHY SOC 39 95XX KRUSTY S FUNHOUSE X 3520 00 
LETHAL ENFORC WGUN4995XX WWF ROYAL RUMBLE 39 9 524X LAGOON 
LHXATTACKCHOP 199513X XMEN , txmnor 
LOST VIKINGS 34 95XX ZOMBIES ATE NEIGH 
LOTUS TURBO CHALL 24 9513 X 

_ 34 9516 X 
24 9515 X LAMBORGHINI 49 95 XX 
29 9515 X LAWNMOWER MAN 44 9525 X 

LEG MYSTICAL NINJA 34 95 16 X 
X 9520.X MARBLE MADNESS 29 95 '6X SEGA CD [emmings 

MASTER OF MONST 34 9520 X AFTERBURNER III 29.9516X Lw!ruriiw F°RCERS 
BATMANRETURNS 29.95'15X WITHGlJN 

“CDONALDSADV X952C00 8|LLWaLSHFB 39.9524 X 
MICRO MACHINES X95XX CHUCK ROCK M 34.9520 X 

WITH GUN 
LETHAL WEAPON 
LOCK ON 

59 9540 X 
X 9520X 
39 9522.X 

BRE Software 
Dept F5 

352 W. Bedford, Suite 104 
Fresno, CA 93711 

Send $1.00 for complete Catalog/Price List 
Titles m ITALICS^ newer and may or may not be available, please call lor availability. All Used Genesis. Game GearGame Boy. SuPf N^endol Jaguar, and 3DO 
Cartridges CDs must include box. instructions, anc any hint booksmaps that were included with the game. We will deduct $2.00 for each SNES cartridge without a 
cardboard insert Cartridges without box. instructions, etc will be returned at your expense Cartridges not in resellable condition or with evidenced rental store stickers 
will be returned at your expense We pay cash lor Genesis. Game Gear Super Nintendo. Jaguar, and 3DO cartridges. We pay store credit only for TurboGrafx 16. 
Nintendo. Lynx, and Game Boy cartridges. All Used Cartridges have a 90 DAY WARRANTY and are sub|ect to availability We reserve the right to refuse any sale or 
purchase Allow 40 days to receive orders placed with money orders and 60 days to receive orders place with personal checks. No refunds or exchanges on cartridges. 
For shipping add $6 00 for the first cartridge and $i 00 for each additional Alaska'Hawan APO double shipping charges California Residents add 7.85 /<> tax No 
COD s. Prices are for mail order only If we do not receive your package by S'3i '94 or your game titles are not listed in this ad. you will be paid from our current price list. 
To receive prices m this ao you must include the Dept. #' from this ad on the OUTSIDE of your package. If you are unclear about any of our potoesj procedures or prices, 
please call. FAX (209) 432-2599. Nintendo. Game Boy and Super Nintendo are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. We check for credit card fraud. 





WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE CABLE CHANNEL? 
(check appropriate boxes) 

■ Nickelodeon ■ MTV 

■ VH1 ■ Sci Fi Channel 

■ Comedy Channel ■ HBO 

■ Showtime ■ Cinemax 

■ The Movie Channel 

DO YOU PURCHASE VIDEO GAME MAGAZINES ON 
(check appropriate boxes) 

■ Newsstands ■ Subscription ■ Both ■ C 

■ 11 to 14 years old 

■ 20 to 24 years old 

■ 35 to 44 years old 

■ 8 to 10 years old 

■ 15 to 19 years old 

■ 25 to 34 years old 

■ Other 

■ Male 
WHAT SYSTEMS DO YOU OWN? 

(check the appropriate boxes) 
Genesis ■ Game Gear 

Sega CD ■ SNES 

Jaguar ■ Lynx 

3DO ■ Neo Geo 

■ Female 

EDUCATION COMPLETED: (check one) 

■ Grammar School ■ High School 

■ Some College ■ College 

■ Other 

HOUSEHOLD INCOME (check one) 
K Under S25.000 ■ $25,000 to $40,000 

■ $40,000 to S75.000 ■ Over S75.000 

HOW MANY PEOPLE IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD PLAY 
PC GAMES? (check one) 

■ One BTwo ■ Three or more 

HOW MANY PEOPLE IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD 
PLAY VIDEO GAMES? (check one) 

■ One ■ Two ■ Three or More 

WHAT NEW SYSTEMS DO YOU PLAN TO PURCHASE IN THE 
NEXT 6 TO 12 MONTHS? (check the appropriate boxes) 

■ Jaguar ■Jaguar CD 

■ 3DO ■ Saturn 

■ Sony PSX ■ Philips CD-i 

■ Other 

WHAT TYPE OF GAMES DO YOU PREFER? 
(check appropriate boxes) 

■ Arcade/Action ■ Action Platform 

■ Action/Roll Playing ■ Fighting 

■ Role Playing ■ Puzzle 

■ Strategy ■ Sports 

WHERE DO YOU PURCHASE YOUR GAMES? 
(check appropriate boxes) 

■ Electronics Boutique ■ Software Etc. 

■ Babbages ■ Toys R Us 

■ Blockbuster ■ Wherehouse 

■ Tower ■ Other 

HOW MANY GAMES DO YOU PURCHASE PER YEAR? (check one) 

■ One to Five B Six to Ten 

■ Eleven to Fifteen ■ Sixteen to Nineteen 

■ Twenty or More ■ Other 

HOW MANY IMPORT GAMES DO YOU PURCHASE 
PER YEAR? (check one) 

■ One to Five ■ Six to Ten 

■ Eleven to Fifteen ■ Sixteen to Nineteen 

■ Twenty or More ■ Other 

HOW MANY GAMES DO YOU RENT PER MONTH? (check one) 
■ One to Five ■ Six to Ten ■ Eleven or More 

■ GAMEFAN 

■ EGM 

■ GAMEPRO 

■ GAME PLAYERS 

■ VIDEO GAMES 

DO YOU PURCHASE VIDEO GAMES THROUGH THE MAIL? 
(check appropriate boxes) 

■ Yes ■ No 

If yes, how many per year; 
■ One to Four ■ Five to Ten 

■ Eleven of more ■ Other 

That’s 12 action packed 

COMMENTS: 

Do Not Buy Excellent 

Name_ 
Phone _ 
Address 
City_ State 

GEO! 

issues of GameFan for only 
Subscribe now and save over 45°° off the newsstand price, 

Or receive GameFan hot off the press all year for S49"H with our 2nd day priority subscription!! 

Please Check one: 

■ Bill me 

■ Check or Money order enclosed ($2499) 

■ Send me a priority 2 day subscription ($4999) 
(Please no bill nne’s on priority subscriptions} 

Make check or money orders payable to DieHard GameFan. Canada and Mexico add s1000. Alll other foreign add s2000 

U.S. funds. Allow 6 to 8 weeks for your first issue. California Residents add 8.25% sales tax. 

Just fill out the reader survey below and send it in! Entries are drawn at 
random and the winners will be notified by mail. Three (3) second prize 
winners will receive a priority 2nd day subscription (Worth 50 Bucks!) 

So what are you waiting for? Fill it in!! 
And be honest, this stuff matters! 

WHAT ARE YOUR FAVORITE NETWORKS: 
(check appropriate boxes) 

■ ABC ■ NBC ■ CBS ■ FOX BOther 

DO YOU PURCHASE COMIC BOOKS? 
■ Yes 3 No 

WHAT ARE YOUR FAVORITE COMIC BOOK CHARACTERS? 
(check appropriate boxes) 

■ Spawn ■ Pitt 

■ Ren & Stimpy ■ Beavis & Butthead 

■ Prophet ■ Other 

WHAT VIDEO GAME MAGAZINES DO YOU PURCHASE AND 
HOW DO YOU RATE THEM EDITORIALLY? 

(check the appropriate boxes) 

AGE: 

OR CALL: 

1-800-454-2637 
For VISA or MASTERCARD orders. 



You Could win a 

PLACE 
POSTAGE 

HERE 

5137 Clareton Dr. Suite #210 
Agoura Hills, CA 91301 

PLACE 
POSTAGE 

HERE 

5137 Clareton Dr. Suite #210 
Agoura Hills, CA 91301 
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SEGA™ 
GENESIS™ 

CASTLEYANIA 
BLOODLINES 
BY KONAMI 

$^095 1095 SUPER NINTENDO™ ^ — 

J7 LETHAL ENFORCERS ^ftS00 
BY KONAMI ” 

We Guarantee That Our 
Prices Are The Lowest 

Prices Found Anywhere! 

We Only Accept Orders From 
Our Mail Order Catalog. 

REMEMBER, NO SALES TAX OUTSIDE OF 
CALIFORNIA! 

TOMMO INC. 
YOUR #1 JAPANESE & U.S. VIDEO GAME DISTRIBUTOR 

P.O. Box 862707, Los Angeles, CA 90086-2707 
SEND $10 TO RECEIVE A CATALOG MEMBERSHIP 

Wholesale & International 
Orders Welcome! 

213-MO 
Fax:213-621-2177 or 213-628-9202 

SEGA CD™ 

MAD DOG 
MeCREE 
BY AMERICAN 
LASER GAMES 

$4300 

SEGA CD™ 

WHO SHOT 
JOHNNY 
ROCK 
BY AMERICAN 
LASER GAMES 

$4495 

SUPER NINTENDO™ m A QT 

FATAL FURY 2 ^d^3 
BY TAKARA ■ 

SEGA™ 
GENESIS™ 

JOE & MAC 
BY TAKARA 

$4500 

SUPER NINTENDO™ (h ■■ M A A 

RABBIT RAMPAGE *S4'U 
BY SUNSOFT ^ • 

SUPER NINTENDO™ frm A QC 

ART OF FIGHTING 
BY TAKARA L 

SUPER NINTENDO™ £ ^ J QQ 

EYEOFTHEBEHOLDER 
BY CAPCOM 

(54. SUPER NINTENDO™ & A f\\ 

X-KALIBER 2097 *dV 
BY ACTIVISION ■ S 

00 

SUPER NINTENDO™ 

STAR TREK: TNG 
BY SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE 

$4900 

SEGA™ 
GENESIS™ 

NBA 
ACTION ‘94 
BY SEGA 

$4495 

SEGA CD™ 

WORLD SERIES 
BASEBALL 
BY SEGA 

$4495 

- $7Q00 

SUPER NINTENDO™ 

TURN & BURN 
BY ABSOLUTE 

$4900 

SUPER NINTENDO™ (6 JHAA 

YOUNG MERLIN 3d7UU 
BY VIRGIN • B 

SUPER NINTENDO™ 

ICKEMIIAM 
BY HI-TECH 

$4900 
SEGA™ 
GENESIS™ 

MICKEY’S 
ULTIMATE 
CHALLENGE 
BY HI-TECH 

$4500 

SUPER NINTENDO™ 

NBA JAM 
BY ACCLAIM 

*5495 

SEGA CD™ 

MORTAL 
KOMBAT 
BY ACCLAIM 

$3995 

IF YOU DON’T SEE IT HERE, CALL! 
WE CARRY EVERYTHING 

PANASONIC 3D0 $ J 7Q 
SYSTEM 

PROFESSIONAL CONTROL PADS FOR 
SEGA™ GENESIS™! 

FIGHTER II 
SIX BUTTON! 

controllers include an optional joystick and 
have Slow Mo, Auto-Fire and LED Indicators! 



SUPER FAMICOM 
All games include english translation 
Flinal Fantasy VI(LIMITED).Call 
Joe & Mac 2.,.99.99 
The King Of Dragons.99.99 
Sonic Blastman 2.89.99 
Kabuki Rocks.89.99 
Super Metroid.Call 
The Last Battle (RPG).Call 
Eye Of The Beholder.89.99 
Derby Stallion (Horse Racing)99.99 
Ninja Warriors Again.99.99 
Bastard.99.99 
Wolfenstein 3d.89.99 
Undercover Cops.89.99 
Dragon Ball Z 2.99.99 
Goeman 2.99.99 
R-Type 3.99.99 
Brain Lord (Act/Rpg).99.99 
Wonderous Magic (Rpg).99.99 
Fire Emblem.99.99 
Y’s IV Mask Of The Sun.79.99 
Tetris 2.99.99 
The Blade Chaser.99.99 
Melhand Adventure(Cotton) ...99.99 
Genocide 2.99.99 
Ramna 1/2 3 (PREBOOK).Call 
SD Gundam GX.99.99 
MEGA DRIVE 
All games include english translation 
Virtua Racing (PREBOOK).Call 
Phantasy Star IV (Rpg).99.99 
Art Of Fighting.79.99 
Outrunners(PREBOOK).Call 
Popfulmail.Call 
Monster World VI.79.99 
Shining Force 2.79.99 
Bare Knuckle 3.79.99 
Dragon Ball Z.Call 
AX-101 CD.79.99 
Pop N Land CD.Call 
F-1 Circus CD.79.99 
Heavenly Symphony MCD.Call 
Sonic CD.Call 



Robert 

ATARI JAGUAR! 

DRAGON BALL Z MEGA DRIVE 

Pebble Beach Golf. .59.99 
The Horde. .59.99 
Twisted. .59.99 
Star Trek. .Call 
Out Of This World. .69.99 
Road Rash (prebook). .Call 
John Madden. .59.99 
Total Eclipse. .59.99 
Monster Manor. .59.99 
Stellar Fire (SALE). .49.99 
Lemmings. .59.99 

PANASONIC 3D0 

FATAL FURY 2 PC SCO 

VIRTUA RACING MEGA DRIVE 
■him 

Claymates 

Chester Cheetah 2 
Journey Home. 
Young Merlin. 
Ardy Lightfoot. 

Equinox.54.yy 
Mega Man Soccer.59.99 
Rabbit Rampage.62.99 
Flashback.59.99 
Ken Griffey Baseball.52.99 
Prehistoric Man.54.99 
Super Bases Loaded 2.69.99 
Peace Keepers.62.99 
Sat.Night Slam Masters (prebook) CALL BARE KNUCKLE 3 MD 24MEG! 

H%i«i 
Tempest 2000.CALL 
Wolfenstein 3D.59.99 
Doom.59.99 
Crescent Galaxy.49.99 
Alien’s Vs. Predator.CALL 
FI Jaguar Challenge.CALL 
Kasumi Ninja(Prebook).CALL 
Checkerd Flag II.CALL 
Raiden.49.99 
Dino Dudes.49.99 
Club Drive.49.99 

JAPANESE ANIMATION VHS TITLES [ 
Guy 2.34.99 
Macross 2 Episodes 5&6.39.99 
Venus Wars..34.99 
Vampire Killer.34.99 
Area 88 Part 3.34.99 
Legend Of The Demond Womb.39.99 
Twilight Of The Cockroaches.29.99 
Devil Hunter Yoko.34.99 
Fist Of The Northstar.39.99 
(If you don’t see it here we can special order it!) 

Titles in Japanese are also available! 

JAPANESE IMPORT SPECIALTIES 
Dragon Ball z Comic Books (color)12.99 
Ramna 1/2 Comic Books .12.99 
3x3 Comic Books.12.99 
Japanese Game Magazines.8-16.00 
Dragon Ball Z Action figures w/sounds.39.99 
Dragon Ball Z SD dolls.6.00 
Dragon Ball Z Iron Ons.4.99 
Dragon Ball Z 2 posters.19.99 
Street Fighter 2 Mini Doll Set 19.99 
Ryu Posable Figure.59.99 
Street Fighter 2 Pewter Set.44.99 
Chung Li Garage Kit.89.99 
Mario RC Cars.64.99 
Stuffed Street Fighter 2 Doll Set Of 6.49.99 
Godzilla Vinyl Model.49.99 
ALWAYS NEW TOYS FROM JAPAN AT DIE HARD, 

THESE ITEMS ARE AVAILABLE IN LIMITED QTY 

SYSTEMS ^ * 
Atari Jaguar .244.99 
Panasonic 3DO.489.99 
Neo Geo Gold.579.99 
Sega Genesis 2 Core.89.99 
Sega Genesis 2 complete.124.99 
Sega CD 2.209.99 
Super Nes Core.89.99 
Nec Turbo Duo.299.99 
Super Nes Complete.129.99 
Sega Game Gear Core.89.99 
Mega Drive 2.129.99 
Mega CD 2.319.99 
Super Famicom .199.99 
Pc Engine Duo.399.99 

For Fast Overnight Delivery Call 

818-774-2000 
Or If You’re In The Area Check Out Our Store At 

18612 Ventura Blvd., Tarzana, CA 91356 

OPEN NOW!! 
SarMTexas 
if 5»u n. BELILMm 

; Illinois 

Aubrin Hills Michigan 

Hollywood Florida 
■ : ai 

C.O.D.S WEEL-OOI 

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE NO REFUNDS 



THE DRAGON'S DEN: THE VIDEO GAME AND 
COMIC BOOK AND SPORTS CARDS SUPERSTORE! 
When you arrive at The Dragon’s Den, you won’t believe your eyes! 
You enter to find yourself surrounded on all sides with the largest 
selection of video games, all the hottest comics and latest trad- 
ing cards and ALL AT UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICES!!! 
Choose from hundreds of games for all systems! Spend hours 9 
browsing through our thousands of back issue and current comics for the 
key books to fill your collection! And of course, we also carry all your favorite 
trading cards from: Topps, Fleer, Donruss, SkyBox, Upperdeck, Score & more! 
We sell complete sets, star cards, team sets, and we've got a complete selection 
of foil, hologram and bonus cards to choose from, too!! 
We have literally millions of cards in 
stock including specially discounted ( 
unopened boxes and factory sets! ^—v 

FEATURING THE COMPLETE STOCK OF 

SUPER NES • GERIES 
IUEAJii9 * «*TNX • CAME BOY 

GAME GEAR • JAGUAR 
8 BIT NINTENDO • 3DO 

• The largest comic, card, video selection of back issue comics 
game, faolasy role-playing in the country! 
hobby store in the country! • Check out our new superstore 

WESTCHESTER, NEW YORK 
2614 Central Park Ave. Yonkers, NY (914) 793-4630 

GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT 
43 Greenwich Ave.Greenwich, CT (203) 622-1171 

POUGHKEEPSIE, NEW YORK 
Poughkeepsie Plaza Mall, Route 9, Poughkeepsie 

(914) 471 1401 

...andcoming in March, 1994 

CROSS COUNTY SHOPPING CENTER 
YONKERS, NEW YORK 

We buy and sell USED GAMES 
• We carry one ol the largest 

experience 
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SNES SPORTS 
2020 Baseball $50.00 
ABC MNF $55.00 
Aero $49.00 
Amazing Tennis $48.00 
American Glad $53.00 
Agassi Tennis $48.00 
Battle Blazers $45.00 
Best of The Best $49.00 
Brett Hull $55.00 
Chavez Boxing $47.00 
Diamond Challenge $51.00 
Dig & Spike Volleyball $48.00 
ESPN Baseball $53.00 
ESPN Football $54.00 
Football Fury $45.00 
Foreman’s Boxing $49.00 
Hockey $49.00 
Hole In One Gulf $49.00 
Hyper Volleyball $48.00 
Legends of The Ring $50.00 
Mecarobot Golf S50.00 
NBA Jam Session $60.00 
NHLPA Hockey $52.00 
NHL Stanley Cup $44.00 
Peel $51.00 
Quarterback Club $59.00 
Riddick Bowe Boxing $49.00 
Rock & Roll Racing $47.00 
Royal Rumble $55.00 
Side Pocket $47.00 
Sports !ll./Base/Football $58.00 
Super Aquatic Games $40.00 
Super Bases Loaded $55.00 
Super Black Bass $50.00 
Super Bowling $49.00 
Super Dodge Ball $53.00 
Super FX Trax $50.00 
Super Goal $50.00 
Super High Impact $48.00 
Super Slap Shot $50.00 
Super Tecmo Bowl $55.00 
Super Tennis $48.00 
Super Widget $50.00 
True Golf Classics $48.00 
Tuff E Nuff $53.00 
Walsh Super Brawl $49.00 
Winter Olympic Games $54.00 
World Cup Soccer $48.00 
Wrestlemania $52.00 

SNES SIMULATION 
Battle Cars $48.00 
Ground Prix $44.00 
Cyberspin $43.00 
F-Zero $46.00 
Jaguar Racing $54.00 
Pilot Wings $48.00 
Race Driven $48.00 
Radio Flyer $52.00 
Railroad Tycoon $51.00 
Road Riot 4WD $51.00 
Super Battle Tank 2 $52.00 
Super Ceasars S48.00 
Super FI Roc $49.00 
Super Off Road Baja $50.00 
Syvallion $52.00 
Test Drive 2 $50.00 
Top Gear 2 $47.00 
Wacky Racers $44.00 
Wings 2 $48.00 
Wings Com.Spec.Miss $49.00 

SNES STRATEGY 
Championship Pool $49.00 
Choplifter 3 S43.00 
Clue $45.00 
Faceball 2000 $53.00 
Family Feud S48.00 
Genghis Khan 2 $58.00 
Jeopardy $48.00 
King Arthur’s World $51.00 
Lamborghini $50.00 
Lemmings 2 $52.00 
Monopoly $46.00 
Operation Logic Bomb $52.00 
Pac Attack $41.00 

Pacman 2 $49.00 
Pushover $48.00 
Rom. of 3 Kingdoms III $59.00 
Shanghai 2 $46.00 
Side Pocket $47.00 
Sim Ant $48.00 
Sim Earth $55.00 
Spin Dizzy World $47.00 
Super Buster Bros $49.00 
Time Slip $48.00 
Troddlers $44.00 
Vegas Stakes $49.00 
Wheel of Fortune $48.00 
Wordtris $42.00 

SNES RPG 
Actraiser II $52.00 
Arcus Odyssey $53.00 
Dragon Warrior V $57.00 
E.V.O. $58.00 
Equinox $49.00 
Eye of Beholder $56.00 
FF-Mystic Quest $35.00 
Final Fantasy II $56.00 
Final Fantasy III $59.00 
Gemfire $56.00 
Golden Empire $59.00 
Inindo $59.00 
Journey Home $48.00 
Lord of Rings $52.00 
Lost Mission $49.00 
Lufia $53.00 
Might & Magic 2 $52.00 
Might & Magic 3 $58.00 
Nobunaga’s Ambition $56.00 
Orbitus $55.00 
Paladin’s Quest $53.00 
Rampart $49.00 
Secret of Mana $57.00 
Shadow of Beast $50.00 
Shadow Run S53.00 
Spellcaster S54.00 
Ultima-False Prophet $56.00 
Utopia $50.00 
Zelda 3 Link To Past S46.00 

SNES SHOOTER 
Aero Fighters $50.00 
Axeley $53.00 
Cybernator $50.00 
Lock On $49.00 
Mech Warrior S48.00 
Space Mega Force $49.00 
Star Fox $58.00 
Strike Gunner $48.00 
Super Nova S48.00 
Warpspeed $50.00 

SNES FIGHTER 
Art of Fighting $58.00 
Brawl Brothers $53.00 
Clay Fighter $55.00 
Doomsday Warrior $48.00 
Double Dragon $54.00 
Fatal Fury $55.00 
Fatal Fury 2 $58.00 
Final Fight 2 $50.00 
Incredible Hulk $53.00 
Lethal Enforcers $62.00 
Mortal Kombat $60.00 
Ranma 1/2 $50.00 
Rival Turf $48.00 
Sengoku $47.00 
Street Combat $48.00 
Street Fighter Turbo $60.00 
Super Combatribe $54.00 
Super Sonic Blastman $48.00 
TMNT Tour.Fighters $54.00 
Total Carnage $49.00 
Ultimate Fighter $55.00 
World Heroes $58.00 

SNES ADVENTURE 
Addams Family $51.00 
Adv.Dr.Franken $51.00 
Airborne Ranger $55.00 
Aladdin $55.00 
Alien 3 $49.00 

Alfred Chicken S49.00 
Alien vs Predator $48.00 
Arcus Spirits $48.00 
Ardy Lightfoot $48.00 
Barbie $53.00 
Bart’s Nightmare $49.00 
Batman Returns $53.00 
Batman Joker Rev $48.00 
Battle Clash $42.00 
Battletoads Double Drag $52.00 
Beethoven $49.00 
Brainies $48.00 
Bubsy $55.00 
Bugs Bunny Rampage $52.00 
Captain America $51.00 
Castlevania IV S49.00 
Chuck Rock $49.00 
Claymates $48.00 
Congo Capers $44.00 
Cool Spot $49.00 
Cool World $53.00 
Daffy Duck $51.00 
Dennis The Menace $51.00 
Dino City $48.00 
Dracula $48.00 
Dream Probe $48.00 
Eek The Cat $51.00 
Eight Hours $53.00 
Empire Strikes Back $55.00 
Family Dog $50.00 
Feivel Goes West $50.00 
Fido Dido $50.00 
First Samurai $58.00 
Flashback $53.00 
Godzilla $55.00 
Ghouls & Ghosts $52.00 
Hammerin Harry $49.00 
Home Alone 2 $49.00 
Hook $48.00 
Inspector Gadget $50.00 
Itchy & Scratchy $50.00 
James Bond Jr. $50.00 
James Pond 2 $47.00 
Joe & Mac 1 or 2 S48.00 
Jurassic Park S56.00 
Kitaro $52.00 
Krusty’s Fun House $48.00 
Last Action Hero $50.00 
Lawn Mower Man $49.00 
Legend $48.00 
Lester The Unlikely $50.00 
Lethal Weapon 3 $50.00 
Lost Mission $49.00 
Magic Boy $49.00 
Magical Quest/M.Mouse $58.00 
Mario Is Missing S50.00 
Marios Time Machine $51.00 
Mega Man X $56.00 
Metal Jack S48.00 
Mickey’s Ultim.Chall $53.00 
Mr. Nutz $51.00 
Operation Aliens $49.00 
Out To Lunch $49.00 
Outlander $49.00 
Pactris $45.00 
Plok $53.00 
Pocky & Rocky $50.00 
Prehistoric Man S48.00 
Pugsley’s Scav. Hunt $49.00 
Putty $50.00 
Ren & Stimpy S55.00 
Robocopvs Terminator $48.00 
Rocky & Bullwinkle $37.00 
Rocky Rodent S49.00 
Run Saber $48.00 
Sesame Street $48.00 
Skyblazer $49.00 
Smart Bell $48.00 
Snow White Happily $47.00 
Socks The Cat $45.00 
Soldiers Of Fortune $56.00 
Spanky’s Quest $50.00 
Spiderman/Xmen $53.00 
Star Trek NG $50.00 
Striker $49.00 
Sunset Riders S48.00 

Super Adventure IS S48.00 
Super Battleship 2 $45.00 
Super Battletoads $52.00 
Superman $52.00 
Super Mario All Stars $50.00 
Super Mario World $48.00 
Super Ninja Boys $48.00 
Super Nova $48.00 
Super Troll Land $47.00 
Super Valis 4 $48.00 
Suzuka 8 Hrs $55.00 
Tazmania $50.00 
Terminator $49.00 
T2 Arcade Game $49.00 
T2 Judgement Day $49.00 
Thomas Tank Engine $49.00 
Tiny Toons $52.00 
TMNT 4 Tourn. $52.00 
Tom & Jerry $48.00 
Total Carnage $49.00 
Toys $49.00 
Undercover Cops S55.00 
Untouchables $50.00 
Wayne’s World $50.00 
We’re Back $50.00 
Wizard Of Oz $48.00 
Young Merlin $53.00 
Zombie Ate Neighbor $49.00 
Zool $53.00 

SEGA SHOOTER 
Cobra Command CD $42.0 
Gunship $44.00 
Lighting Force $42.00 
Microism CD $54.00 
Racing Aces CD $36.50 
Robo Aleste CD $43.00 
Sewer Shark CD $50.00 
Silpheed CD $43.00 
Steel Empire $43.00 
Super Smash TV $41.00 
Warpspeed $35.00 

SEGA RPG 
Battle Master $41.00 
Dark Wizard CD $43.00 
Dominus $50.00 
Dungeon Master CD $41.00 
Galahad $42.00 
Keeper Of The Gates $50.00 
Kings Table $49.00 
Landstalker $56.00 
Lunar CD $45.00 
Might & Magic 3 $54.00 
Phantasy Star 2 $59.00 
Phantasy Star 4 $65.00 
Shining Force $50.00 
Shining In Darkness $46.00 
Star Quest $51.00 
Star Odyssey $58.00 
Sword Vermillion $57.00 
Tyrants $50.00 
Vampire Killer $52.00 
Vay CD $45.00 

SEGA FIGHTER 
Beast Wrestlers $56.00 
Body Count $39.00 
Dbl Dragon 3 $43.00 
Eternal Champions $56.00 
Fatal Fury $52.00 
Final Fight CD $42.00 
Firepower 2000 $52.00 
General Chaos $40.00 
Golden Axe 2 $38.00 
Mortal Kombat S53.00 
Mortal Kombat CD $55.00 
Mutant Fight $45.00 
Ninja Warriors $55.00 
Pit Fighter $44.00 
Prize Fighter CD $48.50 
Rage In Cage CD $43.00 
Real Fighters CD S43.00 
Revenge of Ninja CD $42.00 
Road Avenger CD $43.00 
Shinobi 3 $45.00 
Splatterhouse 3 $50.00 
Street Fighter 2 CE $64.00 

Streets Of Rage 2 $55.1 
Total Carnage $49.( 
Two Crude Dudes $41.( 
WCW Super Brawl $49.( 

SEGA SIMULATION 
AH3 Thunder Hawk CD $43.C 
Chase HQ 2 $42.C 
F117 Nightstorm $48.C 
FI 5 Strike Eagle $52.C 
FI 9 Stealth $56.C 
Firepower 2000 $43.C 
Formula I $46.C 
G-Loc $43.c 
High Seas Havoc $45.C 
Jaguar CD $42.0 
Jungle Strike $49.0 
Micro Machines $44.0 
MIG 29 $51.0 
Outrun 2019 $43.0 
Race Drivin $45.0 
Road Avenger $42.0 
Road Rash 2 $44.0 
Road Riot $45.0 
Sewer Shark CD $50.0 
Speedway Challenge $39.0 
Third World War CD $49.0 

SEGA STRATEGY 
Aero Biz $57.0 
Choplifter III $53.0 
Clue $45.0 
Dune 2 $49.0 
Dune CD $49.0 
Family Feud $47.0 
Fun & Games $48.0 
Genghis Khan 2 $58.0 
Jeopardy 1 or 2 $48.0' 
Jeopardy CD $45.0i 
Lemmings $42.0i 
Mega Race CD $41.0i 
Monopoly $45.01 
Powermonger $38.01 
Powermonger CD $43.01 
Rom. of 3 Kingdoms III $58.01 
Shanghai 2 $39.01 
Technoclash $40.( 
Tex. Ground Zero CD $55.0( 
Total Carnage $49.0( 
Warriors Of Rome $50.0( 
Wheel Of Fortune 1 or 2 $49.0( 

SEGA ADVENTURE 
Addams Family $41.0C 
Aladdin $45.0( 
Barney The Dino $49.0C 
Bart’s Nightmare S43.0C 
Bart vs Space Mutants $40.0C 
Batman Returns $45.0C 
Batman Returns CD $42.0C 
Battletech CD S49.0C 
Battletoads-Double Dragon $47.0C 
Beauty & Beast Quest $43.00 
Beauty & Beast Roar $43.00 
Beethoven $49.00 
Blast Master 2 $42.00 
Bubble & Squeak $43.00 
Bubsy $50.00 
Castlevania Bloodlines $50.00 
Cheater Cheetah $52.00 
Cheater Cheetah 2 $41.00 
Chuck Rock CD $42.00 
Chuck Rock II $48.00 
Cliff Hanger $48.00 
Cliff Hanger CD $51.00 
Cool Spot $45.00 
Cool Spot CD $48.00 
Justice $42.00 
Dashing Desperadoes $41.00 
Dinosaurs For Hire $41.00 
Double Switch CD $47.00 
Dolphin CD $43.00 
Dracula CD $49.00 
Dracula Unleashed CD $47.00 
Dragon’s Lair CD $50.00 
Dune/Battle for Arrakis $49.00 
Elemental Master $42.00 
Fate Of Atlantis CD $42.00 

WARRENSBURG, NY 12885 



ido Dido $41.00 Ranger X $41.00 
lashback $52.00 Rebel Assault CD $43.00 
lintstones $43.00 Rise Of The Dragon CD $43.00 
urry Friends $35.00 Risky Woods $44.00 
Gadget Twins $51.00 Roar Of Beast $45.00 
iauntlet 4 $44.00 Robocop vs Terminator $49.00 
aoofy $46.00 Robocop 3 $41.00 
areendog $39.00 Rocket Knight $45.00 
arindstormer $45.00 Rocky & Bullwinkle $46.00 
aunstar Heroes $45.00 Shadow The Beast 2 $50.00 
ligh Seas Havoc $45.00 Sherlock Holmes II CD $41.00 
■lome Alone 2 $43.00 Socket $41.00 
look $50.00 Socks The Cat $46.00 
look CD $42.00 Soldier Of Fortune $54.00 
ncredible Hulk $54.00 Sonic 2 $45.00 
ndiana Jones CD $41.00 Sonic 3 $55.00 
tchy & Scratchy $42.00 Sonic CD $45.00 
James Bond 007 $44.00 Sonic Spinball $41.00 
Jour. Center Earth CD $57.00 Spiderman Vs Kingpin CD $41.00 
Jurassic Park $49.00 Spiderman & Xmen $43.00 
Jurassic Park CD $48.00 Splatterhouse 3 $49.00 
Kid Chameleon $46.00 Star Trek Next Gen. $48.00 
Last Action Hero $55.00 Strider 2 $48.00 
Last Crusade $48.00 Superman $48.00 
Vlad Dog McCree CD $54.00 Sylvester & Tweety $48.00 
Mickey’s World Of III $44.00 Tazmania $43.00 
Mickey’s Ult. Chall. $49.00 Terminator CD $48.00 
Monkey island CD $43.00 Terminator 2 Judgement $48.00 
Out Of This World $48.00 Thomas Tank Engine $42.00 
Paperboy 2 $45.00 Time Gal CD $41.00 
Pink Panther $45.00 Time Killers S55.00 
Pirates Gold $49.00 Tiny Toons $42.00 
Predator 2 $44.00 Time Trax $49.00 

TMNT Tourn Fights S47.00 
Toe Jam & Earl 2 $41.00 
Toki Going Ape $44.00 
Tom & Jerry Antics $49.00 
Toys $48.00 
Universal Soldier $42.00 
Wayne’s World $51.00 
Willy Beamish CD $42.00 
Wolf Child $43.00 
Wolf Child CD $45.00 
Wonder Dog CD $44.00 
Wrath Of Gods $49.00 
Zombie Ate My Neighbor $47.00 

SEGA SPORTS 
2020 Baseball $50.00 
Ali Heavyweight $49.00 
Amazing Tennis $46.00 
American Gladiators $50.00 
Best Of The Best $48.00 
Brett Hull Hockey $56.00 
Bulls vs Blazers $50.00 
Bulls vs Lakers $50.00 
Chichi Pro Chall. Golf S49.00 
Davis Cup Tennis S43.00 
ESPN Baseball $53.00 
ESPN Baseball CD $49.00 
ESPN Football $54.00 
ESPN Football CD $49.00 
FIFA $49.00 
Holyfield Boxing $42.00 
Joe Montana 94 $49.00 
Joe Montana CD $49.00 

Madden Football ‘94 
Mega Race CD 
Mutant League Football 
MVP Baseball 
N. Mansell World Champ 
NBA Action 
NBA Jam Session 
NBATecmo 
NFL’s Greatest CD 
NFL Quarterback 
Nolan Ryan 
Olympic Gold 
Pebble Beach Golf 
Pele 
PGA Tour Golf 2 
Prize Fighter CD 
Quarterback Club 
Rage In The Cage CD 
RBI 4 
Ripkin Baseball 
Rolling Thunder 3 
Royal Rumble 
Summer Challenge 
Super Bowl 
Super Volleyball 
Super WWF CD 
T. Larusa Baseball 
Tecmo NBA 94 
Tecmo Super Bowl 
Virtua Racing 
Vitale Basketball 
Walsh College Football 
Walsh Football CD 

$47.00 
S40.00 
$43.00 
$43.00 
$45.00 
$47.00 
$54.00 
$55.00 
$49.00 
$52.00 
$50.00 
$44.00 
$43.50 
$51.00 
$51.00 
$48.00 
$53.00 
$43.00 
$45.00 
$45.00 
$51.00 
$49.00 
$48.00 
$49.00 
$31.00 
$53.00 
$53.00 
$54.00 
$55.00 
$55.00 
$53.00 
$51.00 
$50.00 

$49.00 

$53.00 

$48.00 

$48.00 

$44.00 

WCW Super Brawl 

Winter Olympic Games 

World Series Baseball 

World Series Baseball CD 

World Soccer 

ATARI JAGUAR 
Jaguar System $245 

Alien vs. Predator $55.00 

Checkered Flag $53.00 

Raiden 

Dino Dudes 

Tempest 2000 

Tiny Toons 

Extra Controller 

$47.00 

$47.00 

$47.00 

S47.00 

$27.50 

PANASONIC 3DO 
3DO System $479.00 

Monster Manor $50.00 

Total Eclipse $51.00 

Lemmings 

Oceans Below 

20th Cent. Almanac 

Animals 

Alone in The Dark 

Madden Football 

$49.00 

$50.00 

$50.00 

$49.00 

$49.00 

$50.00 

your With the initial purchase of Wsystem hardware or any games, you will receive a Buy 10, receive 
choice of any game from our lists at our prices! I Neo-Geo not included.I 

Cash, check or money order with order. To keep our prices low, we do not accept credit cards!! C.O.D. orders accepted. NY residents, kmd- 

SHIPPING: ^hipping^harges^rVextra. Add $5.00 per total order on games only. C.O.D. orders have an additional $5.00 chfr9f- °vernt%!'* * 
day Service call for charges. Availability subject to manufacturer s release date. AH sales final. Prices are subject to change without not ce. 

Ask to be placed on our 
mailing list for game 
updates at no charge. /5181623-5022 * FAX 1518/ 623-4143•FOR ORDERS ONLY CALL 1-800-70-GAMES 

P.O. BOX #212, WARRENSBURG, NY 12885 
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CONGRADULATIONS TO THE FOLLOW!N 0 W I N N E R S 

GRAND PRIZE 
Eric Murphy 
Boston, MA. 

FIRST PRIZE: 
Omar Chaudhry 

Corona, NY. 
Victor Chavez 

FP0 AP 
Rudolph Masseus 

Brooklyn, NY. 
Timothy Bryant 

Chicago, HI. 
Joseph Juliano 

Pacific Palisades, CA. 

SECOND PRIZE: 
Chris Lee 
Paul Su 
Brody Hawker 
Mike Arnett 
lim Bushee 
Jonathan Kombrinck 
Joseph Fernandez 
Robert Chen 
Ronnie Watson 
Brian Laghlin 

Palmdale, CA. 
San Diego, CA. 

Laton, UT. 
Mansfield, OH. 

Woburn, MA. 
Blountstown, FL. 

Abilene, TX. 
Brooklyn, NY. 
Waldorf, MB. 

Racine, Wl. 

The correct number of characters 
in the super 20/20 find em’ and 

win contest was: 19 

Brian 

PRIZE: 

PAGES: 3, 22, 55, 56, 57, 61, 67, 
70, 74, 97,102,113,126,127, 

130,138,144,158,167 

lensy Peralta 
Carl Boyer 
Rhoda Hernandez 
Nick Johnson 
Patrick Saul 
Robert Carleton 
Chris Lillard 
Don Golenig 
Magdelene Chavez 

Maple Valley, WA 
Halverstraw, NY. 
Philadelphia, PA. 
McAllen, TX. 
Wasilla, AK. 
Sunland, CA. 
Indian Orchard, MA. 
Pleasant Hill, OR. 
Park Ridge, Ill. 
Tempe, AZ. 



ROADRUNNER'S 
Death Why SUfy 

SunSoft is a registered trademark of Sun Corporation of America. © 1993 Sun Corporation of America. LOONEY TUNES, characters, names, and all related indicia are trademark! 
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I LOOK OUT. 
I 
I MORE TO 
| COME! 

er Bros. © 1993. Nintendo, Super Nintendo Entertainment System, Game Boy and the Of 
icial Seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. © 1993 Nintendo of America Inc. 
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The Ultimate Blast-Fest! 

Grind Stormer took the, 
• A 

arcades by storm. 

Now, it's going to blow 

you away on your Genesis! 

Fly a powerful spaceship against 

endless waves of alien tanks and 

ships. Blast everything in sight as 

you battle your way through 

action-packed levels of ever 

more deadly enemies. g 
This arcade smash hit £ 

features irfcredible . 

multi-layer scrolling 

backgrounds, 

spectacular r. . 

graphics, 

animation and sounds. In other words, 

it's a mind-blowing adrenaline rush 

of totally addicting fun! 

standards of Sega7'/Buy 
games and accessories 

with this seal to be 
sure that they are 

compatible with 

Appropriate for 

all audiences. Genesis™ 675 Sycamore Drive, Milpitas, CA 95035 

(408) 473-9400 
General Audiences 


